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AssrRAcr

This thesis develops a coherent theoretical framework to analyse the

formulation of grain procurement policy for the entire history of the PRC. An

optimization model is constructed to capture Chinese policy makers' preferences

regarding the competing objectives of sectoral income distribution and food security, as

well as the factors governing the trade-off between these two objectives and the choice

of policy instruments. The model examines how the formulation of China's grain

policy responses to the changes in policy makers' preferences regarding the welfare of

grain producers and grain users as well as the size of the procurement quota, and the

changes in the tightness of the fiscal constraint and the costs of grain production. Many

of the results appear to be consistent with the observed evolution of China's grain

policy. In particular, the model predicts that, when policy makers prefer a larger

procurement quota, grain procurement price will always be set at its minimum level

that is required to induce quota fulfilment, whether government subsidies are available

or not,

The model also analyses the impacts of China's accession to WTO on its grain

sector and produces results different from the common wisdom. Depending on the pre-

trade welfare distribution and the amount of grain imports, WTO accession may not

hurt grain farmers at all if it is accompanied by a complete liberalisation of the

domestic grain distribution system. Another conclusion is that the Chinese

govemment's attempt to safeguard grain producers' welfare from the influx of imports

need not drain fiscal resources.

To explain the numerous failures of China's grain policy, this thesis studies the

problems arising from policy formulation and implementation. The first type of

problems stems from the lack of information that is required to set the 'right'

procurement quotas or prices to achieve the policy objectives without jeopardizing

allocative efficiency. The second type of problems arises from the implementation of

the stipulated policies. The failure to overcome these problems is illustrated with a

variety of defiant behaviour of the notoriously inefficient state grain enterprises.
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IxTnODUCTION

The food and agricultural policy of the People's Republic of China (hereafter PRC or

China) has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers within and outside of the

country. At the core of agriculture, grain has always been under the spotlight. While

there have been numerous studies on China's grain sector ranging from production to

trade, policy formulation as well as implementation, there does not yet appear to be a

coherent theoretical framework for the analysis of the policy formulation that is

applicable to the entire history of China's grain procurement and marketing system. It

is the purpose of this thesis to fill this gap in the literature.

Using an optimization model that captures China's institutional characteristics

and the policy makers' ideological considerations, this thesis derives some decision

rules regarding the formulation of the grain procurement and sales policy (hereafter

grain procurement policy) in the context of a closed economy. The model generates

results that are consistent with a significant number of policy changes in the history of

the PRC. Extending the model to allow for trade, especially imports of grain, this thesis

also examines the welfare impacts on grain farmers and grain users of the likely

changes associated with China's accession to WTO.

The next section gives a brief account of the importance of China's grain policy

to its national economy and to the world market. It also identifies the two most

important objectives guiding the policy decision. Based on a review of the literature on

China's grain policy and the political economy of policy making of other economies,

Section 1.2 presents the approach in this thesis to the study of China's grain policy

formulation. Section 1.3 outlines the structure of the thesis.



TesL¡ 1.1 Snnn¡ or AcmcwrURE IN rHB Crmq¡ss EcoNoN4v, 1950-2001

Year

Agricultural
Population as %

of total
Population"

Agriculhual
Labour as % of

total Labour
Force"

Agricultural
Value-added as %

ofGDPb

Agricultural
Taxes as o% of

Fiscal Revenue'

1950
1951
t952
1953
t954
1955
1956
1957
1958
t959
1960
t96l
1962
1963
1964
t965
1966
7967
1968
t969
r970
1971
1972
t973
t974
t975
t976
1977
t978
t979
1980
198 1

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
I 988
1989
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994
199s
r996
1997
1998
t999
2000
2001

83.4
84.6
85.6
85.2
84.7
84.8
84.1

83.6
8 1.5

79.8
79.3
8l. r
83.3
83.3
83,4
83.3
83,4
83.5
84.0
84.6
84.7
84.3
84.4
84.3
84:5
84.6
84.5
84.s
84.2
83.4
83,0
82.6
82.4
82.r
81.0
79.9
79.1
78.4
75.4
77.9
78.4
78.2
77.8
77.1
76.4
75.7
75.t
74,0
73.7
73.2
73.3
73.2

83.5
83.1

83.1
83.3
80.6
8t.2
58.2

62.2
65.8
77.2
82.1
82.5
82.2
81,6
81 .5

81.7
81.7
81.6
80.8
79.7
78.9
78.7
78.2
77.2
75.8
74.5
73.8
72.5
72.1
72.0
7t.6
70.7
68.4
62.5
61.1

60.0
59.s
60.1
60.2
60.0
58.6
56.4
54.3
52.2
50.5
49.9
49.8
50.1
50.0
50.0

50.5
45.9
45.6
46.3

43.2
40.3

34.r
26.7
23.4
36.2
39.4
40.3
38.4
37.9
37.6
40.3
42.2
38.0
35.2
34.1
32.9
33.4
33.9
32.4
32.8
29.4
28.1

31.2
30.1
3 1.8

33.3
33.0
32.0
28.4
27.L
26.8
25.7
25.0
27.0
24.5
2r.8
t9.9
20.2
20.5
20.4
18,3
18.0
t7.6
t6.4
15.2

29.3
16.3

14.l
12.2
12.5
rt.2
10.3

9.6
8.4
6.8
4.9
6.1

7.3
7.0
6.5

5.4
5.3
6.9
8.3

5.6
4.8
4.1
3.7
3.8
3.8
3.6
3.8
3.4
2.5
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.3
)?
2.0
2.2
2.8
2.9
2.7
2.5
2.9
2.5
4.4
4.4
5.0
4.6
4.0
2.9
3.5
1.7
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Notes:

" Data up to 1985 are from MoA (1989). Data after 1985 are fromAgricultural Development RePort

'97 and 2002.
b Agricultual ouþuts include those of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery.

" Agricultural taxes include agricultural tax, animal husbandry taxes, tax on the use of cultivated land,

taxes on special agricultural and forest products, and contact taxes,

Sources: MoA (1989); NBS (1997); Lou (2000); Agricultural Development Report '97 and 2002; Rural

Statistical Yearbook of China 2002

1.1 Background to the issue

On 10 August 1960, the Chinese central govemment issued "A decree to

mobilise the whole Parfy to develop agriculture and the grain sector to the fullest extent

(guanyu quandang dongshou, daban nongye, daban liangshi de zhishi)". It read:

"Agriculture is the foundation of the national economy whereas grain is its core.1

Strengthening agriculture is the long-term priority of the Party. Every sector and

industry should regard the support of agriculture as the most important task and refrain

from doing anything to jeopardíze agncultural and grain production." Despite the

decline in its contribution to the national GDP from about 50 percent in 1952 to 15

percent in 2001 (Table 1.1), the importance of agriculture on the policy agenda has

always been underlined.2 In the Report on the Implementation of the Central and Local

Budgets þr 2001, China's Finance Minister, Xiang Huaicheng, refened once again to

the position of agriculture as the foundation of the economy (Xiang, 2002). The 2003

Draft Budget further indicates the central govemment's continuous commitment to an

increase in funding for agricultural and rural economic and social development in its

attempt to maintain a sustainable, rapid and sound development of the national

I According to Chinese government's definition, grain includes wheat, rice, corn, soybeans,

barley, oats, millet, sorghum, potatoes (converted from raw to dry weight at a ratio of 5 to l), pulses (dry
peas and beans), and other miscellaneous grains.

2 It should be noted that the share of agricultural taxes in fiscal revenue as listed in Table 1.1

has understated substantially the contribution of agriculture to the nation's fiscal resou¡ces because the

formal agricultural taxes do not include the informal ¡ural levies imposed by local governments or the

implicit taxes on farmers who deliver grains to the state at below-market procurement prices.
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economy and to ensure long-term stability of the country (People's Daily Online, 6

March 2003).

Being the staple food and the wage good, grain played the leading role in

China's development policy during the central planning era when communist leaders

adopted a Soviet-style heavy industrialization strategy. Grain was not only the

necessary diet to sustain a productive labour force, but also an important source of

economic surplus to support industrialisation, Securing a sufficient supply of grain for

the urban industrial population at the lowest possible cost was one of the top priorities

for the Chinese leaders' agenda. To extract resources from agriculture and make them

available for the development of heavy industries, policy makers installed a quantity

based procurement system to redistribute economic surpluses from grain, as well as

other primary production, to the industrial sector. The drawing up of procurement plans

required co-ordination with the policy goals of other sectors. The formulation of

China's grain policy in the central planning era was therefore closely intertwined with

other aspects of the national development strategy. At the same time, the achievement

of the targets set for other sectors, especially the industrial sector, hinged on the

successful implementation of the grain procurement policy.

While its central position in the national economy of the PRC has never

waivered, the role of agriculture in general and grain in particular has nonetheless

evolved over time. As the Chinese economy develops along a new path during more

than two decades of economic reforms and open-door policy, the role of grain as a

source of investible surplus has diminished greatly. But it remains at the centre stage

due to China's adherence to a policy objective of grain self-sufficiency. As noted by

Crook (1999b), China is distinguished by the length and strength of its commitment to

self-sufficiency in grain production. This policy is a logical outgrowth of the recurrent
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crop failures and food shortages over the past 2,500 years. The tight grip on grain

imports, in contrast to the trade liberalisation in other commodities since the 1990s,

reflects the political leaders' resistance against an increasing reliance on grain imports

as an alternative means to food security. Chinese leaders behave in a way that is similar

to those authoritarian leaders. Perkins and Yusuf (1984, p.88) described vividly their

characteristics: "a deep suspicion of foreigners,... combined with a fierce national

pride, which made it imperative to 'walk on two legs'." The pursuit of heavy indushy-

oriented development strategy and grain selÊsufficiency is apparently an outcome of

such a mindset. And the Chinese government has been proud of being able to feed 22

percent of the world's population on 7 percent of the world's cultivated land (IOSC,

ß96).3

T¿,sr.B 1.2 CHnr.A's PRoDUcTIoN AND Tnnon IN WHEAT, Rtce, AND CoRN, 2000

Wheat Rice Com

Sown area (1,000 hectare)

Ouþut (1,000 ton)"

Average annual ouþut as %o of
world ouþut

Rank as producer in the world

Exports (1,000 ton)b

Imports (1,000 ton)b

26.65

99,640

16.8

lst

2.5

870

29.96

187,900

33.5

1st

2,950

240

23.05

106,000

17.8

2nd

r0,470

0

Notes:
u Ouçut is of raw grain. Ton is meüic ton.
b Trade volume is of commercial grain (maoyi liang).

Source: MoA Soft Science Committee Project Team(2002, Chapter 2)

China is the largest producer and consumer of food grain in the world. As

shown in Table 1.2, its production of wheat and rice ranks first in the world while its

com output ranks second only after the US. China's exports of rice and corn in 2000

3 Based on the updated data collected in the 2000 Census, the estimated Chinese shares in the
world total ofpopulation and cultivated land have been revised to 21 percent and 9 percent respectively.
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accounted for I2.6Yo and L2.7o/o respectively of the world total export volumes.

Between 1980 and the mid-1990s, China's imports of wheat accounted for around l0%

of the world total traded volume (MoA Soft Science Committee Project Team, 2002,

p.43). Significant changes in its grain policy would have great impacts on the world

grain market and prices. In particular, a loosening of the grain self-suffrciency policy

stance would bring a handsome windfall to the grain-exporting countries while driving

up food expenditures of those importing countries. The significant influence explains

why Brown's (1995) controversial wake-up call drew so much attention among

academics and policy makers.a

There is yet another channel through which China's grain policy will make an

impact on theworld economy. Since grain production still occupies alarge proportion

of China's rural resources,s any policy change regarding the level of self-sufficiency

will have signifrcant implications for resource allocation and income distribution in the

rural sector and the whole economy. Reallocation of resources from grain to other

production in line with comparative advantages also will have tremendous impacts on

international trade pattern. For instance, if Chinese policy makers lower the grain selÊ

sufficiency rate, more resources will become available for the exportable labour-

intensive agricultural and industrial products, which may depress the prices of these

products in the international market.

Given the impacts of significant changes in China's grain policy on its domestic

economy as well as the world market, it is important to have a thorough understanding

o In his book úV'ho Witt Feed China? Ihake-up Cøll for a Small Planet, Lester Brown argued
that, constrained by the limited and decreasing arable land, China would have to hrrn to foreigl suppliers
for the increasing demand for food and feed grain that domestic production could not satisfy, The
subsequent increase in world demand would d¡ive up the grain prices and jeopardize the welfare of those
poor importing countries.

5 Despite the decline in arable land sown to grain due to the falling market prices, grain stilled
occupied 69 percent of the total area of cultivated land in 2000, of which ce¡eal occupied 55 percent
(Almanac of China's Agriculture 2001,p.251).
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of the crucial elements that determine Chinese policy making and its outcome. As

noted by Ahmed and Mellor (1988), agricultural price policy has profound implications

for the distribution of income between farm and non-farm households, among

geographical regions, and among income classes, which in turn have an important

bearing on the distribution of political power. Policy makers in the Chinese government

make it their task to adust the pricing and procurement policy in response to changes

in economic circumstances, political configurations, and national goals.

Due to China's comparative disadvantage in the production of land-intensive

agricultural products, it is widely predicted that the adherence to grain self-sufficiency

will necessitate increasing price support to grain farmers and an ever-heavier burden on

the govemment budget. China's policy makers have to ascertain whether this prediction

is likely to be realized. If so, then they have to decide if it is worthwhile and feasible to

provide price subsidies to grain farmers, or if there are better alternatives. To China's

trade partners, a related question has aroused a great deal ofinterest. They are eager to

find out how China's recent accession to WTO is going to influence its policy stance

on grain self-sufficiency. To answer these questions, one needs a systematic analysis of

how decisions have been made within the Chinese govornment. Among other things,

crucial elements would include the policy makers' objective function and the

constraints on their choice of policy instruments.

A scrutiny of China's grain policy evolution reveals that the grain procurement

system has played a central role in the government's pursuit of its food security and

income distribution targets. Other policy instruments, including hade restrictions and

direct government interventions in resource allocation, have been playing a secondary

and supporting role. While trade interventions have been crucial to the maintenance of

China's grain self-sufficiency, the persistent tightness of these restrictions has made the

7



grain trade volume relatively small, at least up till now. And the government's direct

interventions in resource allocation, especially the restrictions on land and labour uses

in the central planning era, as well as its investments in agriculture, have largely been

guided by the procurement targets. To construct the simplest possible model which

captures the essence of the problem at hand, this thesis focuses on the grain

procurement and marketing system and treats other grain-related policies as oxogenous.

In particular, the theoretical analysis is devoted to the examination of how policy

makers set the procurement prices and quotas.

In the central planning era, the redistribution policy guided by the heavy

industrialisation strategy and the grain self-sufficiency policy stemming from the food

security objective had contradictory implications for pricing policy under the grain

procurement system. To extract more surpluses from the grain sector, the government

needed to lower grain prices. To maintain high self-sufficiency, however, the

government had to raise procurement prices to improve farmers' incentives to produce

grain. How to reconcile the conflict between the distribution role and allocative role of

grain prices presented the greatest of challenges to policy makers in China. The

incompatibility between the two roles had become more acute in the reform period

when price liberalisation in other sectors raised the opportunity costs of grain

production substantially. Prior to the mid-l990s, it had been a daunting task for policy

makers to set the 'right' prices subject to the trade-off between these two objectives.

The enormous upward adjustments in procurement prices, coupled with unchanged

state-set rationed sales prices until 1991 due to political considerations, had led to

mounting fiscal deficits. The two-track grain procurement system established in 1985,

which allowed farmers to sell surplus grain on the market after they had delivered their

quota to the government, further aggravated the deficit problem. The price wedge

between the market track and the plan track offered rent-seeking opportunities to the

8



state grain enterprises. Coupled with their inefficient operations, this selÊserving

behaviour created a heavy burden on the government budget. Many of the policy

changes in the history of the PRC were a result of the govemment's attempts to

reconcile the conflicts among the two objectives and the fiscal constraint.

The incompatibility between the objectives of grain selÊsufficiency and income

distribution has gradually diminished over time in China. As the market economy

develops and industry outgrows agriculture, the redistribution policy has gradually

become less unfavourable or more favourable to the farming sector. This development

is consistent with the hend identified in the political-economy literature on the food

and agricultural policy, which documents that countries without comparative advantage

in agricultural production will sooner or later switch from taxing to protecting their

farming sector in the course of economic development (Anderson and Hayami, 1986;

Lindert, 1991). Arguably such a switch appears to take place in China in 1997 when the

government enforced the procurement of grain at protective prices to safeguard

farmers' income against falling market prices.6 The divergence between the allocative

role and distribution role of grain prices has disappeared since the adoption of this price

support policy. To maintain grain self-sufficiency, it is necessary to safeguard farmers'

incentives, which increase with the net incomes they can derive from producing grain.

Against a background of consecutive years of good harvests and slumping

market prices, returns to grain production lag far behind the national trend of income

growth. It becomes imperative to raise grain prices, unless there are other means of

raising farmers' incomes. This upward trend of assistance to grain farmers would only

be contained by two factors, namely, the fiscal outlays that the govemment can afford

and the constraints imposed by V/TO on China's domestic grain marketing and trade

9



policies. An accurate assessment of the influence of these two factors will help Chinese

leaders make appropriate policy adjustments. For China's trade partners, making the

right move also requires an accurate assessment of the evolution in Chinese leaders'

preferenc es, esp ecially re garding grain self- sufÍiciency.

1.2 Objectives and significance of the thesis

Due to the paramount importance of the grain sector to the Chinese economy,

researchers from within and outside the country have conducted numerous studies on

the issue of grain policy. While many of these studies have made valuable conkibution

to the understanding of the problems involved and provided suggestions to the Chinese

policy makers about the direction for reforms as well as fine tuning, there is a lack of

rigour in many of these largely descriptive analyses. Among those theoretical studies

that employ a rigorous approach, there are four areas of focus. The first type of such

studies examines individual events or policy changes such as the household

responsibility system (HRS) using empirical data (Lin, 1988; McMillan et al, 1989).

Regarding HRS, Lin concludes that the drastically reduced supervision cost under the

new institution led to a labour-augmentation innovation, which raised production

efficiency and agricultural ouþut. McMillan et al. estimate the relative contribution of

the institutional reform compared to other policy changes such as the upward

adjustments in procurement prices to the impressive growth in agriculture in the early

reform period. They conclude that HRS was by far the most important source of

growth.

The second type of rigorous studies focuses on policy implementation. One

notable example is Rozelle and Boisvert's (1993) study of the local implementation of

6 Protective procurement prices, also known as 'guaranteed prices' (see Watson and Findlay,
1999), were first stipulated in 1993. But they had not played the role of a safeguard measure until 1997

when market prices actually fell below them (WTO, 2001a,p.25).
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grain policy in 1983-1988. Using a dynamic control model of Chinese village leaders'

behaviour, their study evaluates the outcomes of different policies including the upward

adjustments in procurement prices and quota, as well as rural industrial loan policies,

which are all taken as given in their study. Based on some simulation results, they draw

the conclusion that curbing the loans available for rural industrialization was the only

effective means of raising grain yield. While these two tlpes of research shed light on

the relative effectiveness of different policies, they do not help us understand why

certain policy has been chosen in the first place.

The third focus of those rigorous studies is on the efficiency impact of the two-

track procurement system implemented in the post-reform China. Assuming legal

resale of goods between the plan track and the market track, both Sicular (1988) and

Lau et al. (2000) arive at the same conclusion that efficient resource allocation can be

achieved under the two-track system. One important conclusion of Sicular's study is

that the state-set procurement price is not the marginal price and hence only affects the

lump-sum transfer extracted from farmers but not the quantity of the commodity

supplied. Again, in both of their analyses no account has been taken of the policy

formulation process.

The fourth tlpe of theoretical studies focuses on the response of grain supply to

the procuement price under the two-track system. Contrary to Sicular's conclusion,

Cheng et al. (1993), Lin (2000a, pp.l26-aQ, and Wang and Huang (2001) propose

alternative hlpotheses that this state-set price does affect the output level of grain.

Based on a theoretical model, Cheng et al. conclude that if farmers have the option not

to fulfil their procurement quota, but quota fulfilment is a pre-condition for selling

surplus grain at the market price, then grain output will respond to both the fixed

procurement price and the market price. Lin establishes with an empirical study that if
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the procurement quota is an endogenous variable that increases with the level of grain

output, then the procurement price will have a positive impact on gtain output. Based

on an empirical study of three rice-producing provinces in 1980-1997, Wang and

Huang conclude that the procurement price and quota have significant positive impact

on the ouþut of rice.

Although all these studies enhance our understanding of the crucial elements

that determine the outcome of China's grain policy, none of them directly addresses the

issue of policy formulation. By contrast, Huang Y. (1998) applies a co-operative game

approach to analyse the setting of state procurement prices as an interactive process

between the government and farmers. Despite the absence of any formal bargaining

framework, Huang's empirical results provide some interesting estimates of the

bargaining porù¡er of farmers as opposed to the government. For the period between

1979 and 1990, the estimated power coefficients are 0.3 for farmers and 0.7 for the

govemment suggesting relatively weak bargaining power of farmers. His findings

suggest that farmers' relative strength is negatively correlated with the proportion of

labour in agriculture but positively correlated with aveÍage per capita income. While

his study may provide empirical support for the likely strengthening of farmers'

bargaining power over time, it is not a satisfactory framework for the analysis of

China's grain policy formulation due to the absence of a formal decision making

mechanism.

In the existing literature, there does not yet appear to be a coherent theoretical

framework for the analysis of the policy formulation that is applicable to the entire

history of China's grain procurement and marketing system. In this thesis, I set out to

fill the gap. As noted by Rodrik (1995) and Sah and Stiglitz (1992), to understand why

a certain policy has been adopted by a government, it is important to analyse the
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political economy of the situation, especially when the policy choice appears to be

contrary to economic intuition. Baldwin (1996) points out further that generalization

about government policies should be made with explicit reference to institutions and

ideologies. Lin (2000b,p.17) also notes that understanding the prevailing institutions of

a country can narrow down the feasible set of the country's policy choices. Therefore I

adopt the approach commended by Rodrik (1995, 1996) - to construct a rigorous

model to derive behavioural rules from solving an optimization problem with a well-

defined objective function that captures the institutional characteristics and ideological

considerations of China's policy makers. To construct such a model, I draw on the

political-economy literature on agricultural and hade policies of other economies.

The political support function approach

Rodrik (1995) classifies the political-economy models of income redistribution

policies into four categories, namel¡ the tariff-formation function approach (Feenstra

and Bhagwati, 1982; Findlay and Wellisz, 1995; Magee, 2002), the political support

function approach (Stigler, l97I;Peltzman,1976; Hillman, 1989; Long and Vousden,

1991), the median-voter approach (Mayer, 1984), and the campaign contribution

approach (Magee et a1., 1989; Grossman and Helpman, 1994). Developed mainly to

analyse trade intervention, all these models adopt the economic self-interest

framework. Policy makers or politicians are viewed as "maximizing agents who pursue

their own selfish interests rather than as benevolent agents seeking to maximize

aggregate welfare (Grossman and Helpmm, 1994, p.848)." Policies are rnade by

political decision makers who seek to maximize their political support by balancing the

marginal gain in political support from those who benefit from domestic or

international regulatory measures against the marginal loss in support from those who

lose (Baldwín, 1996, p. I a8).
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Political-economy models addressing the policy making mechanisms in a

democratic society, especially the median-voter approach and the campaign

contribution approach that make special reference to the voting system and political

campaign contribution, are inapplicable to the case of China due to its different

political setting. The tariff-formation function approach is also inappropriate for our

purpose as this type of model focuses only on the determination of trade barriers, and

sometimes also incorporates campaign contribution in the analysis (e.g. Magee,2002).

The remaining political support function approach is more appropriate for the analysis

of China's grain policy formulation. As noted by Rodrik (1995), the advantage of this

approach is that it makes the policy objective function explicit, which enables us to

derive the behavioural rule of China's policy makers. On the other hand, its weakness

of leaving obscure the actions taken by interest groups to influence policy making, as

identified by Rodrik, is not detrimental to the study of China where explicit lobbying

by interest groups to extract favourable behaviour from policy makers is still rare.7

Nevertheless, there are some limitations of the self-interest model in general

and the political support function approach in particular that warrant our attention. One

limitation of the self-interest model identified by North (1984) is that people often do

things that are not in their pure economic interest. For example, ideological belief may

override their self-interest. Another related criticism made by political scientists of the

political support function approach is its comparative neglect of the role of institutions

and ideology in the formulation of economic polices (Baldwin, 1996, p.I52). This

thesis attempts to address these weaknesses by incorporating the ideological

considerations and institutional setting in the specification of the objective function and

constraints of the optimization model.

7 Baldwin (1996, p.162) explains that "leaders of authoritarian governments generally view
privately organized economic lobbying gfoups as threats to thei¡ political power and tend to discourage
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In this thesis, I hlpothesize that the policy making process is not fundamentally

different from that of other non-socialist countries. China's policy makers are assumed

to be rational decision makers who formulate grain policies in such a way as to

maximize their payoffs subject to certain constraints. If there were any significant

differences in the policy choices, it would be due to the differences in their objective

function or in the constraints that govern the choice of policy instruments. Adopting the

political support function approach, I specify an objective function that captures the

Chinese characteristics. Producer surplus of grain farmers and 'consumer surplus' of

grain users are the first two arguments in the objective function. They reflect the policy

makers' preferences regarding sectoral income distribution. The third argument in the

objective function is the size of the procurement quota, which captures the grain selÊ

sufficiency obj ective.

As reflected in the historical development of China's grain policy, the

availability of fiscal resources has been the most important constraint governing policy

making. China's commitment under its WTO Protocol of Accession is a new and

important constraint on domestic marketing and trade policies. These and other crucial

factors that govern the setting of grain prices and quota are explicitly considered in my

theoretical model. A1l policy choices are derived in the model as an outcome of

constrained maximízation. Unlike many other studies that employ different analylical

frameworks to investigate different scenarios in different periods of time, in this thesis

the same model is applied to pre- and post-1978, and to shortage as well as surplus

situations. In this senso, my model is more general and more coherent than what has

been available in this area of research. And it generates results that are consistent with a

siguificant number of policy changes in the history of the PRC.

or, at least, control such organizations". This is an accurate description ofthe situation in China.
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I only consider the grain sector in the optimization model, leaving other sectors

of the Chinese economy as exogenous. The use of partial equilibrium analysis in this

study is justified by Sicular's (1988, p.293) observation that the reform process in

China portrays 'adaptive or partial optimization' of a govemment that does not

optimize globally but adjusts preexisting state prices and quotas from time to time to

meet specific goals or when visible problems arise. Despite the limitations of such an

approach, my model offers a more comprehensive and rigorous analysis than existing

political-economy studies of China's grain policy.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the major

changes in China's grain policy together with some background information about why

those changes took place and what the outcomes turned out to be. It paints an overall

picture showing how the grain procurement policy relates to other aspects of the grain

sector and to the economy as a whole. Chapter 3 constructs the optimization model by

specifying the policy makers' preference function and the efficient trade-off between

the objectives of sectoral income distribution and food security in a closed economy.

The trade-off captures the dilemma between the allocative role and the income

distributional role of grain prices. It is the boundary separating those combinations of

procurement price and quota that can achieve allocative efficiency from those that

cannot. In this chapter, the setting of the procurement price and quota is analysed

assuming the absence of price subsidies. Chapter 4 allows a diversion between the

procurement price and the sales price and considers the case in which the government

has to provide a consumer price subsidy. It also studies the policy adjustments to

changes in policy makers' preferences regarding food security, the tightness of the

fiscal constraint as well as the costs of grain production. Chapter 5 analyses the change
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in the Chinese policy makers' preference regarding sectoral income distribution based

on the political-economy literature on agricultural and trade policies. It then studies the

adjustment in the procurement price and quota in response to such a change in their

preferences. The optimization model of a closed economy is modified in Chapter 6 to

allow for trade, especially imports of grain, which is essential to reflect the changes

associated with China's accession to WTO. Treating the volume of grain trade as

exogenous, I examine the welfare impacts on grain farmers and grain users of the

increase in grain imports and draw some policy implications. Chapter 7 looks at some

actual problems that China's policy makers have encountered in the process of policy

formulation and implementation. Their failure to overcome these problems is illustrated

with a variety of defiant behaviour of the notoriously ineffrcient state gtain enterprises.

Chapter 8 draws some conclusions and identifies areas for further research.
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CHeprEn2
TUB EvorurloN op CUrNA's Gnnnt PoLICy

The evolution of China's grain policy can best be understood in the context of

economic and political goals that the government pursues and the problems that it has

to tackle in different stages of development. This chapter gives an overview of the

major changes in China's grain policy along with some analysis of the causes and

effects of those changes. It serves to locate the position of the grain sector in the

national economy of the PRC and paint a dynamic picture showing how the grain-

related policies have evolved over time against a changing background. Based on the

historical account of the policy changes, I seek to identify the most crucial determinants

of China's grain procurement policy, namely the objectives and constraints that govern

the policy formulation. And these elements will be the focus of the theoretical analysis

in the next few chapters.

The grain-related policies under review are divided into three periods in which

the economic circumstances and political configurations exhibited some drastic

changes resulting in significant adjustments in the priorities of the national goals as

well as the policy instruments. For each period under study, the policy review covers

three areas, namely domestic grain distribution, trade intervention, and other

government interventions in resource allocation. The major focus is on domestic grain

distribution vis-à-vis the quota procurement system.

Section 2.1 exar'';tines the central planning era between the early 1950s and the

late 1970s. It reveals the two over-riding objectives of China's grain policy: heavy

industrialization and grain self-sufficiency. The two most prominent policy changes in

this period were the quantity-oriented planning that deprived prices of their allocative
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role and the collective system that aimed to overcome the lack of price incentives.

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 study the post-reform period that began in late 1978, with 1997

representing a watershed when the Chinese government adopted protective prices for

grain procurement. In Section 2.2,we look at how the Chinese policy makers struggled

to reconcile the conflicting roles of grain procurement prices between redistributing

economic surplus from farming to industry and improving farmers' production

incentives. This section also examines the problems that emerged within the grain

procurement system and caused by the reforms in other sectors. Section 2.3 covers the

policy changes in recent years since 1997. This period distinguishes itself from the

previous two in that the conflicts between the redistribution role and the allocative role

of grain prices have disappeared. The adjustments in China's grain policy in this period

are largely guided by the government's attempt to safeguard grain farmers' production

incentives against falling domestic market prices and the expected influx of imports

after WTO accession, Constrained by its commitments to the WTO Agreements, China

must rectify the inefficient operations of the deficit-ridden state grain enterprises.

Section 2.4 concludes the chapter with a list of the key objectives and constraints that

govem China's grain policy formulation to date.

2.1 The central planning era, 1949-1978

Agriculture makes crucial contributions to the early development of any

developing countries. Its contributions can be summarised by Kuznets' (1965, pp.244-

50) 'factor contribution' and 'market contribution' that refer to its roles as the source of

supply of inputs and as a market for the ouþuts of the industrial sector. In the central

planning era, apart from providing food to the industrial workers, the grain sector was

also the most important source of investible surpluses available to the Chinese

govemment. Hence the formulation of grain policy in the early years of PRC's history
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c¿umot be well understood without reference to the heavy industry-oriented

development strategy.

China's grain policy to facilitate heavy industrialization

The PRC started off in 1.949 as a backward economy with a very small

industrial sector, which accounted for only about 10 percent of the national economy

(Lin et al, 1995, p.22; Maddison, 1998, Table 3.2). The need to industrialize became

more urgent for the new government after the trade embargo imposed on China by the

United Nations following the Korean 'War in the early 1950s. Envisaging the

vulnerable position one would be in if one had to rely on other nations for the supplies

of strategic goods, the Chinese government was prompted to adopt a development

strategy to quickly set up a self-contained industrial sector. And the establishment of

heavy industries was believed to be the crucial step towards this goal. Unfortunately,

the development of capital-intensive heavy industries was severely constrained by the

capital shortages in China. To overcome this ba¡rier, the government had to make every

effort to mobilize all available resources and to lower the costs of industrialization.

Beginning in 1953 with the first five-year plan (FYP), the Chinese government

took some drastic actions in an attempt to accomplish the seemingly impossible task to

quickly develop heavy industries within a short period of time. As the market

mechanism would certainly reflect the scarcity of resources and drive up their prices,

the Chinese government had to replace it with an alternative allocation system. The

quantity-oriented central planning system was installed in 1953 to acquire resources for

the development of heavy industries. In particular, to secure sufficient investible

surpluses in a capital-scarce economy, the market mechanism had to be replaced by

administrative measures to effect forced saving in the society. Prior to the first FYP, the

state had already put the banking system and the currency under its control at the
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begiruring of the 1950s. By suppressing the interest rate and over-valuing domestic

currency, it could reduce substantially the costs of capital and imported machinery that

were nscessary for the pursuit of heavy industrialization. At the same time, private

industry had virtually vanished by 1956 while the industrial enterprises were either

state-run or operated as joint state-private ventures (Lin et aL,1995, p.46). If the state

could lower the cost of industrial production, then it couid have more economic

surpluses available for the accumulation of capital to facilitate the development of

heavy industries.

Apart from interest rate and exchange rate, the costs of the remaining inputs,

namely labour and primary products, hinged on the agricultural sector. Being the staple

food and the wage goods, grain became the most important source of extractable

surpluses. By suppressing grain prices and thereby reducing the urban costs of living,

the government could maintain a low urban wage bill and increase the investible

surpluses for industrialization. Hence the Chinese government needed to establish a

distribution system that could procure a sufficient amount of grain at the lowest

possible cost to supply to the urban industrial workers. In a nutshell, in the central

planning era, China's grain policy was an integral part of the heavy industry-oriented

development strategy.

The unified grain procurement and sales system (tonggou tongxÍøo)

Under the central planning system, the major roles of prices were for

accounting and distribution. Resource allocation was to be guided primarily by

quantity-oriented state plans rather than pricing policy.s Direct government

I Whether the state-set procurement prices played any allocative role in the central plarming
period depended on, among other things, the enforcement of the quantity-oriented procurement plans. In
the case ofgrain, as noted by Perkins (1966, p.50), the high procurement quotas had largely exhausted all
marketed grain of farme¡s. The state-set quota prices, which were lower than the market-clearing prices,
could hardly play any signifrcant role in grain marketing if farmers fulfilled their quota delivery.
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interventions in the production and consumption of grain were regarded as necessary

not only to overcome the acute shortage of grain in the early years of the PRC, but also

to tackle the price volatility resulting from the speculative behaviour of grain traders.

To secure the necessary supply of food for industrial workers at the lowest possible

cost, a compulsory planned procurement and supply system was instituted in 1953 for

grain and edible oil to facilitate the procurement and distribution of these products at

suppressed prices. In 1955, this nationwide system of unified grain procurement and

sales was further refined requiring each village to specify the amounts of grain to be

produced, procwed and sold for each farm household in each year (Contemporary

China Editorial Committee, 1988, p.85).e

As part of the policy adjustment, a rationing system was installed to control the

consumption of grain, Grain coupons (liang piao) or grain ration books (kou liang ben)

were issued to households and individuals classified as urban non-agricultural residents

under the household regishation (hukou) system. These eligible consumers could

purchase a fixed quantity of commercial grain, which varied according to their age,

gender, occupation, etc, from state-run grain stores at state-set rationed sales prices,

which were sometimes even lower than the procurement prices. Industrial and

commercial enterprises such as food and feed processing plants that used grain as their

inputs were allocated specific amounts of grain according to their production plans

(State Grain Administration or SGA, 1999).10

However, when under-fulfrlment of quotas was a prevailing phenomenon, the quota procwement prices
would have some significant impact on resource allocation, which will be discussed in the next chapter.

e Vy'alker (1984) gives an excellent discussion of China's grain policies in the 1950s and 1960s

substantiated with detailed statistics. Oi (1989, Chapter 3) gives a detailed description of different types
of grain procurement and how the procurement quotas were set at various levels of the administrative
hierarchy in the central planning period.

to Eligible consumers of rationed grain also included military, government officials and
university students. There was another type of grain coupons that enabled specialized non-grain
producers in the rural areas to buy grain either at rationed sales prices or at quota procurement prices
(Carter and Zhong, 1988, p.47). When needed, grain coupons were also distributed to ru¡al households
for disaster relief (Hebei Sheng Liangshizhi Editorial Committee,1994,p.90).
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According to the stþulation of the unified procurement system, after deiivering

the quota, farm households could keep the surplus grain for self-consumption or stock,

or even sell it on the state-established markets. Following a spread of black markets in

grain, however, the government faced extreme difficulties in controlling grain supplies

during summer 1957 (Ash, 1998, p.87). The resultant reduction in grain procurement

and grain tax revenues prompted the government to prohibit private grain marketing.

Since August 1957, the state-owned and managed Grain Bureau had monopolized grain

distribution in China (Lardy, 1983, p.39; Carter andZhong, 1988, p.51).

Under the unified grain procurement and sales system, quantity planning

replaced price mechanism to be the means of resource allocation and output

distribution. By means of the 'price scissors', which administratively suppressed

agricultural prices relative to industrial prices, the govemment reduced the role of

prices to sectoral income distribution only.11 The hukou system played two crucial roles

to facilitate the quantity planning system in the pursuit of heavy industrialization. First,

it restricted undesirable rural-to-urban migration that would otherwise reduce

agricultural outputs and make it necessary for the government to raise urban wages to

accommodate the higher prices of wage goods (Wu, 1993, pp.57-58). Second, it

excluded rural agricultural households from the supply of cheap grain as well as edible

oil and cotton to ensure that the extracted economic surpluses from agriculture would

only be made available to the industrial sector.

rr Lardy (1983, p.4l) alleged that it was not until the Great Leap Forward in 1958-60 that the
Chinese government abandoned the use of prices and markets as an instrument to allocate resources in
agriculture.
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The institution of the Peoplets Communes to secure resources for grain

production

The change in allocation mechanism from market to plan could not transform

the incentive-oriented human nature. The suppressed procurement prices had an

inevitable adverse effect on farmers' incentives to produce and deliver agricultural

produce to the state. To secure the necessary amount of grain and raw materials for

industrialization, the Chinese government found it imperative to institute agricultural

collectivization (Lin et a1., 1995, p.42; Liew, 1997, p.31). Collectivization of farm

households began in late 1955 with the formation of cooperatives and was completed in

autumn 1958 through the creation of the 'people's communes'.12 Under the collective

system, all members of a village joined a cooperative, or later a production team, where

all means of production were collectivized. Directed by the state plans, the communes

assigned production plans and procurement targets to production brigades and

production teams. It was believed that by collectivizing labour and other farm inputs,

the coÍtm.une system could rcalize the state's production plans by means of

administrative measures.

However, collectivization failed to solve the disincentive problem of suppressed

procurement prices. To make matter worse, the high monitoring costs of agricultural

production in a collective system further exerted disincentive effects in two ways. First,

the diffrculty in measwing farmers' performance in the commune system reduced their

production incentives (Lin, 1988). Efficiency and productivity diminished as a result of

shirking. Second, coupled with ideological consideration, the difficulty in supervising

agricultural work gave rise to the egalitarian income distribution scheme. The

t' Detailed accounts of the development of China's collective system are available in Ash
(1ee8).
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deprivation of farmers' rights to residual incomes under such a compensation scheme

further jeopardized their incentives (Ash, 1998, p.9l).

Another reason for the failure of the collective system to boost agricultural

ouþuts was that it could not rectify the misallocation of resources under the central

plaruring system. Without a market-oriented price mechanism that could reflect the

economic costs and values, it was prohibitively costly to collect information for setting

the 'right' output targets for individual localities and grain varieties. Guided by

political considerations that led to the emphasis on regional grain self-sufficiency,l3

administrative measures to allocate resources irrespective of local conditions exerted

negative impacts on agricultural productivity. For example, the imposition of common

production methods such as cropping patterns on all regions reduced allocative

efficiency as well as farmers' incomes (Lardy, 1983, p.43). And the massive

reallocation of labour to coal mining and backyard steel production during the 1958-60

Great Leap Forward severely exacerbated the grain shortage problem (Liew, 1997,

p.43).The resultant increase in industrial population that depended on the state for

grain supply and the over-reporting of grain output by lower-level cadres prompted the

state to raise the procurement targets substantially unaware of the contracting

productive capacity of the rural sector. This excessive procurement was the major

reason for the devastating famine erupted in 1960 when an estimate of 30 million

people, mainly in the rural area, perished due to starvation and malnutrition (Lin,

1990). The incompatible policies inflicted on the farm households, especially during

the Great Leap Forward, seriously impaired their faith in the collective system and

further diminished their production incentives (Liew, 1997 , p.45). They expressed their

13 The policy stance of local self-sufficiency in grain production was fust put forward in 1958

with the phrase 'take grain as the key link (yi liangwei gang)' (Lardy, 1983, p.41).
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dissatisfaction with the suppressed procurement prices by reducing their grain supply,

which in tum forced the government to raise prices (Yuan, 1994,p.6).

In the early 1960s, China's policy makers had to reconcile with the

irreplaceable role of price incentives as well as other material incentives in resource

allocation. They stipulated three new policies to tackle the disincentive problem. First,

they introduced the above-quota procurement price. Í1 1960, the state offered a lÙYo

price premium to production teams for their grain delivery in excess of the basic

procurement quota. The policy was abolished after one year but reinstated in 1965 in

some low-yield regions. ln 1972, the state offered a 30o/o price premium for above-

quota grain delivery and it remained until 1978 (Carter and Zhong, 1988, p.40; Han et

al., 1992, p.96). Second, Chinese policy makers instituted a material reward system.

Starting in 1961, the state offered a small amount of consumption goods such as cotton

cloth and rubber shoes to the production brigades as additional rewards for their grain

delivery.la Another version of material rewards was also provided to individual farmers

in November 1963. The state offered industrial products such as cloth and chemical

fertilizer in exchange for their above-quota surplus grain (SGA, 1999). Third,

negotiated procurement and sales was introduced in 1962 in grain markets at prices

higher than the fixed quota prices. After market transactions in grain had been

prohibited since 1957, they were legalized again. Nevertheless, participation by private

traders was still forbidden. The negotiated transactions were first conducted by the

Supply and Marketing Cooperatives for profits in the large and median cities but had

since 1963 been taken over by the Grain Bureau (Han et a1.,1992, p.103).

tn When the material reward system was first introduced in September 1961, each production
brigade could get 5 meters of cotton cloth, 3 tiao (l tiao : 10 packs) of cigarettes, and one paìr of rubber
shoes for every 1500 catties (750 kg) of commercial grain delivered to the state. The rewards were
revised in1962 and 1963 (SGA, 1999).
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TRsr¡ 2.1a Gn¡.rN Pruc¡s rN CHrN.a,, 1952-1992

Average Grain Prices Price Index (previous year: 100)

Year
Procwement
(wan/ton)

Retail Sales
(wan/ton)

Ratio of Retail
Price to

Procurement
Price

Grain
Procwement

Rural Retail
Price Index of

Industrial
Products

Grain
Retail

t952
1953

t954
1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

L96t
t962
t963
1964
1965

1966
t967
1968

1969
1970
t97l
1972
1973

t974
1975

1976
t977
t978
r979
1980

1981

t982
1983

1984
1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990
1991

1992

138.4
r57.2
157.0

t57.0
t60.2
162.0

168.0

164.0

170.0

2t3.0
2r4.0
229.2
229.2
229.2
236.2

243.2

241.2

240.8

241.2

252.2

256.0

2s3.8
252.0
2s4.4
255.6

256.6

263.4

330.7

360,6
381.7

392.2

392.6

395.1

4t6.t
46s.9
508.5

s63.7
750.0
716.0
677.3
706.0

t97.8
20t.6
205.0
2t2.6
2r2.6
220.0
220.0

220.0

227.2
23t.0
229.4
230.0
230.0

237.4
245.6

257.2

260.0

260.0

260.0
260.0
277.6
277.6
287.2

288.0
288.2

292.0

294.8

298.6

307.5

337.t
340.3

351.4
358.5

383.3

413.5

442.0
489.4

557.0
528.t
631,6
837.5

r.43
1.28

1.31

1.35

1.33

1.36

1.31

1.34

1.34

1.08

l.o7
1.00

1.00

1.04

1.04

1.06

1.08

1.08

1,08

1.03

1.08

1.09

1,14

1.13

1.13

|.t4
Lr2
0.90

0.85

0.88

0,87

0.90

0.91

0.92

0.89

0.87

0,87

0.74

0.74

0.93
L19

113.6

99.9

100.0

102.0

101.1

t03.7
97,6

r03.7
t25.3
100.5

t07.r
100.0

100.0

103.1

103.0

99.2

99.8

100.2

t04.6
101,5

99.t
99.3

101.0

100.5

100.4

t02.7
t25.6
109.0

105.9

102.8

100.1

100.6

105.3

ttz.0
109.1

I10.9
133.0

95.s
94.6

704.2

101.9

101.7

103.7

100.0

103.s

100.0

100.0

103.3

101.7

99.3

r00.3
100.0

103.2

103.5

r04.7
101.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

106.8

100.0

103.5

100.3

100.1

101.3

10r.0
101.3

103.0

109,6

100.9

103.3

102.0

106.9

107,9

106.9

tt0.7
113.8

94.8

119.6
r32.6

99.5

98.6

101.9

101.5

99.0

t01.2
99.4

100.9

102.8

104.9

104.5

99.0

98.1

96.3

97.1

99.2

99.7

98.s

99.8

98.s

99.s

100,0

100.0

100.0

100.1

100.1

100.0

100.1

100.8

101.0

101.6

101,0

103.1

t03.2
103.2

104.8

115.2

118.7

104.6

103.0
I 03.1

Note:
The prices are of commercial grain. Procurement prices prior to 1985 include frxed and above-quota prices
whereas procurement prices were contact prices thereafter. Average retail price (of state-set, negotiated, and

market prices) is derived from the total retail value divided by the retail quantity.
Sources: Chinq Støtistícal YearbookandPrice YeqrbookofChina, various issues
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Tnsr¡ 2.lb Pnocun¡MENT Prucps rN CHnq¡, ev GRAnr TYPE, 1950-1998

Procurement Price fvuar/50ks)u Price Index (1978 : 100)

Year wheat Riceb corn 'Wheat Rice Com
Overall Retail

(All items)

1950
195 I
t952
1953

19s4
1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962
1963

1964
1965

t966
1967

1968

t969
t970
t97l
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
197',7

r978

7.42

8.10

8.15

9.41

9.02

8.94

8.90

8.93

8,98

9.03

9.t7
tt.47
tt.47
tt.47
11.47

11.06

t3.43
t3.43
13.43

13.43

13.43

t3.43
13.43

13.43

13.43

13.43

13.43

13.43

13.61

5.37

5.37

5.67

6.05

6.03

6.03

6.r3
6,18

6.35

6.36

6.58

8.25

8.25

8.25

8.25

8.47

9.81

9.81

9.81

9.8r
9.81

9.81

9.81

9.81

9.81

9.81

9.81

9.81

12.46

4.55

4.37
4.72
5.34

5.31

5.42

5.52

5.58

5.91

s.93

6.07

7.s3
7.s3
7.s3
7.53

7.s8
9.09
9.09

9.09

9.09

9.09

9.09

9.09
9.09
9.09
9.09
9.09

9.09

8.80

54.5

59.s
59.9

69.1

66.3

65.7

65.4

65.6

66.0

66.3

67.4

84.3

84.3

84,3

84.3

81.3

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.t
100.0

56.4

56.4

s9.6
63.6

63.3

63.3

64.4

64.9

66.7

66.8

69.r
86;7

86.7

86.7

86.7

89.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

103.0

100.0

51.7

49.7

53.6

60.7

60.3

61.6

62.7

63.4

67.2

67.4

69.0
85.6

85.6

85.6
8s.6
86.1

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

103.3

100.0

67.6
82.6

82.2

85.0

87,0

87.8

87.8

89.2

89.3

90.1

92.9

108.0

tlz.t
105.5

101.6

98.8

98.s

97.9

98.0

96.9

96.7

96.0

9s.8
96.4

96.9

97.1

97.4

99.3

100.0

1979
1980

1981

1982
1 983

1984

1 985

1986

1987

1 988

1 989

1990

t99l
1992
t993
1994
1995

r996
t997
1998

t2.60
13.00

13.40

13,60

14.30

14.80

14.70

15.20

15.00

16. l0
17.20

t7.10
17.10

20.30

20.30

40.00
40.00
56.00
56.00
56.38

113.2

1t6.4
118.0

119.6

t27.6
t32.4
126.0

133.2

145.3

146.9

187.8

187.8

187.8

223.1

223.1

404.5

404.5

577.8

577.8
573.3

19.40

t9.70
20,10

20.10

21.70

22.20

22.10
22.t0
22.10

23.80
25.50

25.50

25.10

31.50

31.50
52.00

52.00

74.00

74.00
72.82

14.10

14.50

t4.70
14.90

15.90

16.50

ls.70
16.60

18.10

18.30

23.40

23.40
23.40
27.80
27.80
s0.40
50.40
72.00
72.00
71.43

142.5

144.7

147.7

147.7

tsg.4
163.1

162.4

162.4

t62.4
174.9

187.4

187.4

t84.4
23t.4
23t.4
382.1

382.t
543.7

543.7
535.0

143.2

147.7

152.3

154.5

162.5

168.2

167.0

172.7

170.5

183.0

195.5

194.3

194,3

230,7

230.7

454.5

454,5

636.4

636.4
640.7

102.0

108. I
fiO.7
112.8

114.5

117.7

128.1

135.8

t45.7
172.6

203.3

207.6

213.6

225.2

254.9

310.2

356. l
377.8

380.9

371.0
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Notes:
u All prices were quota procurement prices for mid-quality grain listed by state grain enterprises.
b Price of rice prior to 1978 was for indica rice. In 1978 the prices of indica rice and japonica rice were

9.52 yuan and 12.46 yuan per 50kg respectively. Price from 1978 was for japonica rice. The price
index has been computed accordingly.

Sources: Cheng (1998) and Price Yearbook of China, various issues

TnsL¡ 2.1c Pnocun¡MENT, Necotlr¡D, AND RerenPRIcBs
oF DIFFERENT GRAIN TYPBS IN CHTNA, 1985-2001

'a

Procwement Price t Negotiated Price Retail Price

Year

Index
(yuar/kg) þrevious

year = 100)

Index
(yuan/kg) (previous

vear: 100)

Index
(yuar/kg) (previous

vear: 100)

(Flour)

(d
()

Ë

1985

1986

t987
1988

1989

1990

r991
t992
t993
t994
199s

1996

1997

1998

r999
2000

200t

r24.8

t23.1

164.6

133.5

108.6

101.0

94.0

97.9

90.6

94.4

0.43

0.44

0.44

0.47

0.51

0.51

0.51

0.59

0.66

0.89

1.08

1.3 l
1.46

1.44

1.3 I
Lt4
1.09

102.3

101.5

105.6

108.2

100.6

100.9

116.0

110.9

135.7

t2r.3
t2r.5
11 1.5

98.6

91.0

87.0

95.7

0.43

0.51

0.5s

0.63

0.89

0.85

0.77

0.73

0.75

1.04

1.53

1.65

1.43

1.30

1.22

119.6

106.6

115.3

14t.6
95.0

91.2

95.1

102.r

t39.4
t47.1

107.8

86.7

90.9

93.8

0.72

0.90

1.1 1

1.82

2.43

2.64

2.67

2.51

2.45

2.22

2.t0

oo
&

I 985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

t99l
t992
1993

1994

1995

1996

t997
1998

1999

2000

2001

0,3s

0.36

0,38

0.40

0.48

0.51

0.51

0.55

0.62

0.89

1.09

1.33

1.48

1.46

1.33

l.l3
l.l1

101.3

t07.3

105.3

119,9

106.2

99.9

108.6

Itt.2
t44.8
122.5

122.0

111.3

98.6

91.1

85.0

98.2

0.36

0.44

0.51

0.61

0.87

0.82

0.73

0.65

0.74

r.t4
t.72
t.7 t
1.45

1.34

t.23

t22.0
115.3

720.4

t42.0
93.8

89.1

89.0

T14.3

153.3

150.9

99.4

84.8

92.4

91.8

0.83

0.99

r.23

2.10

2,90
', 01

2.48

2.47

2.44

2.r0
2.20

119.0

r24.6

170.5

13 8.1

100.8

84.9

99.7

98.6

86,2

104.5
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Eo
O

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

t99l
t992
1993

t994
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

0.31

0.32

0.33

0.34

0.37

0,38

0.38

0.42

0.46

0.69

0.86

1.06

1.23

L23
7.r4
0.96

0.94

101.6

104.9

103.4

to7.9

101.6

99.7

I 10.8

110.4

150.0

t24.6
123.0

116.0

99.7

92.7

84.2

97.9

0.33

0.40

0.44

0.47

0.64

0.63

0.55

0.55

0.64

0.90

1.38

1.39

l.10
t.t7
1.05

t23.0
110.5

105.9

136.3

97.4

87.2

100.3

1t7.6
t40.4
153.3

100.7

79.r
106.4

89.7

0.37

0.45

0.50

0.57

0.78

0.69

0.60

0.63

0.73

1.01

l.s8
1.49

1.39

1.54

1.32

1.08

1.30

t21.7

111.1

113.4

137.0

88.3

86.4

105.4

116.3

138.1

t56.4

94.3

93.6

1t0.2
86.2

81.6

120.0

Notes:

" Here the procurement prices are contact prices.

Source: Chins's Agricultural Development Report '96 and 2001

In addition to these new policies, the quota procurement prices were raised by

aî a:oerage of 25.3% and 17.l% in 1961 and 1966 respectively (SGA, 1999; also see

Tables 2.Ia and z.Ib). Despite all these incentives, the collective system largely

discounted the benefits that farm households could derive. Without institutional

changes that would channel the gains from higher procurement prices and material

rewards directly to farmers, the incentive effects of these measures would be minimal.

After the upward adjustment in 1966, the quota procurement prices of wheat, rice, and

corn remained unchanged for 12 yearc since the eruption of the Cultural Revolution.

Negotiated procurement also virtually came to a standstill in the 10 years of turmoil

following 1966. The only price incentive offered in this period was the 30o/o pnce

premium for above-quota grain delivery introduced ín 1972. While the total amount of

grain procured exceeded grain sales by 3.8 million metric tons (m.m.t.) for the period

1966-1970, total procurement fell short of total sales bymore than 10 m.m.t. between
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I97l and 1976. The deficits had to be filled by grain reserves and imports (SGA,

leee).

Productivity-enhancin g policies

Perhaps the most important driving force for agricultural growth in this period

was the improvement in production technology. Having most surpluses extracted via

the 'price scissors', the agricultural sector could hardly accumulate capital for

reinvestment.ls The communes played an important role overcoming this resource

constraint by mobilizing a massive amount of rural labour to take part in labour-

intensive infrastructural projects such as irrigation, flood control, and land reclamation

(Perkins and Yusuf, 1984; Lin, 7997). At the same time, land-saving technological

change such as the adoption of chemical fertilizers and fertilizer-responsive high-yield

crop varieties in the 1960s and 1970s also helped raise the ouþut levels. The most

notable examples include the widespread adoption of dwarf varieties of rice and wheat

by the end of 1970 and the replacement of dwarf varieties of rice with hybrid rice in

7976 (Lin, L997, p.20$. Nevertheless, the performance of China's agriculture had

remained poor until the production incentives were given a boost by the institutional

changes in the late 1978 economic reforms (Table 2.2b).16

r5 According to a project jointly conducted by China's Ministry of Agriculture and the V/orld
Bank, the state extracted a total amount of economic surpluses estimated at 510 billion yuan from the
agricultural sector between 1953 and 1978, amounting to one-third of the net value of agricultural ouþut.
The fiscal transfers to agriculture in the same period added up only to 157 billion yuan (Guo, 1995,
p,1 8).

tu Yet per capiø grain ouþut increased f¡om 288 kg in 1952 to 3 l9 kg in 1978 (Table 2.2a).
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T¡.nrB 2.2a GnnrN Ourpur RN¡ TRRon or Cunte, 1949-200I

Year
Ouþutu

(1000 ton)

Annual
Growth

(%)
Import

1000 ton)
Export

(1000 ton)

Net
Import

(1000 ton)

Net Import
asYo of
Output

t949
1950
195 1

1952
1953
1954
19s5
1956
t957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
t963
t964
1965
t966
7967
1968

t969
t970
t97l
t972
t973
t974
t975
7976
t977
t978
1979
r980
1981
t982
1983
1984
I 985
1986
t987
1988
1989
1990
199 I
1992
t993
1994
1995
1996
1997
l 998
1999
2000
2001

1 13,1 80
132,125
143,685
163,915
166,830
169,515
183,935
t92,745
195,045
200,000
170,000
143,500
147,500
160,000
170,000
I 87,500
194,525
214,000
217,820
209,055
210,970
239,955
250,140
240,480
264,935
275,270
284,515
286,305
282,725
304,765
332,tt5
320,555
325,020
354,500
387,275
407,305
379,108
391,512
404,733
394,080
407,550
446,240
435,290
442,658
456,488
445,101
466,618
504,535
494,171
512,295
508,386
462,175
452,637

t6.7
8.7

t4.l
1.8
1.6

8.5

4.8
1.2

2.5
-15.0
-15.6

2.8
8.5
6.3

10.3

3.7
10.0

1.8
-4.0
0.9

t3.7
4.2

-3.9
10.2
3.9
3.4
0.6

-1.3
7.8
9.0

-3.5
1.4
9.1

9.2
5.2

-6.9
3.3
3.4

-2.6
3.4
9.5

-2.s
1.7
3.1

-2.5
4.8
8.1

-2.t
3.7

-0.8
-9.I
-2.t

209

306

293

311

319
343
327
327
352
379
393
361
367
372
358
364
393
378
380
387
374
378
414
402
472
406
366
356

67
0
0

l5
30

182
149
167

224
2

66
5,810
4,923
5,952
6,570
6,405
6,438
4,702
4,596
3,786
5,360
3,173
4,756
8,128
8,121

3,735
2,367
7,345
8,833

72,355
13,429
L4,812
l6,r17
13,435
r0,645
6,171
7,282

16,278
14,788
16,403
13,564
13,983
11,620
7,330
9,1 88

20,800
12,000
7,050
7,080
7,710

13,570
17,380

2,233
2,651
2,093
2,883
4,158
2,720
1,355
1,031

1,490
1,821
2,417
2,885
2,994
2,601
2,238
2,119
2,618
2,926
3,893
3,644
2,806
1,765
1,657
1,877
1,651
1,618
1,261
1,251
1,963
3,326
8,880
9,094
7,187
6,542
6,221
5,437

10,660
74,45I
16,119
15,620
2,700
1,440
8,590
9,060
7,580

14,000
9,030

-1,159
-r,971
-r,529
-r,812
-1,681
-2,051
-2,502
-7,926
-2,660
-4,156
-2,654
4,455
3,892
4,462
4,749
3,989
3,553
1,709
1,995
1,549
3,241

556
1,83 I
4,235
4,477

929
602

5,688
6,955

10,705

I 1,81 I
13,551
74,866
tt,472
7,319

-2,709
-l,gl2
9,092
8,246

10,1 82

8,127
3,323

-2,831
-8,789
-6,432
18,101

10,560
-1,540
-1,980

130
-430

8,350

-0.9
-t.4
-0.9
-1. I
-1.0
-1.1
-1.3

-1.0
-1.3
-2.4
-1.8
3.0
2.4
2.6
2.5
2.1
t.7
0.8
1.0

0.7
1,4

0,2
0.8
1.6

1.6

0.3
0.2
2.0
2.3

3.2
3.7

4.2
4.2
3.0
1.8

-0.7

-0.5
2.2
2.1

2.5

1.8

0.8
-0,6
-1.9
-t.4
3.9
2.1

-0.3
-0.4
0.0

-0.1
1.8

288

,226
,971
,529
,826
,711

240

272
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Tesi,e 2.2b Gn¡.n Ourpur Gnowrs nt CHntl, 1952-2001

Averaqe Annual Output Growth (%)

Year Total Per Capita

1952-1978 2.4 0.4
1978-1984 5.0 3.5
1984-1989 0.0 -1.5
1989-1996 3.1 1.8

1978-2001 l.l 0.5

Notes:
u Ouþut is of raw grain.
b Pe¡ capita grain ouþut is based on annual average population.

Sources: NBS (1980); NBS (2002); China's Agricultural Development Report 2002; China Foreign
Economic Statistical Yearbook, various issues

Supplementary trade policies to support heavy industrialization

h collaboration with domestic pricing and marketing policies, trade

interventions had played a crucial role in China's pursuit of heavy industrialization. By

granting monopoly power to a small number of foreign trade corporations (or state

trading enterprises, STEs), China maintained tight control over the trade in major farm

products including grain, edible oil, cotton, etc. and was able to reserve the scarce

foreign exchanges for industrial development (Lardy, 1992; Lin, 1997; Wu, 1998).17

Through the monopoly of the foreign trade corporations, the Chinese govemment also

created an 'airlock' to insulate its economy from the 'harmful irrationalities' of the

world market (World Bank, 1988). China National Cereals Oils and Foodstuff Import

and Export Corporation (COFCO) is the state-owned foreign trade corporation that had

enjoyed a monopoly power in the trading of wheat, rice, and corn prior to China's

accession to WTO.18 As noted by Martin (2001a), conventional trade policy

instruments such as tariffs, quotas and licences were of limited importance in China's

central planning era. Instead, quantitative plans for foreign trade were made by the

t7 Lardy (1992) gives a detailed analysis of the evolution of China's trade practices from the
central planning era to the post-reform period up to the beginning of the I 990s.
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State Council using material balance sheets that coordinated the flow of raw materials

and intermediate goods. On the basis of the recommendations of the State Planning

Commission (later the State Planning and Development Commission), planned import

volumes of selected commodities, mainly machinery, equipment and industrial inputs,

were determined by the projected shortfall of domestic supply whereas export levels of

other commodities, mostly agricultural and primary products, were decided such that

sufficient foreign exchange could be generated to pay for the imports (Lardy, 1992;

Martin, 2001a).In particular, to realíze the objective to "exchange food for machinery''

(Ke, 1995, p.70), China was a net grain exporter in the 1950s with average net grain

exports over 2 m.m.t. per year for the decade (see Table 2.2a). Rice and soybean were

the major grain exports to generate foreign exchange earnings in the central planning

period. Grain imports, usually of wheat, would be allowed only because there was no

alternative means to meet domestic shortages. Between 1961 and 1964, however, China

was forced to import a large tonnage of grain to balance the ouþut deficiency and

replenish the grain stocks after the famine in 1960 (Carter and Zhong, 1991). Since

then, China had remained as a net grain importer in most of the next three decades

(Table 2.2a).le

Apart from trade restrictions, exchange rate policy was one of the most notable

'indirect' policies to redistribute income. It is well documented that many developing

countries overvalued their currencies for this purpose (Krueger et al, 1988 & l99l;

Krueger, 1993). Such a policy had the same effect as a tax on agricultural exports,

generating additional revonues for the govemment to subsidize the importing industrial

't Since 1999 Jilin Grain Group Import & Expof Co. Ltd. has become a second state trading
enterprise that participates in the exports (only) ofrice, corn, and soybeans.

re According to the State Grain Administation (1999), although the quantity of grain imports
exceeded that of exports in the fust half of the 1970s, the government did not incur any deficit in grain
trade. Due to the higher prices commanded by the exported rice and beans coupled with lower prices
paid for imported wheat and corn, grain trade in 197l-1976 brought in some foreign exchange earnings.
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sector. The overvaluation of yuan had also played an important role in China's pursuit

of heavy industrialization ('Wu, 1998). Together with the direct price interventions that

resulted in the 'price scissors', the over-valued yuan exerted a negative impact on the

relative prices of the exported farm products. All these direct and indirect trade

interventions served the purpose of inter-sectoral income redistribution that disfavored

grain and other primary production but supported the industrial sector. The quantity-

oriented trade restrictions also facilitated China's pursuit of grain selÊsufficiency.

2.2 The post-reform per¡od between 1979 and 1996

At the beginning of the economic reforms, the most urgent task facing the

Chinese policy makers was to secure ouþut growth of grain and to overcome domestic

shortages. The problems emerged in the central planning era made them realize the

irreplaceable role of prices in resource allocation. This change in perspective led them

to sea¡ch for the 'right' prices that could maintain high selÊsufficiency in grain

production without compromising the strategy of heavy industrialization. Prior to the

mid-1990s, ho\Mever, the conflicting roles of grain prices in redistributing income from

agriculture to industry and in providing incentives for farmers to produce more grain

could never be satisfactorily reconciled. When political considerations excluded the

option of recovering the higher procurement prices from urban consumers, it became

necessary for the state to provide food subsidies.2o After several substantial upward

adjustments in the procurement prices ín this period, the inevitable consequence was

mounting fiscal deficits, which were in themselves undesirable to the govemment.

Between late 1978 and 1996, the formulation of China's grain policy evolved around

20 Based on thei¡ study of a number of developing countries during the 1970s, Byerlee and Sain
(i986) claim that explicit govemment fiscal subsidies have in most cases played a much larger role than
low producer prices in urban cheap food policies and that food subsidies have reduced investment in the
agricultural sector. Their allegation appears to be consistent with what happened in China in the 1980s
and early 1990s.
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the struggles to meet the conflicting objectives of industrialization and grain self-

sufficiency as well as to contain the deficits.

The conflicts between the two objectives of grain policy have gradually

diminished over time. As the Chinese economy develops and industry outgrows

agricultwe, the latter is no longer a necessary source of investable surplus for the

former. More importantly, since the second half of the 1990s, the Chinese leaders have

become increasingly concerned about the lagging incomes of farmers, which have

jeopardized their production incentives.2l It is reported that the ratio of rural incomes to

urban incomes has declined from l:1.82 in 1983 to 1:3.1I in2002 (Zhongguo Xinxi

Bao (China Information News),23 Apnl2003). Against this background, safeguarding

farmers' incomes against rising opportunity costs of grain production has become the

necessary means of maintaining grain selÊsufficiency. The stipulation of protective

prices for grain procurement in late 1996 signifies the disappearance of the conflict

between the two objectives regarding income distribution and grain self-sufficiency as

well as the convergonce of the allocative role and the distribution role of grain prices. I

will discuss the grain policies after 1996 in Section 2.3.

Grain procurement and sales under the Household Responsibility System

Acknowledging the failure of the collective system to overcome the

disincentive effect of suppressed procurement prices and secure output growth, the new

political leaders who came into power in 1978 had no altemative but to experiment

with some sweeping reforms of the rural economy. These changes began with a

spontaneous reform initiated by poor farmers in A¡hui that introduced various forms of

2r Although the phenomenon of discouraged grain farmers leaving their farmland idle due to
low returns has emerged since the mid-1980s, the problem has become more serious since late 1990s.
According to a survey conducted by the State Planning and Development Comrnission in 2001, the after-
tax net return to grain production declined from 156 yuan per mu (15 mu: I hectare) in 1996 to 111
yuan in 1998, and ñ¡¡ther to 57 yuan in 1999 and 50 yuan in 2000 (MoA Information Centre, 10 October
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conÍact system between the production team and individual farm households (Kueh,

1985; Wu, 1997; Ash, 1998).22 Seeing the positive results for crop yields, other poor

production teams in Sichuan, Guizhou, Gansu, Inner Mongolia and Henan also adopted

the system even though it was prohibited officially (Lin, 1988; Ash, 1998, p.231). After

considerable hesitation and having to overcome some opposition, the government

endorsed this spontaneous reform in 1980 (Almanac of China's Agriculture 198i,,

pp.409-1 1). By the end of 1983, over 95 percent of all the rural households had already

adopted the new system (Almanac of China's Agriculture 1985, p.46).

Under the reformed system, of which the household responsibility system

(HRS) was the boldest form, farm households contracted certain plots of land from

their production team and agreed to deliver a fixed quantity of ouþut to fulfrl state and

collective obligations. Upon quota fulfilment, they would be free to retain any surplus

produce for self-consumption or market sales. By making farm households the residual

claimants to their outputs, this institutional change reinforced the incentive effects of

the upward adjustments in fixed-quota procurement prices and above-quota prices in

1979 by an average of 20 and 33 percent respectively (Almanac of China's Agriculture

1980; Lin, 1997). And the substantial price adjustments indicated that China's policy

makers had come to terms with the allocative function of prices. It should be noted that

market sales of surplus grain were not allowed until 1985. Before then, the state offered

to procure all surplus grain at the above-quota procurement prices, which were 50

percent higher than the fixed procurement prices after the adjustments in 1979. This

implicit price guarantee set at such an attractive level boosted farmers' production

incentives substantially (Sicular, 1992, p. 3 6 ; Johnson, I 994, pp.2-3).

2001). It is reported that the problem of abandoned farmland has extended to some commercial grain
base areas that have comparative advantage in grain production (ibid.).

22 
See Kueh (1985) for an illuminating account of the various forms of responsibility system.
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HRS had improved both production and allocative efficiency in the early reform

period. On the one hand, the incentive effect of the rights to residual income motivated

farmers to realize their potential ouþut. On the other hand, the reduction in production

planning and procurement quotas increased farmers' freedom to decide what 'surplus

crops' to produce for self-consumption or for sale on the market, which improved the

efficiency in resource allocation. The impressive effect can be reflected by an annual

growth of grain ouþut at an average rate of 5 percent per year in 1978-84 compared to

2.4 percent in 1952-78 (Table 2.2b). One must note that the improvement in

productivity growth was accompanied by a 6.4-percent decline in the area sown to

grain from 120.6 million hectares in 1978 to 112.9 million hectares in 1984 (Rural

Statistical Yearbook of China 1998). Various studies on China's post-reform

performance of agriculture identify HRS as the most important source of growth while

the contribution of technological progress and price adjustments has also been

acknowledged (McMillan et aL,1989;Fan, 1991; Lin, 1992).23

While the combination of price incentives and decollectivization had

successfully boosted the growth in grain ouþut, the lopsided price adjustments that

raised the procurement prices substantially but left sales prices unchanged created the

undesirable phenomenon of 'price reversal'. After the price adjustments in 1979, the

fixed procurement prices and the above-quota procurement prices were 20 percent and

80 percent above the rationed sales prices making it necessary for the government to

provide subsidies to filt the price wedge (Ke, 1995, p.52).The adherence to the policy

of low urban food prices had costed the government dearly. The outlay of food

23 Contrary to these earlier findings, Huang and Rozelle (1996) identify technological progress

as the most important determinant of rice yield growth in 1978-84, whose contribution surpassed that of
institutional change in that period. However, it should be noted that while there is no doubt about the
contribution oftechnological progress to productivity growth, in the presence oftechnical and allocative
inefficiency, the estimation of its contribution will be inaccu¡ate. In particular, it is extremely difficult to
separate the effects of efficiency improvement and technological progress in the early reform period
when institutional changes led to substantial improvement in efficiency (Wu and Shea, 2002).
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subsidies (grain and oil) offered to urban residents surged from 3.6 billion yuan in 1978

to 20.5 billion yuan in 1984, occupying 72 percent of the total govemment expenditure

in that year (Table 2.3).

It should be noted that the excessive upward adjustment in the above-quota

prices had unduly exacerbated the deficit problem. Apart from the intended effects on

grain production and delivery it also induced some opportunistic behaviour on the part

of farmers. Instead of growing the crops with relatively large quotas assigned to them,

some farmers switched to planting crops with small or no quotas to take advantage of

the sizable price premiums (Sicular, 1988, p.289). As a result of such behaviour and the

surge in grain output between 1979 and 1984, above-quota procurement conducted at a

50-percent price premium accounted for about 70 percent of the total amount of grain

procured by the government in 1984 creating an excessive burden on the state budget

(Sicular, 1992, p.37; Gao and Xian, 1992). Curbing the mounting fiscal deficits then

became the most urgent task facing the policy makers.

The contract procurement system to curb fiscal deficits

Seeing the impressive ouþut growth in the first few years of the agricultural

reforms, China's policy makers became very optimistic about the nation's ability to

produce sufficient grain to meet its domestic demand. They shifted their attention to the

more pressing problem at the time - the mounting fiscal outlays incurred in grain

distribution, especially the pa5rments made to above-quota procurement, as well as the

high storage costs of maintaining the stockpiles during those good years in 1983 and

1984. For fear of social and political instability, the state adhered to the policy of low

food prices and hence excluded the possibility of recovering the fiscal outlays from

urban grain consumers. Against this background, the state replaced the mandatory

procurement system with the newly introduced 'contract procurement system' in 1985
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to reduce its commitment to grain procurement and evade the implicit price guarantee

(Johnson, 1994, pp.2-3).

Under the new system, farmers entered into 'voluntary' contractual agreement

with the local governments at the newly established 'þroportional) contract price' that

was equal to 30Yo times fixed-quota price plus 70o/o times above-quota price.2a After

fulfilling their contracted delivery, farmers would be free to sell surplus grain on the

market. Hence the two-hack system was also established for grain distribution in 1985.

The state withdrew from the previous commitment to purchasing surplus grain from

farmers at above-quota prices but promised to buy as much as they wished to sell at the

old fixed quota prices if the market prices fell below them (Almanac of China's

Agriculture 198Q. The nationwide target for state procurement was reduced from the

fixed quota of 79 m.m.t. in 1984 to the contract quota of 75 m.m.t. in 1985 (Almanac of

China's Agriculture 1990; Sicular, 1993).

To the policy makers' surprise, the revised procurement prices under the

contract procurement system exerted a disincentive effect on farmers, Although the

proportional price was supposed to leave farmers' income the same as under the

mandatory procurement system, it ended up to be 10 percent below the above-quota

price. The adverse effect on farmers' production incentives of the lower procurement

price at the margin, coupled with a poor harvest in 1985, resulted in a 6.9-percent drop

in grain ouþut (Table 2.2a) and a l0-percent rise in market prices (Lin, 1997, p.207).

Contract fulfilment became a problem as a result.

'o The 30-70 weighting of the contract price was set according to the prevailing proportions of
within-quota and above-quota procurement at the time in order to maintain farmers' income.
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Teern 2.3 Sg¡,n¡ or AcmcULTURE rN GovBRNMENT ExpsxotruRE
eNo Iu¡nIsTRUCTURAL INvesrMENr rN CurNa, 1950-2000

Selective Items of Agricultural Expenditure
(mil. yuan) Investment in

Price Agricultural As % in
Agricultural
Expenditure

Year (*it yuaÐ

As%in
Total

Government
Expenditure

Total Subsidies Infra- Total Infra-
Science & Subsidies Grain, Oit & sfuctureb structural

Technology Grer4 & !41 !q4on (mil' yuan) InvesÍnent

1950

1955

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

t967
1968

t969
1970

197 I
1972

1973

1974

l97s
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

I 983

r984

1985

1986

1987

I 988

1989

1990

l99t
1992

1993

1994

t995
1996

1997

1998

t999
2000

274

1,701

9,052

5,479

3,682

5,498

6,699

5,502

5,414

4,564

3,324

4,803

4,940

6,075

6,513

8,5 17

9,121

9,896

ll,o49
10,812

15,066

17,433

14,995

71,021

12,049

13,287

14,129

15,362

18,420

19,572

21,407

26,594

30,784

34,757

37,602

44,045

53,298

57,493

70,043

76,639
ll5,4l6
109,576

123,754

4.0

6.5

t4.l
t5.4
12.5

16.6

t7.0
12.0

10.1

r0.4
9.3

9.1

7.6

8.3

8.5

10.s

I 1.5

t2.t
13.7

12.8

t3.4
13.6

t2.2
9.7

9.8

9.4

8.3

7.7

8.4

8.7

8.6

9.4

10.0

10,3

10.0

9.5

9.2

8.4

8.8

8.3

10.7

8.2

7.8

0

0

0

1,908

2,889

2,381

2,399

2,050

2,097

2,382

2,488

2,777

3,040

2,447

2,965

2,946

3,298

4,181

4,990

4,943

3,631

7,328

10,801

13,477

14,721

78,276

20,500

20,180

20,798

17,223

t7,782
23,325

24,412

23,114

n.a.

n,a.

n.a.

n.a.

n,a,

n.a.

n.a.

n,a.

n.a.

0

0

0

882

589

77r
998

736

7,297

880

795

66',7

830

tt4
432

604

641

890

1,035

1,277

l,ll4
5,485

10,280

14,222

15,619

18,2r3
20,167

19,866

76,937

19,543

20,403

26,252

26,761

26,703

22,435

22,475

20,203

22,891

31,139

41,367

56,504
49,229

75,874

618

4,515

l,699
1,439

2,261

2,689

2,497

n.a.

n,a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a,

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

3,840

4,104

4,175

5,334

5,792

5,203

2,921

3,412

3,545

3,712

3,591

3,506

4,211

4,746

5,065

6,722

8,500

1 1,100

72,777

15,494

27,909

31,790

41,270

63,710

83,550

94,000

6.2

11.6

13.3

20.2

23.0

18.7

13,9

n.a.

n.a.

n,a.

n.a,

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

9.4

10.9

10.9

70.7

11.1

9.3

6.6

6.t
6.0

5.0

3.4

3.0

3.1

3.0

3.3

4.0

4.0

3.7

2.8

2.4

3.1

3.7

4.2

5.4

6.7

7.0

0

0

0

0

0

81

100

105

128

30

0

0

0

5

7

8

13

10

78

93

106

152

131

118

113

181

218

195

270

228
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311

293

300

300

300

300

494

s48

9t4
9t3
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Notes:
u The subsidies include the operating deficits of the state enterprises (NBS, 1986, p.36), part of which

were financed by policy loans from the Agricultural Bank of China. Thus the amount could exceed
the total agricultural expenditure.

b Investnents in agriculhral infrastructu¡e up to 1986 include also water conservancy, forestry, and
meteorology (MoA, 1989).

Sources: NBS (1986); MoA (1989 & 199'7); Z|XZ 0992); Statistical Yeqrbook 1993 & 2002; NBS
(2002).

Remedial measures to tackle contract fulfilment problems

The Chinese government took three remedial measures to overcome the

difficulties in enforcing procurement contracts. First, the state made the contract a

'responsibility' in 1986, rendering grain procurement mandatory again. In 1990 the

term of 'contract procurement system' was changed officially to 'state procurement

system' to reflect its mandatory nature (Almanac of China's Commerce 1991,IV-3),

Second, the state raised the contract prices four times in a row between 1986 and 1989

to boost farmers' incentives for grain delivery (see Table 2.1a). Third, to further

enhance farmers' incentives, the state re-introduced material rewards in 1987 in the

form of tied sales of chemical fertilizer and diesel fuel at subsidized prices, plus the

provision of 20-percent cash advances to farmers for their grain delivery (Almanac of

China's Agriculture 1988).25 All these measures could be described as 'policy

reversal'. After its introduction in 1961, the system of material rewards was abolished

in 1985 to improve the profitability of the manufacturers of agricultural inputs.

Farmers were then required to buy from the market channels under the two-track

system (Han et al, 1992). But now the government had to reinstate the input subsidies.

Apparently, both the upward adjustments in procurement prices and the provision of

25 After its re-introduction in 1987, these rewards were increased in 1989 to ñrther enhance the
incentive effects. The tied sales policy was modified in 1993. Instead of providing subsidized chemical
fertíhzer and diesel fuel, farmers would get cash subsidies in lieu of the inputs. The national di¡ective for
the subsidies was:4.2 yuan/5Okg (2,85 yuan fromthe state and 1.35 yuan fromlocal govemment) for
wheat and com; 5.2 yuan/50kg (3.175 from the state and 2.025 from local government) for rice; and 5.5
yuan/Skg (3.475 and2.025 from the state and local govemment respectively) for soybean (Almanac of
China's Commerce I 99 3, IV -2).
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input subsidies implied larger outlays, which ran directly counter to the efforts to curb

the mounting fiscal deficits.

One may wonder why the Chinese govemment chose to provide input subsidies

instead of further raising the procurement price. Among the alternative explanations

proposed in related studies, two are most relevant to China's grain policy.26 The first

one is a widely acknowledged political-economy justifrcation for the provision of input

subsidies. lrput subsidies may be preferred to output price increase in a centrally

planned economy because the excess demand resulting from low-price inputs,

especially fefülize:¡ enables the government to practice discriminating allocation of

these resources to selective sectors or uses. Watson and Findlay (1999, p.24) provide a

second explanation for the use of a variety of instruments in China's grain policy. They

attribute it to policy makers' uncertainty about the impact of a particular instrument and

the rising marginal costs associated with the increasing use of an instrument. V/hile

these explanations are all valid, one must not leave out financial consideration as one of

the important factors leading to the reintroduction of input price subsidies. It was an

attempt of the central government to shed some of the fiscal burden onto local

govemments. While the central government had to bear all the costs of upward

adjustments in state-set procurement prices, the costs of tied sales were shared equally

between central and local governments (Almanac of China's Commerce I992,IV-2).

26 ^1-" Ihere Ís one more explanation for the offer of input subsidies. Barker and Hayami (1976)
performed a study comparing the effects of the output price and input price policies on the rice
production in the Philippines. Thei¡ findings show that ferttlwer price subsidy is a less costly method to
achieve self-sufhciency in rice production. However, it remains an empirical question whether their
conclusion also applies to China.
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27 Here the market prices are approximated by the negotiated prices because of the lack of
comparable data (see Table 2.1c). In particular, there is no market price for wheat but only for flour,
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Failure of the remedial measures

Due to developments outside the grain sector, the above remedial measures

failed to produce the intended results. As part of the price reform program that began in

the mid-1980s, the Chinese government gradually decontrolled the prices of non-staple

food items and industrial products. The subsequent increases in these prices raised the

opportunity costs of grain production, which included the higher incomes that grain

farmers could otherwise derive from growing non-grain crops, as well as the higher

prices that they had to pay for materials and equipment. The altemative emplo¡rment

opportunities provided by the booming township and village enterprises also added to

the opportunity costs of grain production. These rising costs reduced the supply of

marketed grain and drove up their market prices. The annual rate of increase in grain

retail prices ranged from 6 percent to 14 percent between 1985 and 1989 (see Table

2.la). Farmers' production incentives would be maintained only if the state could make

timely and sufÍicient adjustments in the procurement prices to compensate the higher

costs. In realit¡ however, upward adjustments in the procurement prices always lagged

behind the market prices limiting the incentive effect on contract fulfilment (see Figure

2.t).

There was another important factor contributing to the policy failure in this

period. It was the non-compliance of the policy implementers, namely, the grain

bureaus and the local governments. Their deviation from the stipulated procurement

policies was partly a result of insufficient financial resources provided by the centra

govemment. It was also due to their rent-seeking behaviour under the two-track system.

The grain bureaus play two roles under the two-track system. As govemment agents,

their first role is to implement grain policies, which include procuring and selling

grains at state-set prices and managing the strategic grain stock. As profit-seeking
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commercial units, their second role is to conduct market-oriented transactions at

negotiated prices. In their first capacity, they have access to government subsidies and

concession loans from the Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) and later the Agricultural

Development Bank of China (ADBC) to finance the 'grain bureau policy losses'

incurred in the provision of price subsidies and the management of the grain stock for

the state. To capture economic rents, these state grain enterprises, usually in

collaboration with the local governments, have been abusing their dual role at the

expense of farmers' welfare. One example of such behaviour was the misappropriation

of the funds designated for cash advances to farmers. Instead of delivering the

promised material rewards, the local governments issued IOUs to farmers instead (Oi,

1996, p.182;Yuan, 1994, p.38). Chapter 7 will give a more detailed analysis of the

defiant behaviour of these policy implementers.

Implementation problems such as the issuance of IOUs to farmers in lieu of

actual payments discounted the incentive effects of the policy adjustments, which then

failed to prevent farmers from diverting their resources to more profitable activities

such as cash crop farming and rural industrial production. Grain output stagnated and

did not return to the 1984 level until 1989 (Table 2.2a). Apart from jeopardizing graín

farmers' welfare, the rent-seeking behaviour of policy implementers has also created

heavy financial burden for the government and remained to be a major problem of the

state grain system until now.

The adoption of the contract procurement system appeared to have some

immediate effect on tackling the implicit price guarantee problem. The price subsidies

for grain and oil dropped from the peak of 15.9 billion yuan in 1984 to 14.1 billion

yuan in 1986 (ZJYJ, 1992). However, an undesirable consequence was the re-

emergence of grain shortages due to the reasons discussed earlier, The shortfalls in
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grain supply, which were also due partly to the unexpected poor harvest in 1985,28

discouraged the pro-market leaders from pushing further to liberalize the grain

distribution system. Instead, the government reduced the annual contract procurement

quota from 75 to 50 m.m.t. between 1985 and 1989 but increased the quota for

negotiated procurement to 40 m.m.t. Such adjustments were to enhance farmers'

incentives by allowing them to sell more grain at the higher market or negotiated prices

without compromising the state's control over grain distribution (Almanac of China's

Agriculture 1 9 88, p.7 2).

Although the state allowed market-oriented grain transactions to play an

increasing role (Table 2.4), ít would take administrative measures to restrict the free

operations of markets whenever their activities interfered with the fulfilment of the

state plans. For example, the state monopolized the procurement of rice and agricultural

inputs in 1988 and 1989 respectively when swging market prices of grain as well as

agricultural inputs (see Table 2.1a) were disrupting the government's pricing strategy

to encourage grain delivery (Sicular, 1993). Policy changes in the second half of the

1980s can be charactenzed by such swings between liberalizing and tightening state

control. 'When the State Council changed the 'contract procurement' to 'state

procurement' in the autumn procurement season in 1990, grain delivery to the

govemment became once again an obligation that farmers had to fulfil. The fixed quota

remained at 50 m.m.t. (Almanac of China's Commerce I99l).

28 Eri;atíc weather fluctuations have been a major factor leading to or aggravating some of the

demand and supply imbalances in China. Using disaggregate data to capture the diverse weather
fluctuations in different regions in China, Zhang and Carter (1997) furd that weather conditions have
contributed signifrcantly to the ouþut growth of grain, In particular, they estimate that weather effects
account fot 7 .7 percent of the overall growth in grain output in the period between 1980 and 1985, They
point out that the exclusion of this factor from earlier studies (such as McMillan et al. (1989) and Lin
(1992)) may have led to overestimated contribution of HRS to productivity gain.
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Tnsre 2.4 Sru,n¡s or Gn¡.rN TR¿,NsRcloNS IN CHtN.a', 1952-1998

Ouþut"
(1,000 ton)

Quantity
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Nesotiated
Free
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t969
t970
l97l
1972

1973

1974

1975

t976
1977

t978
1979

1980

198 1

1982

1983

1984

I 985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

t992
r993
1994

1995

1996

1997
1998

163,915

166,830

169,515

183,935

192,745

195,045

200,000

170,000

143,500

147,500

160,000

170,000

187,500

194,525

214,000

2L7,820

209,055

210,970

239,955

250,t40
240,480

264,935

275,270

284,515

296,305

282,725

304,765

332,115

320,555

325,020

354,500

387,275

407,305

379,108

391,512
404,733

394,080

407,550

446,240

435,290

442,658

456,488

445,101

466,618

504,535

494,171
512,295

33,270

47,260

5 1,8 10

50,745

45,440

48,040

58,760

67,405

51,050

40,470

38,145

43,965

47,425

48,685

51,580

49,355

48,695

46,675

54,435

53,020

48,295

56,120

58,070

60,860

58,250

56,615

61,740

71,985

72,995

78,505

91,860

I 19,855

141,690

115,640

115,162

720,920

119,953

121,381

739,952

136,355

132,464

n.a.
n,a.

n,a,

n,a,

n.a.

n,a.

20.3

28.3

30.6

27.6

23.6

24.6

29.4

39.7

35.6

27.4

23.8

25.9

25.3

25.0

24.1

22.7

23.3

22.1

22.7

21.2

20.1

21.2

2t.l
21.4

20.3

20.0

20.3

2t.7
22.8

24.2

25.9

30.9

34.8

30.5

29.4

29.9

30.4

29.8

3t.4
31.3

29.9

33.0

33.0

34.0
37.0

38.0

32.0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

92

92

89

93

97

99

99

99

98

98

98

98

99

99

99

91

84

78

76

7l
87

86

70

6t
53

47

44

42

39

37

39

35

JJ

30

30
35

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

6

4

1

1

0

0

1

1

I
I
I
0

0

0

8

13

16

22

7

8

23

32

39

43

46

36

43

42

30

35

33

29

36
32

48



Notes:

" Quantities of ouþut and transactions (grain procured from farmers) are of raw grain in production
year (April 1 - March 31) prior to 1986 and in calendar year starting from 1986.

b 
Quantity tansacted as % of output between 1952 and 1992 arc derived from data in China's Markel
Statisticql Yearbook I993.The percentage between 1993 and 1998 are fromHuang (2001).

" The shares of grain tansactions are derived from data on commercial grain. The shares between 1952

and 1978 are based on data inLiangshi Tongji Ziliao 1949-1980 (Grain Statistical Information 1949-

1980) and China's Market Statistical Yearbook 1993 while the shares between 1978 and 1998 are

from Huang (2001). The shares in some years do not add up to 100 due to rounding.
d Govemment quota procurement included quota and above-quota procurement before 1985 and

equaled contract procurement thereafter.

Sources: NBS (1979); NBS (198a); Bureau of Commerce (1985); Liangshi Tongji Ziliao 1949-1980
(Grain Statistical Information 1949-1980); China's Market Statistical Yearbook 1993;Huang
(2001); Almanac of Chinø's Commerce (various issues); and Almanac of China's Domestic
Trade (various issues)

Productivity-enh ancin g policies

It should be noted that there is always an alternative to grain pricing policy that

can also increase output. Productivity-enhancing policies would give a longer-lasting

effect as far as grain yield is concerned. Why then did the Chinese govemment not

increase the investment in agricultural infrastructure in this period? Instead,

government expenditures on agricultural investment declined in the 1980s arousing

concem over the sustainability of growth in domestic fogd supply. Budgetary

expenditure on capital construction and science and technology decreased from 6.4

billion yuan in 1979 lo the lowest of 2.5 billion yuan in 1981 and remained below 5

billion yuan until 1989 (Finance Yearbook of China 2000).In Roe and Pardey's (1991)

compilation of agricultural research intensity ratios (ARI), which measure the

expenditures on public-sector agriculture as a proportion of agricultural production,

China's ARI declined from 0.47% in 1976-80 to 0.39o/o in 1981-85 while the weighted

aveÍage ARI of 92 less developed countries remained at 0.41%o and the weighted

average ARI of all 1 10 countries surveyed increased from 0.72o/o to 0.76% in the same

period. Less fiscal resources were made available to agricultural investment in this

period for two reasons. First, a significant proportion of the central govemment's
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budget had been used up by food subsidies to urban consumers. The proportion of

government expenditures spent on total subsidies for grain and oil surged from 3% in

1978 to nearly I3%o in 1983 and remained over 7o/o for the rest of the decade (NBS,

1986, p.36; ZJXZ,1992; also see Table 2.3). Second, the fiscal reforms implemented in

the 1980s induced a 'public expenditure policy bias' against agriculture (Huang and

Zhang, 1997). The fiscal responsibility system (caizheng baogan) newly stipulated in

1987 between the central and local governments set limits on the amounts of revenues

extracted from and subsidies injected into localities by higher levels of government

(Rozelle and Boisvert, 1993). As a result of the fiscal decenhalization, local budgets

had to bear the majority of the outlays for agriculture including the urban food

subsidies (V/ong, 1991, pp.703-704). At the same time, extra-budgetary funds derived

mainly from rural industries became an increasingly important source of revenues to

the local governments (Wong, 1991, p.708; Oi, 1999b, pp.39-40). The reformed system

motivated local governments to invest in the revenue-generating township and village

enterprises but discouraged them from allocating their fiscal resources to agriculture.2e

Decollectivization also appeared to have impeded agricultural investments.

With the abolition of the commune system in the early 1980s, large-scale irrigation

projects such as the construction of canals and dams had become much more diffrcult

due to the failure to define property rights under HRS (Lin Wanlong, 2002, p.50).

Huang and Rozelle's (1996) findings also suggest that HRS might have weakened

China's research and extension systems. China experienced a significant decline in the

production of public goods in the agricultural sector in this period as illustrated by the

shrinking investment in agricultural infrastructure in Table 2.3. The only policy change

that might have had a positive impact on agricultural investments was the signing of

" In th" post-reform period, the increase in fiscal expenditwe on agriculture has lagged behind
the overall increase. Agriculture's share in the fiscal budget declined fiom13.4%o in 1978 to the lowest

'a
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15-year land-use contracts in 1984 between the government and farmers. The contracts

were believed to encourage farmers to invest in productive activities by guaranteeing

them long-term land tenure (World Bank, 1985, p.4).'o

T¡.srn 2.5 Ss¡,n¡ oF GRAIN CoNsutr¿proN IN CurN¡.'s UnsnN
(Crrv AND TowNSHIp) HousEHoLD Bulcnt, 1957-200I

Lowest Low

(fust
decile)

(second
decile)

Medium
low

(second
quintile)

Income
Middle

(third
quintile)

Medium
high

(fourth
quintile)

(ninttt
decile)

(tenth
decile)

High Highest

Year Overall

1957
1964
198 I
r982
1983
1984
1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

t992
1993

r994
1995

1996
t997
1998

t999
2000
2001

22.76
22.40
12.95

t2.89
t2.17
11.28

8.95

8.11

7.57

6.85

6.76
6.6r
7.05

6.25

6.16

7.08

7.36

6.93

s.69
5.24
4.67
3.77

3.54

9.23

9.4s
11.29

I1.48
10.95

9.55

8.82

7.92

6.75

6.42

7.98
8.16
9.49

10.1 1

9.4t
8.02

7.33

6.67

5.44
5.28

6.99

7.t4
8.52

8.67

8.t2
6.83

6.36

5.82

4.72

4.43

6.20

6.27

7.13

7.52

7.09

5.87

5.43

4.79
3.92

3,75

5.61

5.51

6.36

6.s9
6.25

5.02

4.64
4.04
3.26
3.02

5.20

5.04

5.55

s.88

5.40

4.23

3.96

3.49

2.84
2.59

4.58

4.tt
4.6r
4.84

4.57

3.60

3.23

2.91

2.28

2.09

Sources: ZJXZ (1996); NBS (1996 - 2002) ZICJSD

The unification of procurement and sales prices to curb fiscal deficits

In its various attempts in the second half of the 1980s to overcome the problem

of stagnant grain ouþut, the Chinese govemment had to incur an increasing outlay of

of 7.7% in 1985 and remained mostly below 10% in the 1990s (China Stqtistical Yearbook 200i,).

30 In a survey Lin (2000a, p.108) conducted on 5 counties in Hunan province in 1988, it was
found that the average capital stock ofthe farm households had more than doubled since the adoption of
HRS.
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price subsidies again. After declining to 14.1 billion yuan in 1986 from the record high

of 15.9 billion yuan in 1984, the price subsidies to grain and oil resumed an upward

trend in 1987 and reached 24.7 billion yuan in 1990 (ZJXZ, 1992; also see the price

subsidies for grain, oil and cotton in Table 2.3). To address the recurring problems of

budget deficits and demand-supply imbalances, beginning in 1991, China's policy

makers eventually raised the rationed sales prices of grain as the political risk was

perceived to have sufficiently diminished. Following the increase in urban incomes, the

share of expenditure on grains in an average urban households' budget dropped from

22,8% in the 1957 to t3.0% in 1981 and turther to 6.30/o in1992 (Table 2.5¡.31 this

development trend reduced the resistance to the rise in sales prices and provided the

right condition for the removal of the urban low food price policy.

Sales prices of rationed grains were first raised by an average of 68 percent in

May 1991 and then by 40 percent in 1992 (Almanac of China's Commerce 1992,

1993). Grain rations and subsidies to urban consumers were abolished nationwide in

1993 with exceptions in Tibet, Gansu, and Hainan. The procurement and sales prices

were unified and decontrolled in this year.3z The unification of procurement and sales

prices was a breakthrough in China's history of urban-biased policy and allowed the

govemment to use sales prices to help balance the demand and supply of grain. The

extension of price liberalization schemes initiated by individual local governments to

the whole nation in 1993 also signified the political leaders' attempt to move further

from plan to market. Grain markets were opened up at the same time allowing private

3t Ke 11995, P.22) acknowledges the possibility of statistical errors in the estimate of 6.3% n
1992 but explains that these data still reflect the decreasing share of grains in urban household
expenditures over time. The official estimates of the budget share of grain in u¡ban households also
reveal that the expenditure share ofgrain declines as the household incomes increase,

32 The government announced the implementation of 'baoliangfangjia', a policy of liberalizing
procwement prices while maintaining procurement quantities (Almanac of China's Agriculture 1994,
p.537). However, due to the price surge in late 1993, this policy was not strictly implemented after the
spring of 1994, Since then, both procurement prices and quantities were fixed again. In Ke's (1995, p,40)
words, it had become 'bao liang xian jia' or 'bao liang ding jia'.
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grain traders to provide a full range of marketing services including purchasing,

processing, transporting and marketing (Crook, 1999a, p.169). Undoubtedly the

abolition of the urban grain rationing system was crucial to the reduction of budget

deficits incured in grain distribution. Government expenditures on price subsidies

(grain, cotton, and oil) dropped significantly from 26.7 bílIion yuan in 1991 to 22.4

billion yuan in 1992 and further to 20,2 billion yuan in 1994 before they resumed an

upward trend in 1995 (Table2.3).

As happened numerous times in the past, policy retrenchment occurred when

problems emerged. Following some unexpected price surges in the winter in 1993,

rationed sales returned to many regions temporarily in 1994. To tackle the difficulties

in enforcing contract fulfilment and to regain control of 70 to 80 percent of the grain

marketing, the state made contract procurement compulsory again in spring 1994

whereby 50 m.m.t. were to be procured at fixed prices and 40 m.m.t. at negotiated

prices (Almanac of China's Domestic Trade l995,lr/-2). Market sales by farmers were

strictly prohibited until they had fulfilled their quota deliveries. Some regions even

made the negotiated procurement mandatory and closed the grain markets, which

inevitably aroused farmers' resentment (China's Agricultural Development Report

'95). To enhance farmers' incentives to deliver grain to the government, the state

adjusted the fixed procurement prices upwards by around 40% in 1994 and 1996

respectively to keep pace with the market prices, which increased by 3l percent in

Igg3,51 percent in 1994, and 36 percent in 1995 (Price Yearbook of China IggT).33

The State Administration of Grain Reserve (SAGR) and grain wholesale markets

Apart from the difficulties in meeting procurement targets, other problems that

emerged in the second half of the 1980s highlighted the deficiency of the existing grain
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distribution system and prompted the government to install some market-oriented

institutions to conduct price-stabilizing interventions and inter-regional grain trade.

'While it may be controversial whether it is desirable to stabilize grain prices,34 an

integrated nationwide marketing network is definitely necessary for improving the

efficiency in China's grain distribution. Unfortunately, difficulties encountered in the

implementation yet again obstructed thercalization of the intended outcomes.

The first problem that the Chinese policy makers tried to tackle was price

instability. Ever since grain markets were sanctioned in 1985, the increased price

volatility (see Table 2.la) added to the uncertainty about the return to any long-term

investment and hence shortened farmers' decision-making horizon, To maximize short-

term gain, they abandoned crop rotation, manure, and organic fertilizers, but increased

the use of chemical fertilizer (Zhongguo Caijing Bao (China Finance and Economics

News),9 April 1995; Jingji Ribao (Economics Daily),24 lly'arch 1999). These attempts

to boost short-term productivity caused environmental problems and detrimental effects

on long-term sustainable growth (State Council Project Team, 1997).

The second problem was inter-regional conflicts regarding grain transfers. Due

to the fact that grain transfers were conducted at close to the quota procurement prices,

surplus regions that supplied grains to deficit regions were in fact subsidizing the latter.

(See Table 2.6 for a list of the grain surplus, grain deficit, and selÊsufficient

provinces.) Although this anangement had existed ever since the installation of the

quota procurement system in the central planning era, the conflicts became more acute

after the fiscal reform in the mid-1980s that reduced the price subsidies provided by the

" In 1994, the actual increase in average prices paid to farmers was 60% for rice and 80% for
wheat due to the higher negotiated prices (Aubert, 1997 , p.177).

3a Regarding the desirability and feasibility of price stabilization through direct government
intervention, economists hold different views (Anderson and Roumasset, 1996; Timmer, 2000).
Anderson and Roumasset (1996, p.62) suggest that the removal of destabilizing government distortions
may be the most cost-effective method for increasing price stability.
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central govemment. The price hikes in 1986 and 1988 further magnifred the inter-

regional conflicts of interests. To prevent neighbouring grain deficit regions from

procuring from their farmers and driving up local market prices, which would

jeopardize their own quota procurement, surplus regions erected trade barriers to

obstruct the outflow of grain (Yuan, 1994, p.41). The price regulation imposed on

inter-regional grain transfers had impeded beneficial regional specialization in grain

production,

TnsI.p 2.6 Gnnw Suntlus, Gn¡l¡q DnucIt, RNo

Gn¡,m SeLn-su¡rtcIENT RectoNs rN CHrNA

Main Self-sufficient Main

I Hebei
2 Heilongjiang
3 Jilin
4 Anhui
5 Jiangxi
6 Shangdong

7 Henan
8 Hubei
9 Hunan

Wheat
Com, rice
Corn, rice
Rice
Rice

Wheat
Wheat
Rice
Rice

1 Inner Mongolia
2 Liaoning
3 Jiangsu

4 Ningxia
5 Xinjiang

Com
Rice

Wheat

Nofe: Exports refer to domestic hade mainly.

Sources: Li (1996); State Council Project Team (1996, pp.82-86); Chen and Findlay (2001)

In response to the above problems, the Chinese government established some

new institutions to stabilize price expectations, to reduce risks for producers, users and

traders, and to unify the grain markets (Watson, 1.999, p.10). The new institutions

included the State Administration of Grain Reserve (SAGR), some national and

provincial-level grain wholesale markets, and the grain risk funds. The role of SAGR is

to stabilize grain prices by intervening in the grain market (Ministry of Commerce,

1991). When it was established in September 1990 along with the central grain reserve
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Deficit regions Main exports

I Beijing
2 Tianjin
3 Shanghai

4 Guangdong

5 Fujian
6 Zhejiarry
7 Hainan
8 Guangxi
9 Yunnan

10 Guizhou
11 Sichuan

12 Shanxi
13 Shaanxi

14 Gansu

15 Qinghai
16 Tibet

Rice



system, its first task was to reverse the trend of falling market prices that was triggered

by the record-high grain output reached in that year and further aggravated by farmers'

attempt to sell their grain stocks in anticipation of further decline in market prices. To

put an end to the collapse of grain market prices, the SAGR procured grain at the old

quota prices and stored them in the central strategic stocks (Crook, 1999a, pp.l77-9;

Han et a1.,1992, p.106). The state ended up procuring 25 m.m.t. in excess of the fixed

quota of 50 m.m.t. and effectively halted the price fall.

SAGR was called to action again when grain prices surged between late 1993

and 1995. Similar to the previous incident, the price hikes were aggravated by farmers'

speculative behaviour. They hoarded their stocks in 1994-95 in anticipation of further

price increases. Guided by the same expectation, the state grain enterprises rushed to

purchase more grain on the market. The resultant price volatility alerted the policy

makers to the need of involving local governments in the price-stabilizing market

interventions. Grain risk funds were established for this purpose in 1994. While the

central grain reserve stock managed by the SAGR was the core of a buffer stock system

to stabilize grain prices, local governments were also required to maintain local grain

reseryes using their grain risk funds.35 The outlays of these funds were mainly for the

interest cost and other operating costs incurred in the maintenance of grain stocks as

well as the price subsidies provided in market interventions (Tang and Huang,1995,

p.4). The central grain risk fund was financed wholly by the central government

whereas the local funds were shared by the central government and the local

governments concemed in a proportion of l:1.5. It was the central government's initial

35 According to SGA (1999), the central government instituted a grain reserve system in 1960
whereby a grain stock was to be gradually built up by the surplus of grain procurement over sales. The
stock would be used to even out the periodical imbalances between demand and supply. According to Oi
(1989, Chapter 4), on the other hand, a system of local grain reserves had been installed in 1957. Oi
inte¡preted it as an additional instrument for the state to control the commercial grain that it could not
command through taxes or procuement, The policy to maintain local grain reseryes was abandoned in
1978 due to its disincentive effects on grain production.
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step to delegate the responsibility of managing grain market stability to the local

governments. But it did not function well because the implementation costs that local

governments had to incur in the market interventions and maintenance of the grain

reserves discouraged them from adhering to the stipulated policy.

To facilitate the price stabilizing market interventions, the state established in

October 1990 the first national-level grain wholesale marketinZhengzhou specializing

in wheat and corn transactions. Seven other national or provincial-level wholesale grain

markets were later established in Changchun, Shanghai, Jiujiang, Jilin, Wushi,

Shenyang, and Hubei. Another role of these wholesale markets was to facilitate direct

horizontal transactions between provincial grain bureu.rs.'6 Such market-oriented

transactions were supposed to eliminate the inter-regional subsidization and hence the

conflicts of interests between grain surplus and deficit regions. However, as pointed out

by various researchers (V/atson, 1999; He, 200I 'Wang and Huang, 2002), the

wholesale markets have up till now not developed into an integrated national network

with standardized trading rules. The high transaction costs in these national and

provincial-level wholesale markets, which include heavy taxes and levies, have also

discouraged regional grain bureaus and other traders from making use of their facilities.

As a result, these wholesale markets fail to perform the crucial role of price formation

and dissemination.

Provincial governor responsibility system (PGRS)

As mentioned in the previous section, the handling of inter-regional grain

transfers had always been a daunting task for the central govemment, especially in the

reform period when the opportunity cost of grain production was continuously rising.

36 At the end of 1995, there were a total of 26 grain and oil wholesale markets at national or
provincial level. In addition, there were over 300 grain and oil wholesale markets at prefecture or county
level i¡ Ctttna(Almanac of China's Domestic Trade 1996).
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To rid itself of the overwhelming responsibility of reconciling regional demand-supply

imbalances and the fiscal burden incurred in the provision of price subsidies, it

delegated the task of agricultural development and food production to the provincial

governments through the implementation of PGRS in 1995. Under this policy of

decentralization, the provincial governors were required to maintain an overall balance

of grain supply and demand of their jurisdictions, and to stabilize prices by regulating

the market using local grain reserves financed by the grain risk funds. Grain production

and distribution were supposed to be mainly market-oriented and no longer plan-

directed (State Council Project Team, 1996, p.73). Írter-regional grain trade could only

take place at the wholesale markets above county level (Almanac of China's

Agriculture 199Q. This new system would have worked well to tackle the problems of

inter-regional grain trade and improve the efficiency of grain production and

distribution if it had been facilitated by a well developed nationwide grain market.

However, in the absence of such an integrated marketing network, as akeady

mentioned in the previous section, the PGRS reduced to a regional selÊsufficiency

program. To achieve an overall balance between domestic demand and supply of grain,

provincial govemors resorted to administrative measures such as specifying the areas

sown to grain and increasing fixed procurement quotas. Such measures represented a

retrenchment in the market-oriented reform process and failed to boost the long-run

productivity (Zhang et al., 1996;Zhu,1997).

Just as the fiscal reform implemented in the mid-1980s had induced a public

expenditure policy bias against agriculture, PGRS has created a similar bias against the

grain surplus regions. Having to manage a large grain stock, partly to cover for those

deficit regions, surplus regions always have a large proportion of their fiscal and

financial resources tied up and hence incur high opportunity costs. Since the

implementation of PGRS, they have got less financial support for managing the grain
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reserves because the central govemment has diverted most agricultural development

funds from grain base development to regional grain self-sufficiency projects (liangshi

zigei gongcheng).31 In another attempt to shed some of its financial burden, the central

govemment requires local governments to match its provision of agricultural

investment funds. This policy poses an obstacle to the development of grain surplus

regions, which in general have very weak budget condition. Burdening these regions

with additional financial obligations has impeded the realization of regional

comparative advantage in grain production. There are findings showing that, since the

implementation of PGRS, surplus regions have been producing less grain, or have

increased their output by very little, whereas deficit regions have been producing more

grain.38 It has also been reported that provincial governments practiced protectionism in

an attempt to maintain their local market stability, making inter-regional conflicts of

interests more acute (State Council Project Team, 1996, p.75).The over-emphasis on

regional selÊsufficiency in the implementation of PGRS may have made the resource

allocation less effrcient. With the compulsory grain procuroment reinstated in the

policy package, the PGRS is also interpreted as a retrenchment in the liberalization of

China's grain distribution system (Huang and Rozelle,2002b,p.4).

Although grain production increased by 4.8 and7.5 percent in 1995 and 1996

respectively (Almanac of China's Domestic Trade 1996 & 1997), it is difficult to

accurately assess the impacts of PGRS on China's grain production. The substantial

upward adjustments in the procurement prices in 1994 and 1996 and consecutive years

of good harvests should have also contributed to the impressive growth in grain output

37 In the early reform period, an efficiency-enhancing intervention took place in 1983 when the
government began to establish commercial grain base areas to restrict the cenhal government's
agricultural investmeut funds to selected areas that had comparative advantage in grain production
(Almanac of China's Agriculture 1990; Yang Hong, 1999, p.132). The resulted regional specialization,
albeit limited, improved allocative efficiency. However, it gave way to the resurgence of regional self-
sufficiency subsequent to the implementation of provincial govemor responsibility system in 1995.
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and delivery since the implementation of this new system. The selÊsufficiency rate

rose from 96.3% in 1994 to 100% ín1997 and 1998 (Crook, 1999b) and China reached

the production targets for 2000 four years ahead of schedule in 1996. Despite all the

implementation problems of PGRS, the Chinese government has persevered with its

endeavour to decentralize grain distribution. Its later attempts to iron out the

deficiencies of the new system will be discussed in Section 2.3.

The retention of restrictive grain trade policies

Since the inception of the economic reforms in late 1978, the Chinese

govemment had gradually decentralized the authority of foreign trade transactions. Yet

it maintained a tight control over the trade in strategic commodities such as grain,

edible oil, cotton, etc., which were also subject to state pricing. In the early 1980s, the

govemment instituted a system of export and import licensing to control the volume

and composition of commodity trade. The export licensing system had begun since

1980 whereby licenses were issued by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and

Trade (later the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation, MOFTEC), and

sometimes by provincial governments, to prevent excessive exporting of certain

commodities that remained significantly underpriced on domestic market due to price

control (Lardy, 1992, p.45). Rice, corn, and soybeans were among those restricted by

this system. The import licensing system was installed in 1984 to restrict imports to

only the most urgently needed products to optimize the use of the limited foreign

currencies. Under this system, the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade

issued import licenses for certain commodities on the basis of the availability of foreign

exchanges and domestic supply and demand conditions (Lardy, 1992, pp.43-45; Tuan

and Cheng,1999, p.13), In 1993, the transfers of imported grain at fixed procurement

" It was noted that the outward grain transfers of some of the surplus regions were gradually
declining over time (State Council Project Tean¡ 1996, p.84).
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prices to the regional grain bureaus concerned were replaced by an agency system

whereby the state abolished the subsidies for grain imports. Under this new

anangement, the state intervened in grain trade through the issue of licenses subject to

a quota system. COFCO maintained its monopoly status but now acted as an agent for

the state trading in wheat, rice, and corn receiving a fee for its services.

According to Lardy (1992), the introduction of the licensing system reflected a

liberalization of China's trade regime, Nevertheless, trade in grain remained under tight

control due to its strategic naturs although the restrictions on many commodities were

gradually relaxed in the 1990s as the Chinese economy opened up further to the world.

For example, while the Chinese govemment cut tariff rates substantially for a large

number of tariff lines between 1992 and 1994 in its attempt to bid for WTO accession,

tariff rates on imported grain remained unchanged in this period. They were close to or

above 100% while the overall average tariff rate on agricultural products dropped from

40.3% to 32.6% in the adjustment in April 1996 and further to 20.4%o in October 1997

(CASS-RDI,1999, p.50). Basically the grain hade policy had not changed much since

the central planning era. The 'airlock' that insulated the domestic market from the rest

of the world was still in place. But now the purpose of the trade restrictions was no

longer to redistribute income from agriculture to industry. Rather, they worked mainly

to maintain a high self-sufficiency rate in grain production.

Through the licensing system, trade volumes of the commodities were supposed

to be reconciled with domestic production and consumption to help balance demand

and supply. However, in pursuit of their own interests, the government agents involved,

especially the Grain Bureau and COFCO, did not always implement well-coordinated

policies. The incompatible movements in domestic production, stock and trade resulted

in some erratic fluctuations in China's grain trade volumes over time (Tang and Huang,
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1995, p.9; State Council Project Team, 1996, p.105). One notable example was the

large volumes of com exported in 1993 and 1994. kL those two years, increases in

demand for feed grain caused corn prices to surge in China. Instead of meeting the

shortfalls, however, the corn exports pushed the domestic prices even higher (Tang and

Huang, L995, p.11). Such uncoordinated movements in trade volumes are believed to

have aggravated the price volatility in the domestic market and added uncertainty to the

world market (State Council Project Team, 1996; V/orld Bank, 1997a).

2.3 The post-reform per¡od from 1997 to present

Towards the end of the 20th century, the incompatibility between the objectives

of grain selÊsufficiency and income distribution gradually diminishes in China. In

particular, the implementation of grain procurement at protective prices in 1997

signifred the convergence of the allocative role and distribution role of grain prices. To

maintain grain selÊsufficiency, it has become necessary to safeguard farmers'

incentives, which increase with the net incomes they can derive from producing grain.

Following China's accession to WTO in late 200I, China has to liberalize its trade

restrictions and domestic grain distribution to comply with the non-discriminatory

requirements. Against this background, China's policy makers have been striving to

maintain farmers' production incentives and rectify the rudimentary problems of the

state-regulated grain distribution system.

The switch from taxing to supporting grain farmers

Consecutive years of good harvests had resulted in a steady decline in the

market prices of rice and wheat since 1996 dragging farmers' incomes behind the

national growth. This hend aroused concern from China's policy makers for at least

two reasons. First, they were reluctant to see Lester Brown's (1995) pessimistic
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prediction about China having to rely on grain imports coming to pass. They were even

prompted to specify their objective of maintaining 95% grain self-sufficiency in the

White Paper on The Grain Issue in China (IOSC, 1996). Second, the widening gap

between urban and rural incomes was believed to have significant impacts on rural-

urban migration, farmers' purchasing power, and social stability in rural areas (Tuan

and Cheng, 1999, p.4). The deteriorating situation in farming incomes can best be

illustrated by the decline in rural per capita consumption in absolute terms in 1998 for

the first time since the economic reform. It dropped by 27 yran to 1590 yuan in that

year compared with a rise of 146 yran to 4332 yuan for urban households (China's

Agricultural Development Report '99, p.75). In an attempt to safeguard farmers'

incomes against declining grain prices and thereby maintain their production

incentives, the state replaced the negotiated procurement system with protective

procurement in November 1996 (Price Yearbook of China 1997, p.2l).Whenever the

market prices fell below the state procurement prices, negotiated procurement would be

conducted at protective prices. The outlays incurred in the price subsidies would be

financed by the grain risk fund.3e Although it was not the first time the price protection

policy was proposed, such a policy had never really been enforced until now, partly due

to the fact that the state procurement prices were in general lower than the market

prices. As noted by Lu (1999), this policy signalled a historical shift in the role of

China's grain pricing policy. Again, due to the implementation costs that the grain

bureaus and local govemments have to bear, they have not been adhering to the price

support policy. The implementation problem will be discussed further in Chapter 7.

" Und"r the price support scheme, the cenûal government and the provincial governments each
had to provide the state grain enterprises 0.06 yuan ofsubsidy for each kilogram ofgrain they purchased
at support prices. But these subsidies were not enough to cover the price wedge (Tuan and Ke, 1999,
p.26).
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The implementation of protective procurement prices has further exacerbated

the already enorTnous budget deficits incurred in grain distribution. The amount of

price subsidies for grain, cotton and edible oil increased from 22.9 billion yuan in 1995

to 31.1 billion yuan in 1996,41.4 billion yran in 1997 and peaked at 56.5 billion yuan

in 1998 (Table 2.3). Against the background of domestic market gluts resulting from

consecutive years of good harvests, and in anticipation of an increase in grain imports

following China's prospective accession to \ffTO, safeguarding grain farmers' incomes

was regarded as the crucial step to maintain a high grain self-sufficiency rate. To

contain fiscal deficits while carying out such price protection, it became imperative to

rectify the inefficient and loss-making operations of the grain bureaus.

Reform of the grain distribution system

The undue burdens on the financial system exerted by the inefficiency and rent-

seeking activities of the grain bureaus prompted the state to launch two grain

distribution reforms around the tum of the century. The objective was to eliminate the

operating deficits of these state-owned enterprises and thereby contain the fiscal

outlays incurred in grain distribution. The ñrst reform in 1998 was targeted at the

operations of the Grain Bureau. Seeing that this attempt had failed to rectify the

deficiency of the state grain system, the policy makers launched a second reform in

2001 to liberalize the grain distribution.

The 1998 reform package, known as the 'Four Separations; One Perfection',

aimed at eliminating the grain bureaus' opportunities to seek rents by abusing their dual

role. The 'Four Separations' are:

1. Separating the policy and commercial operations of the Grain Bureau

2. Separating the central strategic stock of grain reserves from local working stocks of

commercial reserves
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3. Separating the central and local govemments' roles in the management of grain

production and marketing: The central government's role is to stabilize the markets

for grain (and oil) by controlling imports and exports, to manage central grain

reserves and to set support prices. The local governments' role is to manage food

grain production and distribution under their jurisdictions.

4. Separating the outstanding loans from new loans for grain procurement

The 'One Perfection' is to rectify the grain marketing system by implementing the

'three policies and one reform' as follows:

(Ð State grain enterprises are required to purchase surplus grain at protective price

from farmers without limit.

(ii) State grain enterprises have to sell grain at higherthan-procurement prices to

recover procurement costs and other expenses to avoid incurring operating

losses.

(iii) The state adopts the 'closed system of grain procurement funds' to prevent the

diversion of these financial resources to unauthorized uses. All proceeds from

grain sales must be immediately retumed to the Agricultural Development

Bank of China as payments of principles and interests on the concession loans.

(iv) To make their management mechanism more market-oriented and improve

their efficiency, the state grain enterprises are held solely responsible for their

profits and losses.

The reform package turned out to be unsuccessful for at least two reasons. First,

the reform failed to tackle the monitoring problems making it impossible to eliminate

the rent-seeking activities of the state grain enterprises or to improve their efficiency.

Second, amidst falling market prices, requiring these enterprises to procure graín at
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protective prices was incompatible with the objective to contain their operating deficits.

Instead, the enforcement of protective procurement irrespective of grain quality ended

up with an increasing stockpile of unwanted low-quality grain exacerbating the

financial and storage problems of the state grain system. Not only did the reform

package fail to achieve its objectives, but also the government interventions in the

market are seen as a retrenchment in China's agricultural reform (Huang and Rozelle,

2002,p.4).

To further rectify the monitoring problems of the state grain system, the

Chinese govemment restructured the SAGR twice. After being placed under the State

Planning and Development Commission in the 1998 govemment reorganization,

SAGR was further restructured into two separate entities in April 2000 (, lmanac of

China's Domestic Trade 2001, pp.707-9). The State Grain Administration (SGA)

@uojia liangshi ju) is a policy-oriented decision-making agency that formulates and

supervises the implementation of grain distribution policy reform to address China's

food security concems. The China Grain Reserve Management Corporation (zhongguo

chubeiliang guanli zhong gongsi) is charged with the administration of state grain

reserves,

The state took a bolder approach in 2001 to tackle the inefficiency problem of

the state grain enterprises. It was modelled on an autonomous reform initiated by

Zhejiangprovince in 2000. The Zhejiang model entailed the completelíberalization of

grain production, procurement and sales. All these decisions were to be guided by the

market, which was also open to private enterprises. Since the reform, Zhejiang has seen

a stable supply of grain at only slightly increased prices as well as higher rural incomes

(Wang and Huang,2002). Encouraged by the successful experience of this grain deficit

province, the State Council enacted in August 2001 the extension of the Zhejiang
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initiatives to three municipalities, namely Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, and four other

coastal provinces including Fujian, Guangdong, Hainan and Jiangsu, which were all

relatively affluent grain deficit regions (China's Agricultural Development Report

2002). Since April 2002, five grain surplus provinces including Arhui, Hunan, Hubei,

Shandong and Jilin have also joined in the liberalization move. Now these provinces

permit private grain traders to buy and sell wheat and rice in villages and townships

instead of confining them to wholesale markets at or above county-level (People's

Daily Online,2 luly 2002).

Meanwhile, to curtail the fiscal deficits incurred in the procurement and storage

of unwanted low-quality grain varieties, the state phased out the procurement of spring

wheat in northern China, and wheat, corn and early indica rice in southern China in

2000. This policy change is reported to have induced reallocation of resources to

higher-quality grains that command greater demand. Further attempts to reduce

govemment outlays have been made in the 2001 reform by requiring the state grain

enterprises to feed themselves instead of relying on fiscal subsidies as before (People's

Daily Online,2 JuIy 2002).

However, some Chinese researchers have also noted the implementation

problems of the 2001 grain distribution reform (Gu and Shao, 2002; Han and Zhao,

2002;'Wang and Huang, 2002). One problem is the confusion about the future role of

the grain bureaus, especially in the grain deficit regions where much of the grain

procurement has been taken over by private traders. Another problem is the difficulties

to facilitate effrcient market-oriented grain distribution in the absence of a well-

developed integrated national market, as already discussed earlier. Specific obstacles

identified as hindrances to inter-regional grain trade and specialization include the

capacity constraints of the transport and storage systems and the difficulties to secure
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loans from the Agricultural Development Bank for cross-province grain transactions

(Han and Zhao,2002). Undoubtedly, reforming the grain distribution system in China

is an extremely complex issue whose success hinges on complementary reforms in

various sectors of the economy.

Grain trade policy since 1997

Quantity-oriented trade restrictions have always shielded China's domestic

grain sector from external interference allowing the policy makers to pursue their

objectives by manipulating domestic prices, production and distribution. While other

sectors have opened up to the global market and developed along the line of their

comparative advantages, the maintenance of grain selÊsufficiency implies the

deprivation of these sectors, especially labour-intensive agricultural sector, their needed

resources. Due to China's comparative disadvantage ín the production of land-intensive

crops, it has to incur an increasing cost adhering to its grain self-sufficiency policy. It

has been reported that domestic prices of wheat, com and soybean have surpassed their

counterpart in the world market since the second half of the 1990s (Huang, 200t;

Huang and Rozelle, 2002b). To safeguard farmers' income and maintain their

incentives to produce grain, continued interventions in grain trade are necessary to

supplement the support price policy in domestic market. However, the extent to which

the Chinese goveÍiment can exercise trade interventions is now constrained by the

WTO disciplines.

Since its accession to V/TO on 11 December 2001, China has commenced the

implementation of those obligations committed in the Multilateral Trade Agreements

reached in the accession negotiation process. In particular, the Chinese agriculture is

now subject to the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (URAA), which is an

integral part of the 'WTO 
Agreements. Under the URAA, China has to implement
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scheduled concessions leading to trade liberalisation in the areas of market access for

imports, domestic support to producers, and export competition upon accession through

to 2004. Listed below are the major impacts of these concessions on the grain sector.

l. China has adopted tarifÊrate quotas (TRQÐ since 1997 as a means of restricting

grain imports. As a condition for admission into the WTO, China has agreed to

increase its quota annually to 2004. Imports of wheat, rice, and corn within the

TRQs are subject to a tariff rate of only I percent. Additional amount of imports

will be levied out-of-quota tarifß at a gradually declining rate that reaches 65

percent on I January 2004. These tariff rates reflect a substantial reduction from the

pre-accession level of 114 percent that was applied until 1999. Upon V/TO

accession, China also has to relax the state trading practice to make room for

private trading, which will occupy between I0%o and 50%o of the TRQs of various

grain types (Table 2.7).oo

2. Domestic support that China can provide to its agricultural sector will be quantified

through the Aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS). The de minimis provision

agreed upon between China and its negotiating partners (the US in particular) is 8.5

percent of the total value of the agricultural production (for product-specific

support as well as non-product-specific support) during the relevant year. All

subsidies, which include investment subsidies, input subsidies, and decoupled

income support, etc. that are normally excluded from the calculation of the total

AMS of developing country members, are subject to the 8.5% de minimis

provision. This restriction is more stringent than the l0%o provision normally

applied to developing country members (V/TO, 1994, Article 6.2 and WTO, 2001b,

Paragraph235).

'a
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TneL¡ 2.7 CurNe's TARTFF Rer¡ Quores oN Gn¡lN IvpoRrs
DUE ro WTO AccpssioN,2000-2004

a

Grain type
Year

Unit 2000 2007 2002 2003 2004

'Wheat:

Corn:

Total TRQ level
In-quota tariff
Above-quota tariff
Allocated to nonstate trade

7,300
1

77
10

7,884
1

74
10

8,468
1

7t
10

9,052
I

68
10

9,636
I

65
10

1,000 tons
Percent
Percent
Percent

Rice: Total TRQ level 1,000 tons 2,660

1,000 tons
Percent
Percent
Percent

3,990 4,655 5,320

2,660
1

40
50

3,325

1,663Short and medium-grain
In-quota tariff
Above-quota tariff
Allocated to nonstate trade

1,330
I

80
50

1

70
50

1,995
I

60
50

2,328
1

50
50

Long-grain
In-quota tariff
Above-quota tariff
Allocated to nonstate trade

1,330
I

80
10

1,663
1

70
10

1,995
1

60
10

2,328 2,660
ll

50 40
10 10

4,500
1

80
25

5,175
1

70
29

5,850
1

60
33

6,525 7,200
l1

50 40
36 40

1,000 tons
Percent
Percent
Percent

Total TRQ level
In-quota tariff
Above-quota tariff
Allocated to nonstate hade

1,000 tons
Percent
Percent
Percent

Soybeans: Bound tariff

Soyrneal: Bound tariff

Percent

Percent

3

5

3

55

3

5

3

5

Source: Adapted ftomTuan and Hsu (2001, Table B-1)

3. Most WTO members ¿re committed to a gradual reduction in export subsidies in

respect of budgetary outlay and export quantity with the exception of the least

developed countries. During the six-year implementation period commencing in

1995, developing countries were allowed under certain conditions to use subsidies

to reduce the costs of marketing and transporting exports (V/TO, 1994, Afücle 9).

However, China has committed to eliminating all export subsidies upon its V/TO

accession (WTO, 2001b, Paragraph 234). Again, this represents a more stringent

restriction than those applied to other country members.

40 -,*" Upon accession, TRQs on barley and soybeans were eliminated. Foreign exporters are
expected to shift to barley and other coarse grains as soon as the TRQ for corn limits their shipments
(OECD, 2000, p.130).
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Despite the widely held prediction that China's grain sector would be seriously

injured by the market access commitments, the worst has not happened due to some

special factors at home and abroad. While there were large surpluses of grain

accumulated in China in 2000 and 2001, many countries' grain harvests suffered from

natural disasters in 2002 pushing their prices up by 25 to 30 percent (South China

Morning Post, 12 December 2002). To many people's surprise, in its first year after

WTO accession, China experienced an increase in grain exports coupled with a drop in

imports. In the first 10 months in2002, imports of grain were 2.39 million tons, down

from 252 million tons in the same period in 2001 (ibid.). For the first time in its

history, China became a net exporter of wheat with a trade surplus of 90,000 tons in

2002 (People's Daily Online,22 February 2003). Yet Chinese officials acknowledge

that this favourable import-export situation is not likely to last and there will be

growing pressure from an increase in agricultural imports in the years to come

(People's Daily Online, 1 1 Decemb er 2002).

While the favourable trade situation China encountered in the first year after its

accession to V/TO may not persist, the grim outlook many hold for its grain sector may

not come to pass either. To predict the likely welfare impacts on China's grain farmers

and grain consumers, one must have an accurate assessment of the pre-accession

situation of China's grain sector and then gauge how that situation will change in the

years to come. It should be noted that China's accession to V/TO has not only exposed

its grain producers to increasing threat from imports but also created an external force

to help eradicate some long-standing distortions in its distribution system. The net

welfare impact of China's V/TO accession on its grain sector will be analysed in details

in Chapter 6.
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Productivity-enhancing p olicies

Lr the 1990s, Chinese policy makers became increasingly aware of the

damaging effects of the under-investment in agriculture on its capacity growth, as it

would become a constraint on the 'market contribution' that the agricultural sector

could make to the rest of the economy.ot In recognition of the urgency to relax the

capacity constraint, they raised the priority of public investments in agriculture (IOSC,

1996). It was specified in the Ninth Five-Year Plan (1996-2000) and China's Long

Term Plan to 2010 that emphasis would be given to increases in agricultural

investments including rural infrastructural investment, and loans and credits for

agricultural production with grain as the central crop (Huang and Zhang,1997, p.185).

Zeng Peiyan, the minister of the State Development and Planning Commission,

reiterated in the Fifth Session of the Ninth National People's Congress inl:|l4arch2002

the government's commitment to increasing agricultural investments with water-saving

irrigation projects as one of the focuses. A large-scale water diversion project was

launched at the end of 2002 to transfer water from Yangtze River to northern China.

The project is to tackle the water shortage problem that has been identified in recent

studies as a threat to future ouþut growth of grain, especially of wheat (World Bank,

1997b; Lohmar and 'Wang, 2002). Despite policy makers' intention to promote public

investments in agriculture, the weakness of the nation's fiscal system is identified as

the major impediment to its actual growth (Huang, 200I, p.6). Again, it requires

complementary fiscal reform to boost long-term agricultural productivity.

Another attempt to encourage private agricultural investment was the renewal

of land tenure contracts in 1998 for another 30 years to promote household tenure

security. Land tenure reform has been underway on experimental basis in villages and
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townships in more developed coastal provinces where moderate land consolidation has

been made possible through leasing and land trusts (Lohmar and Somwaru,2002). A

new law of rural land contracting has been implemented since 1 March 2003 to protect

the fundamental interests of farmers and promote the development of farming industry

in China (see People's Daily Online,30 August 2002). These policies are to induce

farmers to engage in long-term investment and pursue economies of scale. However, it

is reported that farmers are sceptical about the effects of this law as they have learned

from their experience that good laws could be spoiled by implementation problems

(South China Morning Post, 2 March 2003). As noted by Johnson (1994, p.l 1), one of

the impediments to the stþulation and enforcement of land use rights with permission

to sell or rent the rights to others is the policy makers' attempt to protect the

discretionary authority of the cadres at various levels. The effectiveness of the new law

hinges on how determined and capable the policy makers in the central govemment are

to overcome the resistance from the local-level govemments.

2.4 Key objectives of and constra¡nts on China's grain policy

The review in the previous sections shows how China's grain policy has

evolved within an increasingly market-oriented economy that is gradually integrating

with the global market. The review serves to identify the key elements that govem the

policy formulation and thereby narrow down the scope of theoretical analysis that

follows. The evolution of China's grain policy reveals some common objectives of

agricultural policies that have been identified for other developing and developed

economies. They include (i) the raising of revenue by taxing the agricultural sector in

the early stage of economic development to capture resources for investment and

ol Liu Suiniun, vice-chairman of the NPC Committee of Agriculture and Rural Development,
said that the cause of the slack domestic demand lied in the poor spending capability of farmers, who
accounted for two-thirds of the country's population (People's Daily Online, 21 April 2000).
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industrialization; (ii) the maintenance of low prices for urban consumers of food crops;

(iii) the support of farmers' income when it falls below some acceptable level relative

to the national average; (iv) the attainment of some level of selÊsufficiency in specific

goods, and to avoid excessive dependence on the international market; (v) the eaming,

or reservation, offoreign exchange to help alleviate the foreign exchange shortage; and

(vi) the 'stabilization' and insulation of the domestic market from 'unstable'

intemational markets (Krueger, 1993,p.94; Sah and Stiglitz, 1992, pp.15-16; Timmer,

7975,p.ßa\.

The relative importance of these objectives varies over time with the economic

and political conditions. A close scrutiny of the policy evolution in China reveals that

the list of objectives can be grouped into two major goals. The first goal is to

redistribute income between grain producers (agriculture) and grain users (industry),

which encompasses objectives (i), (iÐ, (iii), and (v) on the list. The second goal is to

achieve food security by means of grain self-sufficiency, which covers objectives (iv),

(v) and (vi). I will incorporate these two goals in the objective function of China's grain

policy in the theoretical analysis in the next few chapters.

The policy review in the previous sections shows that three major instruments

have been used in China's pursuit of its policy objectives. They include (i) the grain

procurement and marketing system; (ii) trade policies; and (iii) government's direct

interventions in resource allocation through the control over sown areas and manpower,

and indirect interventions such as agricultural investment. The historical account of

China's grain policy developments reveals that the procurement policy has been the

most important instrument in the government's pursuit of the goals regarding inter-

sectoral income distribution and food security. Although trade interventions have been

crucial to the maintenance of China's grain self-sufficiency, the persistent tightness of
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these restrictions has made the grain hade volume relatively small, at least up till now

(Table 2.2a). Therefore, China's grain hade policies play a less important role in the

government's attempt to adjust its policies in response to changes in economic and

political conditions over time. The government's direct interventions in resource

allocation, especially the restrictions on land and labour uses in the central planning

era, have played an important role securing the required amount of resources for grain

production. But again, such interventions were relatively stable, except for the erratic

massive reallocation of productive labour from agriculture to industry in the Great Leap

Forward. In the reform period, developments such as the decollectivization, price

liberalization of non-grain products and the emergence of rural industries have

gradually eroded the scope of direct govemment interventions in resource allocation.

And the indirect interventions in the form of agricultural investments also declined

substantially due to the lack of available fiscal resources. The job to fulfil the targets of

selÊsufficiency and income distribution has largely been carried out by the

procurement system. Based on these observations, I will focus on the grain

procurement policy in the theoretical analysis in the next few chapters.

Another important element of the evolution of China's grain policy is the set of

constraints that govern the policy formulation. 'We can identify three of them from the

review in the previous sections: (i) the fiscal constraint; (ii) the external political

constraint, with particular reference to China's commitments under the WTO

disciplines; and (iii) domestic political constraints on the feasible range of grain prices

and quota level. All these constraints determine to what extent a particular instrument,

such as the procurement prices and rationed sales prices, can be manipulated by the

government to achieve a specific goal. The impact of domestic constraints can be

illustrated with the adherence to the policy of low urban food prices up to the early

1990s. For fear of social and political instability, the Chinese govemment refrained
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from raising the ration prices of grain between 1979 and 1991 although the 'price

reversal' was causing serious deficit problem. The theoretical analysis in Chapters 4 to

6 will incorporate all these three constraints governing China's grain policy

formulation.

Lastly, the study of China's grain policy will not be complete without an

examination of the actual outcome after a stipulated policy has been implemented.

'Whether a policy is effective depends, among other things, on the government's

capacity to monitor its implementation. The policy review has already identified

various implementation problems in the history of China. I will give a systematic

analysis of the issue in Chapter 7.
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CneprnnS
A MoDEL or Gn¡.r¡q PnocUREMENT Portcv
rNA Crospo EcoNoMY

Having identified in Chapter 2 the two most important objectives, namely sectoral

income distribution and food security, and the fiscal constraint, domestic and external

constraints goveming the formulation of China's grain policy, now I proceed to

construct an optimization model incorporating these crucial elements. To make the

theoretical analysis more focused and manageable, I restrict it to the setting of the

procurement price and quota in the grain procurement system. Other grain policies

regarding trade and productivity enhancement are treated as exogenous. In particular,

the analysis begins with the case of autarky and abstracts from the implementation

costs of grain procurement and marketing. The model will be revised in Chapter 6 to

take international trade into consideration and then in Chapter 7 to incorporate the

implementation costs.

This chapter is structured as follows. To build the basic model of analysis,

Section 3.1 derives the minimum procurement price that is required to induce farmers

to fulfil their procurement quota. Section 3.2 studies how the quota procurement

system redistributes income and its efficiency implications. Section 3.3 constructs the

objective function of China's grain procurement policy capturing policy makers'

preferences regarding income distribution and grain selÊsufficiency. Section 3.4 first

derives the trade-off between the two policy objectives that maintains allocative

efficiency. Then it analyses the optimal choice of procurement price and quota in the

absence of fiscal outlay.



3.1 The minimum procurement price

This section begins with the construction of a model that analyses how the

Chinese govemment can use a quota procurement system to influence income

distribution between grain producers and grain users in a closed economy. Since the

installation of this system in the 1950s to facilitate heavy industrialization, the policy

makers had been struggling to overcome the disincentive effect of the suppressed quota

procurement prices on grain production and delivery. Before the two-track system was

in place in 1985, there had been other measures such as above-quota procurement at

higher prices and the imposition of penalty on non-delivery or under-delivery to

enforce quota procurement. Among all these alternatives, the provision of price

incentive through the market track has been proved to be more effective. Therefore I

construct the model on the basis of the two-track procurement system. Nevertheless, as

will be shown later in this chapter, the model can be easily adapted to accommodate the

case in the central planning era and the early reform period prior to 1985 in which there

was no market track but farmers were offered above-quota price premiums and would

be penalised for not delivering their quotas.a2

The model characterizes a two-track procurement system that functions as

follows: (i) farmers are required to deliver a quota amount of marketed (or commercial)

grain to the government at state-set fixed procurement price and (ii) upon fulfilment of

the quota, farmers can sell surplus grain on the market. The fixed procurement price is

assumed to be set below the market equilibrium price to extract producer surplus from

farmers. The market track that enables farmers to sell surplus grain after delivering the

quota amount to the state is to overcome the disincentive effect of the suppressed state-

a2 The local government can inflict penalties on farmers who fail or refuse to fulfrl their quotas

by denying them access to agricultural inputs, public goods and employment opporhrnities in township
and village enterprises, as well as depriving their children of education opportunities (Huang Y,, 1998,
p.64).
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set price. From farmers' perspective, receiving a lower retum for their quota delivery to

the state is the 'price' they must pay to gain access to the free market'

In the basic model of procurement policy formulation, I first assume the

absence of penalty on those farmers who fail to fulfil their delivery quota. The penalty

on non-delivery or under-delivery will be incorporated into the model later on. To

simplify the analysis, I begin with the assumption that grain is a homogeneous product.

The implications of differences in grain tlpe (rice, wheat, com, etc.) and quality will be

considered in Chapter 7. Until then, there is only one set of grain price and quota. The

basic model also includes the following assumptions:

L The govemment and farmers have perfect information of the demand for and

supply of marketed gtain, which is net of farmers' o'wn consumption.a3

2. The government sells what it procures from farmers to grain users at the rationed

sales price, which is set at the same level as the fixed procurement price. There is

zero handling cost.

3. Farmers are profit maximisers and have identical marginal cost (MC) curves. The

market supply curve of marketed grain is the horizontal sum of all these MC

curves.

4. Farmers have the option of delivering the quota or not. The only penalty on farmers

for not fulfilling the quota is to deny them access to the free market for surplus

grain. Yet the govemment will buy at the fixed procurement price whatever amount

ai This restrictive assumption is to simplify the analysis at the beginning and to ensure that the
two-track system can achieve allocative efficiency. In Chapter 7, the assumption about the government
having perfect information will be relaxed, And the assumption that farmers know the shapes of the
demand and supply curves of marketed grain can be replaced by another assumption that farmers are
permitted to purchase grain on the market and then resell it to the state to fulfrl the delivery quota. Both
Sicular (1988) and Lau et al. (2000) employ this alternative assumption, which makes the quota price
infra-marginal and efficiency possible. Lau et al. (1997 & 2000) offers an in-depth analysis of the
conditions required to achieve allocative efficiency under the two-track system.
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farmers supply within the quota. Farmers who have delivered their quota can sell

surplus grain on the free market.

5. Grain users who are entitled to the rationed grain supply derive marginal benefit

from the grain that is at least as high as the market pnce.aa

6. There is no international trade.

A set of market demand and supply curves of marketed grain is depicted by Q :

D(P) and Q : S(P) respectively in Figure 3.1. Without govemment intervention on

grain distribution, that is, in the absence of any govemment procurement system, the

equilibrium price and quantity would be Px and q*.+s Let Þ and Q U. the fixed

procurement price and quota set by the government. Note that the Þ, Q combination is

below the supply curve. Farmers have the option of fulfilling the quota or delivering a

smaller amount of grain to the state. The producer surplus derived from the two options

will determine which option the farmers take. If they choose not to fulfrl the quota, the

profit-maximizing output will be Q' : S(P ) and the producer surplus will be given by

area b in Figwe 3.1. If they fuIfil the quota, they can sell surplus grain on the market.

Under the assumptions specified earlier, the overall supply of marketed grain will be

the same as in the absence of government's procurement. Point E in Figure 3.1 remains

to be the equilibrium when the quota is fulfilled. In particular, farmers can sell surplus

an This assumption is to rule out the possibility of allocative inefficiency that may result from
having the rationed grain supplied to those low-marginal value urban users. It is an acceptable
assumption because black markets for rationed grain coupons, which emerged as early as the 1960s and
lasted until the early 1990s, provided a mechanism to transfer the rights to buy rationed grain ftom low-
marginal value consumers to higher-marginal value consumers. For descriptions of the emergence and
phasing out of black markets for rationed grain coupons in China, see Zhang (1996, pp.290-96).

a5 As explained in Chapte r 2, the government may have adopted other grain-related policies
including the direct intervention in land and labour allocation, the provision of agricultural public goods
and trade restrictions. These policies will shift the supply and demand curyes and hence change P* and

Q*, I.t the basic model, trade interventions are assumed to have obstructed any trade in grain while other
policies are assumed to remain unchanged throughout the analysis.
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grain at P* on the market. The quota procurement system can result in the same total

supply of marketed grain as under a free market system.

P

ao

Q: S(P)

Q: D(P)

Q'OQ* a

Frcune 3.1 DBt tv¡R QUorA oR Nor?

To understand how farmers make their decision under the two-track

procurement system, we need to examine their producer surplus. With reference to

Figure 3.1, delivering the quota amount of grain to the state will bring a producer

surplus of area b minus area d. For that to be worthwhile, farmers will need to take

advantage of the privilege to sell surplus grain on the free market. To maximize their

profits, farmers sell Q* - Q of grain on the market at price P*, deriving a producer

surplus of area e from the market sales. The total producer surplus will be b4+e in

this case. Whether farmers will fulfrl the quota or just deliver an amount of Q' to the

govemment depends on the relative size of d and e. There are two possible cases.

F

J

E
P*

Þ

bo

o
z

Case (i): Area d l Area e
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In this case the gain from selling surplus grain on the market is greater than or

equal to the loss in delivering the quota. Hence the farmers will fulfil the quota. They

will produce Qx and sell the surplus grain at P* after delivering Q to the state at the

procurement price Þ. The state will sell the quota amount of grain at P to eligible

grain users. Additional amount of grain can be purchased on the market at P*.

Here economic surpluses generated in the production of marketed grain are

shared by two groups of agents, namely grain farmers and grain users. The previous

analysis has shown how grain farmers derive producer surplus from selling commercial

grain to the state or on the market. The rest of the surpluses, referred to as 'consumer

surplus' in this model, go to grain users. It should be noted that grain users include (i)

all households that consume commercial grain, (ii) industries that use grain as inputs,

and (iii) the government, which was the sole owner of all heavy industries in the central

planning era and now still occupies a significant share of China's industry.

When farmers fulfil their quota, producer surplus is given by b4+e whereas

'consumer surplus' is the sum of area BJUK and area EJW in Figure 3.1. Social surplus

is maximized as represented by arca ABE. Compared with a free market economy, an

amount equal to (P--Þ)Q is transferred from farmers to grain users in this

procurement system.

Case (ii): Area d ) Area e

In this case the gain from selling surplus gtain on the market is less than the

loss in delivering the quota. Farmers will produce and deliver only Q' to the state,

forsaking the privilege to sell surplus grain on the market. Compared with a free market

economy, there is a deadweight loss of social surplus as illustrated by area EFH in

Figure 3.1.
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The analysis of the above two cases shows that if the Þ,Q combination is

chosen correctly, the government can use the quota procurement system to achieve

some targeted income distribution without jeopardizing allocative efficiency. To see

how it can be done, we have to derive the minimum procurement price (lv[PP) curve.

The MPP curve is the locus of all combinations of procurement price and quota that

provide just sufficient incentive for the farmers to deliver the quota amount of grain to

the state by offering them the privilege to sell surplus grain on the market conditional

on quota fulfilment.

As explained earlier, the condition for farmers to be willing to fulfil the quota is

that e - d >0. Therefora, ê - d : 7gives the MPP curve. For any Þ,Q combination on

or above the MPP curve, total supply of marketed grain will be Q*, which is the same

as the free market equilibrium. With reference to Figure 3.1, the MPP curve can be

expressed as follows.

0:e-d

: (EWYZ -EVYZ) - (HVYX - HUYX)

= [p*(Q* -01- (rcla.-rclu)] - {(rclo -rcl,F)) -Pr0 - s@)l}

: p*(Q* -Ø) * FtO - s@)l- (rclr. -rcls@)) (3.1)

where TC is total cost. The last bracketed term can be simplified as follows.

TCla. -TCINF) = f,-r,p de = Ê,.r,p 
ds(p) = Ç'r s'¡r¡ar

Substituting the last expression into equation (3.1), we can derive the f'ollowing MPP

p*(e* -O) * FtO - s(Ðl- f'r s,¡r¡ar = o

curv9.
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To find the slope of the MPP curve, totally differentiate equation (3.2) to get

-p*dA + rc-sf pll dF +ÞFA-s'¡F¡aÞ1- df ËÞ s'e)dp1 = o .

Simplifying the last equation, we have

dP P* - P
(3.3)

dQ
Q-S( P)

Let bo denote the vertical intercept of the supply curve such that S(P) : 0 V P < bo. The

MPP curve can be divided into three different segments according to the level of P.

(i) P*>P>bo

'Within this range, the procurement price lies below the market price and S(P )

> 0. As can be seen in equation (3.3), the slope of the MPP curve is positive. NE in

Figure 3.2 depicts the corresponding segment of the MPP curve.o6 When Þ: bo,

producer surplus is zero (i.e. area å in Figwe 3.1 disappears). Equation (3.1) gives the

corresponding procurement quota Qs as follows.

P*Q*-e*-bJQ, -fCle. = Q

Qo = 
P*Q* - rCle,

P*-bo

For any procurement quota larger than Qe, the procurement price has to rise

above b0. With reference to Figure 3.1, the corresponding producer surplus is given by

the followiîgarca.

f:OKIIX-OAHX

o6 The MPP curve in Figure 3.2 is constructed on the basis of a set of linear demand and supply
cr¡rves as depicted in Figure 3.1. In the general case, the MPP curve may look different but the segment
MNE is still upward sloping.
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(3.4)

It can easily be verified that as both the procurement price and quota increase along this

segment of the MPP curve, producer surplus of grain farmers increases at the expense

of 'consumer surplus' of grain users.

P¡l'

MPP

bo

F s(Ð -7cls1øt = P s(Ð - ("r s'e)dP

Þ

F

E

0o aQo

FIcunB 3.2 MrNnrrurr¿ pRocuREMENr IRICE (IvtPP) cURVE

(ä)bo > P > 0

In this case, S( P ) : 0. Yet farmers will still sell the quota amount to the

government at P as long as they can derive sufficient producer surplus from the sales

of surplus grain on the market at P* to fully compensate their loss in delivering the

quota. From equation (3.3), we have

dP P* - P \ lt
-vdQo

Q*
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The slope of this segment of the MPP curve is also positive, as depicted by MN in

Figure 3.2. Producer surplus is everywhere zeÍo along this line segment. The entire

social surplus will be captured by grain users resulting in the largest 'consumer

surplus'.

(iii) P:0

kr this case, farmers are required to deliver the quota amount of grain free to the

government. With P:0, equation (3.1) gives the following MPP curve.

o : P*(Q* - o) -rcln, (3.5)

Along this segment of the MPP curve, the slope is zero as depicted by OM in Figure

3.2. õ is obtained by solving forQ in equation (3.5), which gives

P*Q* - rClo.
ø P*

If the procurement quota is set at Q, produce surplus is zero. 'When the quota amount

decreases from Q, producer surplus will increase as the 'tax' burden implicit in the

free grain delivery decreases.

So far I have assumed away the case where the government may inflict a

penalty on those farmers who fail to fulfil their quota. It can be verified easily that the

inclusion of such a penalty will not affect the validity of my results. In the case of a

lump-sum penalty, say of value .r, on any grain delivery short of the quota amount, the

MPP curve will become those combinations of procurement price and quota that satisfy

the condition e - d + x : 0, or e - d : -x, giving rise to a lower MPP curve than the

one derived above in the absence of penalty. A per-unit penalty of y will simply shift
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the MPP curve downward byy. For simplicity, I adhere to the assumption of no penalty

in the following analysis.

The MPP curve divides all combinations of procurement price and quota in

Figure 3.2into two regions. The one on or above the MPP curve comprises all those

combinations that induce quota fulfilment resulting in total ouþut being the same as

under the free market. The combinations below the MPP curve do not provide

sufficient incentive for the farmers to deliver the quota and hence the total supply of

marketed grain falls short of the free market ouþut level. The next section examines

the implications for allocative efficiency and distribution of various Þ, Q

combinations.

3.2 lmplications for income distribution and resource allocation

In this section, I show how a government can use the quota procurement system

to redistribute income from grain producers to grain users and examine the impact on

allocative efficiency. V/ith reference to Figure 3.2,if the Þ,Q combination lies above

the horizontal line CE, the procurement price is above the market price. As the state

will sell the procured grain as rationed grain to grain users at the same price, the sales

price will be higher than the market price. While it is theoretically possible for the

government to set the procurement price and the rationed sales price higher than the

market price, this case is yet unlikely in China. Therefore, I restrict my analysis to the

case where P < P*. I will study the possibility that P > P* in the next chapter when

price subsidy is involved.

Proposition 3.1: The quota procurement system can redistribute income from grain

producers to grain users without affecting the total output of grain. That is, it can

achieve tlte same social welfare as that under afree market.
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Proof: All Þ,Q combinations in area OCENM in Figure 3'2 can induce quota

fulfilment, resulting in the same total ouþut and the same social welfare as that under a

free market. As the procurement price of quota grain, which is identical to the rationed

sales price, is lower than the market price, income is redistributed from grain producers

to grain users. i

Note that if the equilibrium quantity in the free grain market conesponds to the

efficient level, Proposition 3.1 implies that the quota procurement system can

redistribute income from grain producers to grain users without losing efficiency. This

result is consistent with those of Sicular's (1988) and Lau et al's (2000) analyses that

China's two-track quota procurement system need not have distortionary effects on

resource allocation.

Proposition 3.2: The quota procurement system can extract the entire producer surplus

from grainfarmers without affecting the total output of grain.

Proof: If the chosen F,Q combination lies on MN in Figure 3.2, social welfare is the

same as that under a free market and the entire producer surplus is extracted from grain

farmers and kansferred to grain users. o

This is the extreme version of the case alleged by Gardner (1983, p.229) that the

production-control approach in the form of Stalinist delivery quotas at state-specific

prices could be used to redistribute all producer surplus to consumers with relatively

small deadweight loss.

Proposition 3.3: It is possible for the government to extract economic surplus from

grain producers without affecting the total ouþut of grain by requiring them to deliver

a certain amount of grain free of charge to the state before selling any grain on the

market.
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Proof: If the chosen Þ,Q combination lies on OM in Figure 3.2, graín producers are

required to deliver some free grain to the govemment. Along OM, social welfare will

be the same as that under free market and part or all of the producer surplus will be

transferred to grain users. o

Note that such a delivery quota of free grain is virtually a tax in kind, which

transfers economic surplus from grain producers to grain users. It will be shown in

Section 3.4 that the sole reliance on such 'grain tax' as a means of transfer is not as

desirable as the quota procurement system.

What I have shown up to this point is that the two-track quota procurement

system can redistribute income from grain producers to grain users while maintaining

the same ouþut level as under a free market. As long as the free market ouþut level is

efficient, the quota procurement system can be an efficient redistribution mechanism.

The system itself need not be a source of distortion. Nevertheless, it must also be noted

that ineffrciency may arise from the government's attempt to command a procurement

quota in excess of the efficient ouþut level, or from its failure to offer suffrciently high

procurement price to induce quota fulfilment.

It should be noted that in the absence of market for surplus grain (or other cash

crops), resource allocation may not be efficient even if the government can enforce

quota fulfilment by imposing penalties or offering above-quota price premiums. First,

without market for surplus crops that allows farmers to derive additional income from

their remaining resources after delivering the quota to the state, farmers would have no

incentive to produce anything more than the quota amount. The resulting under-

utilization of the available resources will give rise to inefficiency. Second, in the case

where bonus price is offered to above-quota procurement, the incentive effect is similar

to market sales of surplus grain. As long as grain farmers can derive sufficient producer
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surplus from the above-quota procurement to compensate for the loss incurred in quota

delivery, they will fulfil the quota. But then they will only supply a total quantity of

grain up to the level where their marginal cost of production equals the above-quota

bonus price. Obviously the state-set bonus price is not likely to be the same as the free-

market equilibrium price, and hence such a price scheme will most likely result in

ineffi cient resource allocation.

In the rest of the analysis, I only focus on the more interesting case of the two-

track system where market exists alongside the state plan and examine the optimal

policy choices that can achieve the government objectives without any distortionary

effect on resource allocation. Thus only the region on or above the MPP curve is

relevant to our analysis. Given that all Þ, Q combinations in area OCENM in Figure

3.2 can redistribute income from grain producers to grain users without reducing

economic efficiency, which of these points will the policy makers choose? To answer

the question, we must incorporate the utility function of policy makers in the analysis.

3.3 The objective function of China's grain procurement poficy

Adopting the political support function approach, I hlpothesize that the

decisions of policy makers are guided by their ideological belief and their attempt to

maximize their political returns in terms of power and security of office. Their political

returns would depend on their performance in relation to the achievement of various

policy objectives. As already explained in the previous chapter, the two most important

objectives of China's food and agricultural policy are to redistribute income between

the agricultural and industrial sectors and to achieve food security. In this section, the

specification of the objective function of China's grain policy formulation captures

these two objectives.
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Sectoral income distribution

In the optimization model of grain policy formulation, sectoral income

distribution is reflected by the relative size of the producer surplus of grain farmers and

the 'consumer surplus' of grain users derived from grain production and distribution.

As explained in the previous chapter, China's policy makers redistributed income from

agriculture to industry in the central planning era by means of the 'price scissors'. But

it should be noted that the ultimate beneficiaries of such redistribution was the state,

which had a majority stake in the industrial sector. To capture policy makers'

preferences regarding the income distribution between grain producers and grain users,

I include producer surplus and 'consumer surplus' as the first two arguments in the

objective function, The evolution of China's grain policy is partly a result of the

gradual change in policy makers' preferences regarding sectoral income distribution.

Drawing on existing literature, we can make better sense of the revealed preference of

China's policy makers in their pursuit of heavy industrialization and their later attempt

to safeguard grain farmers' welfare.

Industrialization drive dominates the development strategy of virtually every

developing country regardless of the political system. Both Krueger (1993) and Sah

and Stiglitz (1992) highlight the industrialization drive as the reason for many

developing countries' economic policies that favour industrial development at the

expense of agriculture. In particular, Sah and Stiglitz (1992, p.25) attrrbute the "urban

bias on the part of government officials" to the "ideological view that industrialization

is the only path to true development", resulting in the concentration of government

investments in the urban sector. Perhaps what makes a socialist economy's

development strategy different is the high priority assigned to heavy industries. The

consequence is a more intense industrialization drive exerting greater pressure on the
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primary sectors. "To what extent prices should be twisted to squeeze the peasant

sector? (Sah and Stiglitz, 1992,p.59)", a question asked by the Soviet govemment prior

to the collectivization period, vr'as therefore also relevant to China in the central

planning period. Undoubtedly, China's policy makers attached a much larger weight to

the 'consumer surplus' compared to the producer surplus in their food and agricultural

policy objective function in the early stage of economic development.

As the Chinese economy develops, the government's objective regarding

income distribution changes over time. While it is a widely held view that private

savings would not increase sufficiently in a largely rural society, and that the only way

to increase public savings was to tax agriculture indirectly (Krueger, 1993, p.93), it is

reasonable to expect that with the advancement in industrializatíon and the rise in urban

incomes, the taxing of agriculture is no longer the only way to increase public savings.

As described in Chapter 2, the evolution of China's pricing policy in the 1990s

appeared to reflect a gradual move away from taxing towards supporting agriculture.

The adoption of protective prices ín 1.997 signified the change in the redistribution role

of the procurement policy. And it has been widely publicized in recent years the

Chinese leaders' concern for the welfare of farmers, especially those engaged in grain

production (China's Agricultural Development Report 2001, p.95). Based on these

observations, it is reasonable to expect that the weight attached to the producer surplus

should have increased relative to that of the 'consumer surplus' in China's food and

agricultural policy objective function. I will substantiate this allegation with the

literature on the political economy of agricultural policy and analyse the impact of such

a change on China's grain procurement policy in Chapter 5.
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Food security

China's emphasis on food security stemmed from its recurring experience of

crop failures and food shortages. The subsequent social and political instability

increased the government's determination to secure output growth, provide rapid

famine relief, maintain reserves for national security purposes, and stabilize food grain

markets and prices (Crook, 1999b). While most of the definitions of food security refer

to the levels of consumption rather than production,aT the Chinese govemment has

focused mostly on production. Political consideration has excluded the increase in grain

imports as an alternative means of achieving food security. The rationale for the

reliance on self-sufficiency can best be illustrated in a report written by the Ministry of

Agriculture (1996, p.63). It concludes that without agricultural prosperity a country will

lack a strong foundation for economic growth, and the resultant dependence on other

countries will weaken its position in international economic and political relations. It is

alleged that the maintenance of national sovereignty, social stability and long-term

welfare is worth a higher economic cost. Along this line of thinking, the top priority in

China's agricultural policy in the last two decades was to increase domestic food

supply, mainly through intensified production and yield growth (Tuan and Cheng,

1999).48 The State Council emphasized its determination by specifying for the first time

in October 1996 thegoal of a 95% self-sufficiency rate for grain (IOSC ,lgg6).4e

o? The diverse perception of food security can be portrayed by a review conducted by Maxwell
(1996), which includes a list of 32 defuritions of the term used by different authors in 1975-1991. A
more recent definition proposed in the 1996 World Food Summit is that food security exists "when all
people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet

their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life".
ot Vice P¡emier Yao Yilin stated clearly in 1986 the self-sufficiency policy objective that grain

production needed to be increased from 400 million tons to about 500 million tons by the end of the

century (i.e. an annual increase of more than 5 million tons) so that per capita grain availability could be

maintained at the current level of 400 kilograms or slightly higher (Yang and Tyers, 1989).

ae China's grain policy regarding self-sufficiency in recent years has mainly targeted at wheat,

rice, and com only, which account for 84 to 87 percent oftotal grain ouþut in the 1990s,
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The govemment's control over grain distribution increases with the amount of

quota procurement relative to the total quantity of marketed grain, which is determined

by the domestic d.emand and supply structure and the trade policy.so The selÊ

sufficiency policy stance has led China's policy makers to favour a greater control over

grain distribution. Given that the commercial grain-consuming population is not

declining, an increase in the govemment's control over grain distribution can only be

realízed through the setting of higher quota level. Therefore, the policy makers'

preference can be approximated by a preference for a larger procurement quota making

it the third argument in the objective function. In the optimization model of the quota

procnrement policy, I hypothesize that policy makers' utility would increase with this

quota amount up to a certain level and stay unchanged beyond that level, as further

increase in the government's command of grain distribution is no longer regarded as

necessary for the maintenance of food security.

Based on the above stipulations, the objective function or policy makers'

preference is specified as follows.

U:U(CS,PS,Q)

where CS and PS denote the 'consumer surplus' and producer surplus respectively. I

assume that U is twice differentiable. The first derivatives of U with respect to CS and

PS, U1 and Uz, are both larger than zero whereas their second derivatives are both

negative. The first derivatives of U with respect to Q , U3, is larger than zero for small

values of Q. But U¡ becomes zero once Q exceeds a certain level. The case where U3

> 0 reflects that the policy makers prefer a larger procurement quota. It is consistent

with the early stage of development in China when the government attempted to

to Due to the institutional distortions such as the hukou system and the land tenure systerr¡
together with trade restrictions, the resultant equilibrium level of grain ouþut would be different from
the efficient ouÞut level in a market system where resource allocation is distortion-free.
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coïnmand paramount control over grain distribution to achieve food security. As the

Chinese economy develops over time, especially when productivity has improved

sufficiently, and hence domestic supply has largely satisfied and even surpassed

domestic demand, occupying a larger share of grain distribution has lost its appeal to

the policy makers. In this situation, U¡: 0.

3.4 Choosing the procurement price and quota

Before I proceed with the derivation of the optimal choice of procurement price

and quota, I list below the policy makers' objective function along with some of its

maj or characteristics.

u(cs, PS, Q )

whereUi >0andUit<0for i:!,2;U¡ >0fot Q<@ andU¡:0for Q >@.

I will study the case where U3 > 0 in this section and leave the case where U¡: 0 until

the next chapter. In the following analysis, the policy makers choose the optimal F, Q

combination that maximizes their utility while maintaining allocative efficiency. The

choice set is given by all the Þ, Q combinations that lie on or above the MPP curve,

that is, within area OCENM in Figure 3.2. The choice is made by solving the following

maximization problem for the optimal Þ, Q combination.

Max U(CS, PS, Q )

subject to ( P , Q) tyttrg on or above the MPP curve

Let Þ = g(Q) denote the MPP curve depicted by OMNE in Figure 3.2. Let CS*

: CS(P*, Q*) and PS* = PS(P*, Q*) denote the levels of consumer surplus and

producer surplus at the free market equilibrium. Let 'W* : CS* + PS* denote the
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coresponding social surplus. First we need to specify the constraints that the P, Q

combination must lie on or above the MPP curve. When this constraint is satisfied, the

total ouþut under the quota procurement system is the same as that under a free

market. One of the constraints is given as follows.

C^t + P^S : ll'* (3.6)

The other constraints relate to the minimum values of CS and PS that depend on where

the Þ, Q combination lies on the MPP curve. There are three different cases with

reference to Figure 3.2.

Case (i): Q" >Q > õ

In this case, the minimum PS is zero and the minimum CS is CS*. The constraint is

given below.

C^S + P^t : W*, C,S > CS1 and PS 2 0 (3.7)

Constraint (3.7) is depicted by plane M'N'ST in Figure 3.3 with slope equal to -l

reflecting the one-for-one trade-off between CS and PS for any given Q.

Case(ii): Q >Q>o

In this case, the minimum CS is CS* and the minimum PS depends on Q. For

example, when Q is set at zero, the minimum PS is PS*. When Q is set at Q, the

minimum producer surplus is zero. From equation (3.5), we can derive the relationship

between the minimum PS and Q as follows.

PS>P*(Q* -0) -rCle"

The constraint on CS, PS, and Q is given below.
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C,S + P,t : W*, C,S > C,S*, PS >P*(Q* - O) -rCls. (3.8)

Constraint (3.8) is depicted by plane O'M'T in Figure 3.3 with slope equal to -1

CS M'N

o'

PS

FIcunB 3.3 ETTICMNTTRADE-OFFAMONGPS, CS AND Q

Case (iii): Q* >Q > Qo

In this case, the minimum CS is CS* and the minimum PS varies with Q along NE in

Figure 3.2 and is given by equation (3.a). Rewriting equation (3.4), we have the

minimum producer surplus along NE given as follows.

ftO)= F sfFl -rcl,r,t

= sQ) stsQ)l - ft' s"(Q)dQ (3.e)

where f ' > 0, which can be verified using equation (3.9) or equation (3.4) as follows.
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df
do

df dF
dF d0 ,,,

D*D
= ¡P s,¡P¡ + s(F) -F s'@)l t ' - ' J

A-srFl

= s(p)(p* -F) > o

Q-S( P)

Thus, we have the following constraint on CS, PS, and Q .

C.S + P,t : W*, C^S > CS1 PS >f(Q) (3.10)

Constraint (3.10) is depicted byplane N'SE' in Figure 3.3 with slope equal to -1.

To summarize, the constraint regarding CS, PS and Q is given by equations

(3.7), (3.8) and (3.10) and depicted graphically by plane O'M'N'E' in Figure 3.3.

Solving the following maximizationproblem gives the optimal F, Q combination.

Maximize U(CS, PS, Q )

subject to the constraint given by equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.10)

The maximízatíon problem can be visualized using Figure 3.3. The constraint is

depicted by plane O'M'N'E'. The utility function can be thought of as represented by

some indifference surfaces. The point at which the plane O'M'N'E' touches the highest

indifference surface gives the solution to the maximization problem.

Lemma I: The optimal P,Q combination must lie on N'E' in Figure 3.3.

Proof: Suppose the optimal choice occurs at point X on plane O'M'N'E' that does not

lie on N'E'. Given that O'M'N'E' is ahonzontal ruled surface, a small horizontal

movement towards the right along the surface will increase Q but leave consumer

surplus and producer surplus unchanged. Since U¡ > 0, utility will increase. Therefore

point X cannot be the optimal choice. o
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We can draw an important implication from Lemma 1. Note that N'E' in Figure

3.3 coresponds to NE in Figure 3.2. Lemma 1 implies that the optimal choice must

occur on NE in Figure 3.2. Therefore, although area OCENM in Figure 3.2 gives the

feasible set of all Þ, Q combinations that do not distort resource allocation, the policy

makers will always pick a point on NE. There are two implications of this result. The

first implication is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4: To maximize their utility, the policy makers always set the

procurement price at its minimum level.

Proposition 3.4 is very important in identi$ring the optimal choice of grain

procurement policy. It rules out the possibility that the government will pay anything

more than the minimum procurement price. This is consistent with what happened in

China up to the early 1990s, particularly in the central planning era when grain

procurement policy was a means to secure a sufficient food supply at the lowest

possible cost so that the maximum amount of economic surplus could be extracted for

investment in heavy industry.

The second implication of Lemma 1 is that the policy makers will not choose

any of the F,Q combinations along OM in Figure 3.2. Due to policy makers'

preferences for the control of a larger share of the marketed grain, the quota size along

OM is too small. Thus the 'grain tax' mentioned in Proposition 3.3 cannot be the

optimal policy.

Given that the optimal F, Q combination must lie on NE, from equation (3.9),

we have PS : f( Q ). The utility function of the policy makers can be rewritten as

follows.

U: U(CS, PS, Q/
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: U(W*_ PS, P,S, Q/

: u(w*-f(Q/,l( Q),Q) (3.1 1)

Proposition 3.5: The optimal F,Q combination must satisfy thefollowing condition.

f'= (3.t2)

Proof: Given equation (3.11), the optimal P, Q combination must be a point at which

d!= 
o.

dQ

# 
: ut(f') + uz(f') * (Jj: o

Since f > 0 and U3 > 0, the last equation implies that Ur > Uz. At the optimal

point, the marginal cost of an increase in the procurement quota, which is the utility

loss resulting from a decline in the consumer surplus due to the necessary upward

adjustment in the procurement price (and the rationed sales price), must be balanced by

the marginal benefit, which is the total utility gain from an increase in the procurement

quota and an increase in the producer surplus. Given that the marginal benefit from an

increase in the procurement quota (U¡) is positive, the marginal benefit from an

increase in the producer surplus (U2) must be less than the marginal cost of a decline in

the consumer surplus (Ur). In the next chapter, I will relax the assumption about equal

procurement and rationed sales prices and consider the case where the government has

to provide a consumer price subsidy. I will also do some comparative static analyses to

examine how changes in some exogenous variables affect the choice of the optimal

Þ,Q combination.
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Cna.'prEn4
Gnnrx PnocUREMENT PortcY v/ITH A

CoNsuMERPrucB SuestDY

In the previous chapter, I have examined how the policy makers pick the optimal

combination of procurement price and quota without incurring any fiscal outlay. In

reality, however, government's direct intervention in grain procurement and marketing

usually involves fiscal deficits. In this chapter I consider the case in which the

government has to provide price subsidy. I also study how the procurement price and/or

quota will be adjusted when there are changes in the policy makers' preferences

regarding food security or in the constraints goveming the policy formulation. These

comparative static analyses are conducted on hlpothetical cases to examine the

possible impacts of the changes in the key elements on the policy choices. Whenever

possible, reference will be made to historical events of China's grain policy reform that

are consistent with the prediction of the analyses. There are four sections in this

chapter. Section 4.1 examines the optimal choice of procurement price and quota when

the government has to provide subsidy to cover the excess of the procurement price

over the rationed sales price. Section 4.2 studies the case where policy makers are

indifferent to an increase in the procurement quota. The impacts of changes in the fiscal

constraint and the cost of production on policy formulation will be analysed in Sections

4.3 and 4,4 respectively.

4.1 Optimal procurement policy in the presence of a consumer price subsidy

Let P: g( Q ) denote the MPP curve derived in the previous chapter. That is,

g( Q ) is the minimum procurement price the government must pay to grain producers



to induce them to supply Q i" the absence of fiscal outlay. To accommodate the

realistic case in which the government has to provide urban consumers with a food

subsidy in the presence of price reversal, I relax the assumption about the equality

between procurement price and rationed sales price. It would be interesting to find out

whether the govemment will still pay the minimum price to farmers in the presence of

a consumer price subsidy. To analyse this case, I introduce two variables to

accommodate the possibility that both the procurement price and the rationed sales

price can differ from the minimum procurement price given by g( Q ). Suppose the

procurement price is set at g( Q ) * so. Given that g( Q ) is akeady the minimum, so )

0. Suppose grain bureaus sell the procured grain to grain users at a price ofg( Q) * s..

What can we say about the value of sr? sc can be either positive or negative now that

the government has the option to subsidize grain users. In addition, when the

procurement system is to redistribute income from grain producers to grain users, it is

unlikely for the rationed sales price to exceed or even equal the market price. Therefore

it is reasonable to assume that the rationed sales price is lower than the market price P*.

This imposes an upper bound on sc, namely s, ( Px - g( Q ). Govemment outlay,

denoted by D, relates to so and s. as follows.

D: (sp - s.) Q (4.1)

To simplify the analysis and focus on the fiscal problem emerging from grain

distribution, I assume that the government does not make any profit from grain

marketing. Thus D > 0 and sp ) s.. Producer surplus in this case comprises two parts,

one associated with the minimum procurement price and the other associated with so.

PS:h(Q)+spQ (4.2)
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where h is the producer surplus associated with the minimum procurement price. As I

restrict my analysis only to those'Þ, Q combinations that do not distort resource

allocation, consumer surplus is given by the equation below'

' CS:'W*+D-PS

where W* is the social surplus under free market. Using equation (4.1) and (4.2), we

can rewrite the last equation as follows.

CS:W*-h(Q)-s,Q

I assume that the government outlay is given exogenously. Subject to this outlay, the

policy makers pick the optimal values of E, s, and Q to maximize their utility. The

optimization problem can be expressed as follows.

Max U:U['ü/* -h(Q)-r.Q, h(Q)+spQ, Q]

subject to D = (sp - s') Q, and

sp)0, Q <Q*,s.(P*-g(Q)

The Lagrangian function for the above maximization problem is given below.

Maxu=u[v/* -h(Q)- s"Q, h(Q)+ roQ, Q]* tr[(sp-s")Q -D]

Direct differentiation gives the following results.

: ur(-h' - s.) + u2(h'+ sp) + u¡ + À (so - s.) (4.3)
ôU:
aQ

ôU

ôs" 'Q -ÀQ_U (4.4)

(4.5)
ä:u,Q 

+xQ

#:(so-s,)Q -D (4.6)

For intemal solutions, equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) equal zero and can be

solved for the optimal values of sp, sc, Q and \
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Proposition 4.1: If tp> 0, the optimal quota is thefreemarket output level and grain

producers will derive larger producer surplus than under thefree market.

Proof:

Suppose we have an internal solution for sp, i.e. so > 0. Equations (a,a) and (a.5)

become zero. Solving them gives the following equality'

Ut:Uz--¡,

Substituting this result into equation (4.3), we have

g : ur(-h' - s,) + u1 (h'+ so) + u3 - ur (sp - s.)
aQ

:U¡>0'

'We have a comer solution for Q, i... Q : Q*.From the properties of the MPP curve,

we have P: P*. Since Sp ) 0, producer surplus in this case is larger than that under the

free market. t

The case where sp > 0 has not occurred in China until the second half of the

1990s, which will be discussed in the next section. Given that the purpose to install the

quota procurement system is to extract economic surplus from farmers while securing

the target level of grain procurement, any procurement price with sp > 0 cannot be the

optimal choice. It implies that the parameters in the policy makers' utility function will

rule out a positive so making sp : 0 the only possible optimal choice. If so = 0, the

procwement price will always be set at the minimum level. This is exactly the same

result as in Proposition 3,4, except that a positive government outlay occurs in this

case. Therefore, even in the presence of fiscal outlay, the procurement price is still set

at its minimum level. All outlay goes to grain users, who can now acquire graín at an

even lower sales price. This result is consistent with what actually occurred in China in

its early reform period. As noted by Tuan and Cheng (1999, p.6), prior to the abolition
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of the food grain rationing system in urban areas in 1993, most of the subsidies went to

city consumers.

Let us examine a bit further the role of the fiscal outlay. Based on the above

result, it appears that the fiscal outlay is to reduce the sales price. But its fimdamental

role is to reconcile the incompatibility between policy objectives and constraints. The

idea can best be explained by means of Figure 3.2, which is reproduced below.

P*
curve

P

F

bo

o AQo Q*i. Q{<

Ftcunr 4.1 DTvBncENCE BETwEEN pRocUREMENT PRICE AND

SALES PRICE IN THE PRESENCE OF FISCAL OUTLAY

The MPP curve OMNE corresponds to the case of zero government outlay. If

there is no restriction on Q o. F, the policy makers can simply pick a point on the

MPP curve to maximize their utility. The choice is given by Proposition 3,5 in Chapter

3. However, due to political or economic reasons, there may be bounds on the

acceptable levels of Q and Þ. For example, the government may wish to keep the

sales price of grain below P."*, as what happened in China between 1967 and 1992

when the rationed sales price was held constant. Or the policy makers may regard it

ZP

V

a

MPP curve

S
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imperative to procure at least an amount of grain equal to Q-in, which has prevailed

throughout the history of China's grain policy. Incorporating these bounds, the feasible

set of Q *d Þ is given by region XYZ in Figure 4.1. These bounds imposed by the

policy makers' objectives are incompatible with the MPP curve. In cases like this when

there are conflicts between policy objectives and conskaints, fiscal outlay will be

required to reconcile the incompatibility.

When government outlay is zero, the rationed sales price must be set at the

same level as the procurement price. Both the procurement price and sales price are

given by F on the MPP curve. In the presence of fiscal outlay, however, the sales

price can diverge from the procurement price. More precisely, there can be three

different prices, namely, the minimum procurement price, the actual procurement price,

and the rationed sales price. Proposition 4.1 shows that so cannot be positive. Therefore

the actual procurement price is the same as the minimum procurement price. But the

sales price can be lower than the procurement price. In addition to the MPP curve that

shows the relationship between the procurement quota and the minimum procurement

price, there is another curve that shows the minimum sales price (MSP) for any level of

procurement quota. The vertical distance between the two curves, which represents the

price differential, is determined by the amorurt of government outlay. Given that an

amount equal to D is offered as price subsidy to grain users, the MSP curve will lie

below the MPP curve by a vertical distance of D/ Q .

In Figure 4.1, the two dotted lines are two MSP curves representing two

different amounts of fiscal outlay. The first one denoted by TS goes through point Y.

In this case the fiscal outlay is just sufficient to meet simultaneously the constraint on

procurement quota given by Q-in and the constraint on procurement price given by

P..*. The procurement price is given by XV/ and the sales price is given by XY. The

fiscal outlay incurred by the govemment is WYxQ.in. But if the government is willing
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to spend more, then the MSP curve will tie lower. The second dotted curve in Figure

4.1 corresponds to a larger fiscal outlay. As shown in the diagram, RV gives the sales

price for different a that lies between Qmn and Q* whereas 'WE gives the

corresponding procurement price. The fiscal outlay is just suffrcient to cover the

difference between the two prices. In this case, the policy makers will choose the Þ, Q

combination that maximizes their utility. There is a third case where the fiscal outlay is

insufficient to meet all the constraints at the same time. The resulting MSP curve will

lie between the MPP curve and ST. There will be policy disequilibrium where

objectives and constraints are incompatible with one another. I will study this case in

Chapter 7 on the implementation problem of China's procurement system. When the

available fiscal outlay can help satisfy all the constraints, the policy choice is given by

the following proposition.

Proposition 4.2: For any given goyernment outlay, the optimal Q ts given by the

equation below.

f' u3

u, -u,

Proof:

As explained earlier, the optimal value of so is zero. The utility function can be

simplifred to

u[w*-h(Q)+D,h(Q), Q]

where h( Q ) is the producer surplus along the MPP curve. The policy makers choose

the optimal Q to maximize their utility.

Max U:U[V/* - h(Q) + D, h(Q), Q ]

subjectto Q <Q*
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To have internal solution for Q, the first order condition is

ä 
: ur(-h') + u2G') * u3: o

Solving the last equation, we have

h
ur -u2

Since U¡ > 0 and Ur and Uz are finite, h' cannot be zerc at the optimum. In addition, Uz

must be less than Ur at the optimal Q. To prove this result, suppose Uz > Ur. Consider

increasing Q a üttle. Producer surplus will rise and consumer surplus will fall by the

same amount. The small increase in Q will lead to an increase in the policy makers'

utility in two ways. First, since U¡ > 0, an increase in Q will always increase their

utility. Second, when Uz 2 Ur, the gain in policy makers' utility from an increase in

producer surplus will at least offset the loss from an equal decrease in consumer

surplus. Therefore, we can rule out the possibility of having Uz ) Ur at the optimum.

The optimal choice must occur atTJz < Ur and U:/(Ur-Uz) > 0. This result implies that

h' > 0. As has been explained in Chapter 3, the MPP curve has three segments and only

the segment NE in Figure 3.2 (as in Figure 4.1) has h' > 0. Therefore the optimal Þ, Q

combination must lie on NE. Producer surplus along NE is denoted by f in the analysis

in Section 3.4. Replacing h with f, we have

f= u3

ur-u,

Note that the result of Proposition 4.2 is exactly the same as that of Proposition

3.5. Hence the optimal condition depicted in equation (3.12) applies to all non-negative

values of fiscal outlay D. At this point I can draw an important policy implication. That

is, farmers will only be paid the minimum procurement price if U¡ > 0, whether the

a
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govemment subsidizes grain distribution or not. The assumption that policy makers

favour a larger procurement quota is compatible with the situation in China in its early

stage of development when the state was eager to secure an adequate supply of food for

its growing urban work force at the lowest possible cost. As the Chinese economy

develops and liberalizes over time, drastic changes within and outside the grain sector

have altered the policy makers' preferences. It is no longer imperative or even

desirable for the state to command a larger share of grain marketing. Policy makers'

utility ceases to increase with the procurement quota once it has reached a certain level.

As that point is approached, IJ¡ tends towards zero. Once it reaches zero, the quota

procurement system only plays the role of income redistribution. fr the next section, I

will examine the situation that U3: 0.

4.2 Policy makers' indifference to a larger procurement quota

The previous optimization result that the procurement price of grain will always

be set at the minimum levei, whether the state subsidizes grain distribution or not,

hinges on the assumption that policy makers prefer to command a larger share of grain

marketing, i.e, U¡ > 0. In this section, I consider the case where U¡ : 0. It yields very

different results regarding the optimal choice of procurement price. More precisely, the

procurement price can exceed the minimum level required to induce quota fulfilment,

i.e. so > 0. When IJ3 : 0, the level of procurement quota is not important any more. 
'We

may then treat Q as an exogenous variable. Suppose Q is set at Q. Note that the MPP

curve has three segnents, OM, MN and NE, as depicted in Figure 4'1. Since U¡

becomes zero only if Q exceeds a certain level, I assume that Q lies on NE. Using the

same notation as in Chapter 3, I represent the producer surplus along NE by (a).

Policy makers' utility function can be expressed as follows.

U[CS, PS] : Ulv/* - f(8) - s.Q, f(8) + spQl
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where Q =@

As discussed in the previous section, the procurement price is set at g(8) + so and the

rationed sales price is set at g(Q) + s., where g(8) is the minimum procurement price

conesponding to Q and the fiscal subsidy is D : (+ - sJ Q. W. then have the

following optimization problem.

Max U[Vr* -f(8)- s.Q, f(Q)+ soQ]

subjectto D:(sp-s.) Q

sp)oandsr<P*r-g(Q)

The Lagrangian function for the maximizationproblem is given below.

u =u[w* - f(8) - s"Q, f(8) + ro8] +\[(sp - s.) Q - D]

Direct differentiation shows that

#:-urQ -À8

g :urQ + x8
dso

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

We have to consider two possible cases. First, if we have an internal solution for s" and

sp, i.e. so > 0 and sr< P* - g(8), then equations (4.8) and (a.9) will become zero. On

solving, we have

Ur : Uz.

The last equation, together with constraint (4.7), determines the optimal values of so

and sr. Depending on the size of D, sc can either be less than or equal to so.

Second, it is also possible,to have a corner solution for so. kr this case, so:0,

i.e. the procruement price will be set at its minimum level, and s. = -DIQ, From

equation (4.9), maximization requires that
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\ <-Uz'

Optimal s. requires that 
# 

:0. From equation (4.8), we have

À : -Ur.

Combining the last two conditions, we have

Ur > Uz. (4'10)

If inequality (a.10) is satisfied when Ur and Uz are evaluated at so : 0 and sc : -

D/8, then the procurement price is set at its minimum level.

Proposition 4.3: Suppose policy makers' utilityfunction is given by U(CS,PS) and Q is

an exogenous varìable. The optimal procurement price can be higher than the

minimum level given by the MPP cutve.

Proof:

If inequality (a.10) is not satisfied, the solution to the optimization problem

corresponds to so > 0 and the procurement price will be above its minimum level. o

Proposition 4.3 solves the'plzzle' in the previous result that the procurement

price is always set at the minimum level with the fiscal outlay being used only to

finance the price subsidy to grain users but not to grain farmers. Proposition 4.3 shows

that when the procurement quota ceases to increase policy makers' utility, the

procurement price can exceed the minimum level. To understand why, we have to

revisit the result of Proposition 3.4 derived under the assumption that the quota amount

appears in the objective function as a separate argument and brings positive utility to

policy makers. In such a case, a higher procurement price is offered to farmers only to

induce them to deliver a Iarger quota. Thus the government cannot afford to pay

anything more than the minimum procurement price. V/hen policy makers do not care

about the quota level, however, a change in their preference in favour of grain farmers'
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welfare will likely raise the procurement price above the minimum level, especially

when fiscal subsidies are available for grain marketing'

The results of Propositions 3.4 and 4.3 are consistent with the evolution of

China's grain policy over time. In the early stage of economic development, the

overriding emphasis on grain selÊsufficiency amidst food shortages led China's policy

makers to favour a larger grain quota. This preference is reflected by U¡ > 0 in their

objective function. Proposition 3.4 shows that the procurement price will be set at its

minimum level in this case, which is consistent with what had happened in China until

the first half of the 1990s. However, when domestic shortages gradually become less of

a problem, a larger procurement quota has lost its appeal to policy makers resulting

eventually in U3: 0. Proposition 4.3 shows that in this case the procurement price can

exceed the minimum level and part of the fiscal outlay will be used to finance the

higher price paid to grain producers. It is therefore possible for the procurement price

to lie above the equilibrium market price P*. This is consistent with what has occurred

in China since 1997 when the procurement price exceeded the market price.

To tie up one loose end, let us consider the choice of Q when U:: 0' I have

argued earlier that the choice of the procurement quota is not important and it may as

well be treated as exogenously given. In the following analysis, I substantiate the claim

that the choice of Q is not important when U¡:0.

Proposition 4.4: Suppose (Js : 0 and the utility function of policy makers takes the

followingform.

U[W* - f (Q - s" Q, f(Ql+ sp Q/

For a givenfi.scal outlay, the choice of Q will not affect the optimal levels of consumer

surplus and producer surplus. However, it will affect the choice of so and s".

Proof:
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Suppose Q is set at Qo. Let the optimization solution of s. and so be s.0 and soo. The

corresponding consumer surplus and producer surplus will be [W* - f(Qr) - s"oQo]

and [(Qo) + spOq] respectively. Suppose we increase Q to Q,. Then f(Q) witt

increase by f(Q,) - f(Q.), Suppose we change s. from s.0 to s"t such that the resulting

consumer surplus remains unchanged as shown below.

w{< - f(Qr) - s.0 Qo : 'w* - f(Q, ) - s,lQ, (4.11)

To examine the size of the producer surplus at Q, relative to that at Q, let us rewrite

equation (4.11) as follows.

[(Q,)+sorQ,] - t(Qr)+sp0Qrl: s.oQo- s,lQ,* rotQ,- fooQo Ø.r2)

Since government outlay is fixed, we must have

(.ot - srt)Q, : (spo - s.o)Qo.

Using the last equation, equation (4.12) becomes zero, which means that the producer

surplus will also be the same for the two quota levels. Thus the consumer surplus,

producer surplus and policy makers' utility are all identical under (Q, s.0, soo¡ and

(Q, s.t, spt).h other words, the choice of Q does not affect the resulting welfare

distribution between grain users and grain producers although a different set of optimal

s" and so is associated with each different Q. I

4.3 Changes in fiscal outlay

How much fiscal outlay a govemment can incur in grain marketing is governed

by the tightness of its budget constraint. It depends on the availability of fiscal

resources as well as the other competing uses and how they compare in importance

with grain distribution. In this section I analyse the impact on the choice of the optimal

P, Q combination of a change in fiscal resources available for grain distribution.

'a
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Again, I consider two cases, namely, U¡ > 0 and Ug: 0. To simplify the analysis, from

now on one more assumption is added to the basic model. That is, policy makers'

utility function is additively separable and can be expressed as follows.

u: v.[w* - (Q) + D] + Votf(Q)l + vq(Q)

Proposition 4.5: Suppose lJs> 0. An increase in government outlay will increase the

procurement price and quota and vice versa.

Proof:

Again, when U¡ > 0, all the government outlay will go to grain users whereas farmers

will be paid only the minimum procurement price. The first order condition for utility

maximization is given by

v.'(-f ') + vp'(f ') + vo' : 6.

Differentiating the last equation with respect to D, we have

dQ = f'v""
dD - f" (I/, -v") * (f')'(I/p"+v"") +vo"

The second order condition for maximízation ensures that the denominator is negative.

If marginal utility diminishes, Vr" is negative and hence the numerator is negative. An

increase in fiscal outlay will increase the quota. Given an upward-sloping MPP curve,

the procurement price will also increase. The reverse holds for a decrease in fiscal

outlay. t

The implication of Proposition 4.5 is more interesting when we consider a

decrease in available fiscal resources. It implies that a tighter fiscal constraint will lead

to a reduction of both the procurement quota and price. When a smaller amount of

fiscal resources is available to grain users as price subsidy, they will have to pay a

higher price for grain and hence suffer from a smaller consumer surplus. Due to the

diminishing marginal utility of policy makers in both the consumer surplus and
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producer suq)lus, the decline in the consumer surplus will increase the marginal benefit

of an increase in the consumer surplus relative to the marginal cost of an equal decrease

in the producer surplus. Policy makers will adjust the procurement policy to lower the

producer surplus and increase the consumer surplus until their utility is maximized

again, albeit at a lower level than before. In so doing, the procurement price and quota

will be adjusted downward along the MPP curve. This result is consistent with the

gradual downward adjustments in the contract procurement quota from 75 m.m.t. in

1985 to 50 m.m.t. in 1989. These quota reductions were in fact an attempt to reduce

both the procurement price and quota and thereby contain the fiscal deficits.sl

Proposition 4.6: Suppose (Js : 0 and both s" and so have internal solutions. An

increase in government outlay will increase the procurement price and reduce the sales

price.

Proof:

Given a procurement quota Q at which u3 : 0, policy makers' utility function can be

expressed as follows.

u: v.[v/* - (Q) - r"Q] + vetf(Q) + +81

where Q =@

They maximize their utility subject to the following budget constraint.

D:(sp-s.)Q

Assuming intemal solutions for both s. and sp: we have the following first order

condition for utility maximization as derived in Section 4'2.

V"' : Vp'

tt It tumed out that the government had to adjust the procurement price upward later to
compensate farme¡s for the surge in production costs. The policy adjustments in response to changes in
costs will be discussed in the next section.
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Differentiating the first order condition with respect to D, we have the following

results

dt" 
=

dD

-Vou

21V""+Vo")

Under the assumption that marginal utility diminishes, V." and Vo" are negative. Then

dso/dD > 0 and ds./dD < 0. Given an unchanged procurement quota, the minimum

procurement price will not change. An increase in so and a decrease in s, result in a

higher procurement price and a lower sales price. t

4.4 Changes in costs

As a result of economic developments within and outside the grain sector, the

costs of grain production have seen drastic changes over time. The model of grain

policy formulation can also shed light on the adjustments in the procurement policy in

response to such changes. Let B be the shift parameter that captures the change in

production cost. An increase in B indicates a rise in cost leading to an upward shift in

the supply curve. The upward shift in the supply curve will reduce the total economic

surplus derived from grain production and sales, that is, dW*idp<O. An increase in cost

will also affect the producer sutplus along the MPP curye, now depicted by f(Q, B). To

ascertain this impact, we need to find the sign of df(Q,PydB. This can best be analysed

using Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3, which is reproduced as Figure 4'2.

The original supply and demand curves of marketed grain are depicted by Q :

S1@) and Q : D(P) respectively in Figure 4.2. As explained in Chapter 3, if Þ and Q

are the optimal combination of procurement price and quota that lies on the MPP curve

(as illustrated in Figure 4.1), the corresponding producer surplus is given by area b as
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area d: area e. Now suppose marginal cost of grain production increases by x. The

supply curve will shift upward by x as illustrated by the shift from Sr(P) to Sz(P) in

Figure 4.2. The adjustment in the procurement policy is given by the following three

propositions.

Q: SzG)

Q: Sr(P)

P

x
D rl.L2

P,*

P'

Þ

Q = D(P)

Qr*
a

Q'

FrcuRr 4.2 CHnNcB rN MPP cURVE IN RESPoNSE To cHANGE IN cosr

Proposition 4.7: An increase in cost will shift the MPP curve upward. For the same

procurement quota, the minimum procurement price is higher and the associated

producer surplus is larger.

Proof:

Consider the policy option of raising the procurement price by x, i.e. from P to P' in

Figure 4.2, while keeping the quota level at Q. Now that both price and cost have

increased by the same amount, if grain producers do not fulfil their quota, their optimal

sales volume will be Q' and the producer suplus will still be equal to area b (as area

b' : area å). Now consider farmers' option of fulfilling the quota and gaining access to

Q Qr*o
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the free market for surplus grain. The equal increase in the procurement price and cost

will keep area d'in Figure 4.2 the same as area d. However, the equilibrium price in

the free market will increase by less than x as long as the demand curve is not perfectly

inelastic. Therefore the producer surplus derived from the sales of surplus grain on the

free market decreases from area e fo area e'. As area e' is smaller than area d', the

amount of the producer surplus derived from quota fulfilment will be less than area b'.

Producers will not fulfil the quota but simply supply Q'. To induce them to deliver the

quota amount of grain to the government, the procurement price must be increased by

an amount more than x to increase farmers' benefit of fulfilling the quota. That is, the

procurement price must be increased sufficiently such that area d'is reduced until it is

equal to area e'. 'With such an adjustment in procurement price holding the quota

unchanged, there will be an increase in the producer surplus, represented by a larger

area b 'in Figure 4.2.That is, dfldp > 0. r

Now let us examine the impact of cost increases on the choice of the optimal

grain procurement policy, Consider the case where U¡: 0. From the previous analyses,

we know that in this case the procurement price can either be higher than or equal to

the minimum level given by the MPP curve. If the procurement price is equal to the

minimum level, Proposition 4.7 implies that the procurement price must increase. A

more interesting case is where the procurement price is higher than its minimum level.

V/ill an increase in cost lead to an increase in the procurement price?

Proposition 4.8: Suppose Us: 0 and both s" and srhave internal solutions. An increase

in cost will cause s" and so to fall. Hence an increase in cost will not necessarily raise

the procurement price unless it is already set at the minimum level.

Proof:
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Incorporating the shift parameter B to capture the change in cost of production, v/e can

express policy makers' utility function as follows:

U: V.[W*( P) - f(8, P) - s.Q] + %tf(Q, B) +.oQl.

Policy makers maximize their utility subject to the following budget constraint:

D:(sp-s")Q.

The first order condition for utility maxímization is given by

V"' : Vp"

Differentiating the last equation with respect to B, we have

ds o ds.
-=L=-=-dp dp

ôf
ap

*(nL*r,.uàr%-( )
1

o
(4.13)

It has already been shown that dV/*/dB <0 and
af
ap

> 0 for an unchanged quota. Thus

dso/dB: ds,/dB < 0. Both so and s,will fall. I

Proposition 4.8 states that an increase in cost does not necessarily increase the

procurement price offered by the government to grain producers. While the minimum

procurement price will increase with the higher cost, both so and s" will fall. It is

therefore uncertain in which direction the actual procurement price and rationed sales

price will move. The idea is that an increase in cost harms grain users who also buy

grain from the free market. An increase in cost leads to higher market price, which in

tum reduces their consumer surplus. .The decision regarding the adjustment in the

actual procurement price and sales price has to balance policy makers' marginal utility

of grain producers' welfare with that of grain users' welfare. 'Whether the actual

procurement price and sales price rise or fall depends on the relative size of the upward

adjustment in the minimum procurement price and the downward adjustment in so and

sc,
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Now consider the case where U3 > 0. Incorporating the shift parametet B,

policy makers' utility function can be expressed as follows.

u : v.[w*(p) - (Q, B) + D] + Votf(Q, Ðl + vr(Q)

where dwx/d0 < 0, fi > 0, f2 > 0, and frz > 0.

Proposition 4.9: Suppose Us > 0. An increase in cost will reduce the procurement

quota but may not necessarily raise the procurement price'

Proof:

The first order condition for utility maximízation is given by

+ :v"'(-fi) + vo'(f1) * vq': o.
dQ

Differentiating the last equation with respect to B, we have

d8 frr(v : -v ; ) - frfr(v"" +v o" ) * frv 
"u 
r#f,

dB fu(vo'-vi) + (fr)'(vo"+v"") +vo"

From the second order condition, the denominator must be negative. The numerator's

sign is positive as Vr' t VR' > 0 and fiz > 0. The first inequality is inferred from

Proposítion 4.5 in Chapter 4. The second inequality can be easily verified with

reference to Figure 4.2. Hence d Q /d0 is negative. That is, the optimal policy

adjustment to an increase in cost is to reduce the procurement quota. However, the

adjustment in P is uncertain as it is determined by two factors. For the same Q, the

minimum procurement price has to rise following an increase in cost. But a smaller Q

will reduce the minimum procurement price. t

The analyses in this chapter have shown that grain farmers may be paid higher

than the minimum procurement price for their quota delivery when policy makers'

utility no longer increases with the procurement quota. V/ith unchanged production
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cost, the procurement price may increase with the amount of fiscal outlay available for

grain distribution. 'When there is an increase in the cost of grain production, the

procgrement quota will be adjusted downward in the case where U¡ > 0 but will remain

unchanged if U, : g. In either case, the adjustment in the procurement price is

uncertain. A reasonable conjecture is that the larger is the increase in cost, the more

likely will there be an upward adjustment in the procurement price. Therefore, when U¡

) 0, a substantial increase in cost will give rise to a higher procurement price but a

smaller procurement quota, which is consistent with the case in China between 1985

and 1989.
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C,rrAprnn 5
ApTSTMENTS IN THE PNOCUREMENT

Portcy ro MBBI INcoHnB DnTRIBUTIoN

OeJEcTIVES

The previous chapter has discussed how the changes in the fiscal constraint, cost of

grain production, and policy makers' preferences regarding the procurement quota

influence the formulation of China's grain procurement policy. This chapter studies

another crucial element that has been and will carry on guiding China's grain policy,

which is policy makers' preference regarding sectoral income distribution. While the

changes in those factors discussed in Chapter 4 are more easily observable, the one to

be dealt with now is less so. It is not readily ascertained whether the implementation of

protective procurement price since 1997 is to maintain grain self-sufficiency or is a

result of the change in policy makers' preferences in favour of farmers' welfare.

Therefore I first draw on the literature on the political economy of agricultural policy in

Section 5.1 to substantiate my allegation in Chapter 3 that the weight of producer

surplus is likely to have increased relative to that of 'consumer surplus' in China's food

and agricultural policy objective function over time. In Section 5.2 I proceed to analyse

the implication of such a change for the grain policy formulation.

5.1 Determinants of the policy makers' preference regarding income

distribution

There has been a well-documented tendency in Westem Europe and Northeast

Asia that government policies change gradually from taxing the agricultural sector and

supporting the industrial sector in the early stage of economic development to

supporting agriculture when the economy has reached a higher income level (Anderson



and Hayami, 1986; Lindert, 1991). First of all, the rationale for the governments in

low-income developing countries to tax agriculture is the industrialization drive

mentioned in Chapter 3. Due to the consideration of administrative costs, these

governments tend to favour the policies of suppressing domestic food prices and

exercising trade interventions, instead of using other less distorting means of raising

taxes from the rural sector.s2 For centrally planned economies like the former Soviet

Union and the PRC in particular, taxation through price was regarded as the most

effective single device because of the extreme convenience of collection which did not

require a special fiscal apparatus and for reasons of political expediency (Sah and

Stiglitz, 1992,p.91).

'We then have to ask a question: what is the reason for a country to switch from

taxing to supporting agriculture at a more advanced stage of economic development?

The social concern approach attributes the switch in redistribution policy to the

govemment's attempt to slow the pace of change in internal income distribution that

would take place as a result of rnarket forces (Corden 1997, p.61).According to the

Engel's Law, income elasticity of demand for food is less than one and declines as

incomes rise. As an economy develops and industrializes, market forces will lead to a

decline in the relative income of the agricultural sector. Such a downward trend will be

more drastic in a country that has a greater comparative disadvantage in agriculture. It

is likely for its government to come under greater pressure to provide assistance to the

disadvantaged rural sector. As a result, it is found that the switch from taxing to

supporting agriculture tends to take place at a lower level of per-capita income the

t' Governments in developing counhies usually find it very difficult to monitor tansactions

within the rural sector making it infeasible to impose taxes on rural wage income (Sah and Stigli+z, 1992,
p.19). On the confrary, it is less costly to monitor hade between a country and the rest of the world due

to the limited number of ports capable of handling large shipments. Therefore, these countries prefer to

tax foreign trade (ibid, p.32). Similarly, it is administratively much less costly to redistributing income

from farmers by suppressing procurement prices than collecting income taxes from farmers in China,
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smaller the country's comparative advantage in food production (Anderson and

Hayami, 1986, p.16).

To further explain the variation in agricultural protection across countries and

over time, political economists study the behaviour of various interest groups involved

in the redistribution policy. They have established in the literature that those groups

whose economic interests will be adversely affected by a proposed policy change will

try to block the change even though it will benefit the society as a whole. The larger is

the damage of the new policy to these special interests and the less costly it is for them

to organize, the greater will be their resistance to the policy change (Olson, 1965;

Rausser and Foster, 1990; Lindert, l99I; Anderson, 1992,1995). Along this line, they

have identified the following factors that determine the demand and supply of

assistance to agriculture,

Agriculture's share of GDP and employment

The lower the share of agriculture in GDP and employment, the less per capita

harm to other sectors caused by any given level of assistance to agriculture. The

resulting reduction in resistance to such policy will reduce its cost in terms of political

support and hence increase its supply. The lower the agricultural share in employment,

the more per capita benefit to farmers for any given assistance to agriculture. The

smaller agricultural population also reduces the free-rider problem. Potential benefits

for farmers will be reflected to a greater extent in their political support to the

govemment, leading to an increase in demand for agricultural assistance (Anderson,

1995; Lindert, 1991).
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The relative labour-intensity of farming

Raising the relative price of farm products will have less spillover effect on

non-farm sectors in the form of driving up \ryages and other costs of production, the

lower the labour intensity of agricultwe. 'When labour intensity declines as an

economy grows, it becomes less costly for other sectors to support agriculture, leading

to an increase in supply of assistance to agriculture (Anderson, 1992).

The share of farm products in household expenditure

The lower the share of farm products in household expenditure, the less impact

of any given increase in assistance to agriculture on the non-farm sector, and hence the

less the resistance to such policy and the less costly the supply of such assistance

(Anderson, 1995).

Income distribution considerations

The lower agricultural income relative to non-agricultural income, the greater is

the dissatisfaction of the farming sector, which will lead to an increase in demand for

assistance, and the less the resistance to such policy. Policy makers may also care more

about the welfare of the disadvantaged groups in policy formulation leading to an

increase in supply of assistance to these groups (Baldwin, 1996).

Policy makers' ideology and preference

Sometimes policy makers' ideological belief might supersede the political

support that they can gather to become the most important determinant of their ranking

of various objectives. As noted by Baldwin (1996, p.159), this is more likely to be the

case for authoritarian leaders. While such leaders are usually less constrained by legal

and other institutional conditions, their economic policies are more heavily influenced

by the ideologies that shape their economic and social views rather than by political
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pressures from domestic economic interest groups. Nevertheless, their pursuit of

ideology-guided goals is still guarded by their concem about the possibility of losing

political power through military coups, riots, and mass demonstrations triggered by

policies unpopular with various economic and social groups.

Acemoglu and Robinson (2000) refer to the explanation of cross-country

variations in agricultural protection with reference to the redistribution of economic

interests as the 'economic-losers hlpothesis'. They point out that this approach cannot

explain different policy decisions of some countries in which there are similar impacts

on economic interests. One notable example is the contrast between Britain and Japan'

The British government stipulated the Corn Laws in 1815 to protect grain farmers'

income after the Napoleon Wars. During the wars, British farmers of com and wheat

expanded their acreage and enjoyed high prices for their produce as grain supplies from

the Continent had been cut off. To maintain domestic prices after the Napoleon Wars,

import prohibition was called for giving rise to the Corn Laws. However, subsequent to

the repeal of the Corn Laws since 1846, the British govemment took no action to

protect its farming community, especially the landlords, from the world decline in

wheat price after 1870.

A case of agricultural protection similar to the stipulation of the Corn Laws can

be found in the history of Japan. 
'When the Russo-Japanese War broke out in 1904, the

Japanese government imposed a 15 percent ad valorem tariff on imported rice

supposedly to raise revenue for financing the war. When the war was over the

following year, however, the land interests managed to lobby the government to

preserve this tariff and eventually made it permanent in 1906 as a specific duty

(Hayami, 1972). As noted by Anderson (1983), the heated debates between the interest

groups lobbying for the rice tarift namely, farmers and farm bureaucracies, and those
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against it, including manufacturing and commerce groups, wero not unlike those

leading to the repeal of the Corn Laws six decades earlier. The conflict between these

interest groups in Japan was compromised by allowing duty-free impofs from Taiwan

and Korea under the imperial self-suffrciency policy.

'When another surge in the demand for agricultural protection emerged in the

second half of the 20th Century, political developments in Japan let to persistent

agricultural protection, an outcome very different from that in Britain. After W-WII,

food shortages that emerged from the shortfall of manpower and other inputs and

increased demand of 6 million repatriates created a favourable situation for farmers in

Japan. Their incomes exceeded average household incomes substantially until 1948.

Since the 1950s, however, structural changes in the Japanese economy had led to

steady deterioration in the relative income of farmers. The change in income

distribution resulted in strong demands for agricultural protection on the grounds of

equity and social justice (George and Saxon, 1986). Due to the enhanced electoral

power of farmers and the rise of a new breed of agricultural cooperative, which

emerged as part of the post-war democratization of Japan, the forces of protection

triumphed again. As a result, Japan's rice production has now become the most

protected in the world with domestic producer prices being 60 percent higher than in

South Korea and more than 10 times higher than in the US (Fukuda et a1.,2003).

Observing that the 'economic-losers hlpothesis' cannot account for the

different policy decisions in countries such as Britain and Japan, Acemoglu and

Robinson (2000) propose the 'political-loser hlpothesis' focusing on the redistribution

effect of policy changes on political power. This approach predicts that a change in

policy will be blocked by interest groups only if they believe their political power will

be eroded. Acemoglu and Robinson apply this hlpothesis to explain why the land
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interests in Britain did not resist the Industrial Revolution although the associated

repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846 was against their economic interests. They point out

that the lack of resistance from the landlords was due to the belief that they could

secure their political power. It therefore translated into a smaller demand for

agricultural protection.

'Whether the focus is on the redistribution effect of a policy change on economic

interests or political power, both hypotheses are to explain the policy making with

reference to the ability and willingness of policy makers to assist farmers as well as the

strength of the resistance from other sectors. They can shed light on the grain policy

formulation in China despite the fact that there is not yet explicit lobbying by interest

groups in China. The Chinese policy makers are concemed about the possibility of

losing political power and hence will contemplate on the benefits and costs before

formulating any redistribution policy. Their preference internalises the opposing forces

of the various interest groups involved in the policy under consideration even though

their ideological belief is still the dominant factor.

In the central planning era, China was a tightly closed economy in which the

government could easily block any undesirable influences from the outside world. The

multitude had been very submissive allowing the government great freedom to pursue

its goals at the expense of their individual well-being. Through ideological propaganda,

political leaders had largely prevented any possible upheavals which might be triggered

by the adverse effects of unpopular policies on the people. In the implementation of the

heavy-industry oriented strategy, the government sided with the industrial sector as it

was the major beneficiary of the economic surpluses extracted by the 'price scissors'.

At that time, farmers' welfare had hardly any weight in China's food and agricultural
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policy objective function. Any incentive that the government offered to them was for

the maintenance of grain self-sufficiency only.

This situation has changed gradually since the 1980s with the opening up of the

Chinese economy to the world and the associated economic growth. The market-

oriented reforms and the decentralization in decision making have loosened the tie

between the central govemment and the industrial sector. The economic developments

have also forged fundamental changes in people's ideological belief and behaviour.

They are now more ready to fight for their own welfare. In particular, seeing that they

still have to struggle for subsistence while the national economy is prospering, farmers

cannot help but express their grievances outwardly in riots and demonstrations. Among

other things, the emergence of social unrest in the countryside has increased the

political stake of China's leaders in farmers' welfare.s3 The closer link between policy

makers' political power and farmers' well-being makes the findings in the political-

economy literature all the more relevant to China's grain policy formulation.

Based on the determinants of demand and supply of agricultural protection

identified in the literature, what can we say about the change in China's food and

agricultural policy objective function over time? To answer this question, I borrow

Anderson's (1992) simple model of political market. Irr his model, government policy

regarding taxing or supporting agriculture is determined by the interaction between the

demand and supply of such policy. The horizontal axis in Figure 5.1 measures the

'quantity' of assistance to agriculture in terms of the effective protection coefficient

(EPC, the percentage by which the policy has raised value-added) for this sector

relative to the avefage EPC for other sectors in the economy. The vertical axis

" Th" liok between rural poverty and social unrest in the counkyside has been widely reported
in the mass media (Jingxun Shuju (Accurate Information and Data)-H12, 31 December 2001; Jingii
Ribao (Economics Daily), 9 August 2002). The political leaders' recognition of the problem prompted
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measures the 'price' of a unit of assistance to agriculture. Modifying this model

slightly, I use it to explain how the Chinese policy makers' preference regarding

income distribution has changed over time. Instead of treating the government as the

supplier of protection responding to the demand and resistance from different interest

groups, I interpret the demand and supply of government assistance in Figure 5.1 as the

forces that influence policy makers' preferences. If the interaction between the demand

and supply results in an EPC greater than 1, the policy makers favour agriculture more

than other sectors. On the contrary, an EPC less than 1 implies a preference

dis favouring agriculture.

On the supply side, the 'price' of a unit of assistance to agriculture is the

marginal cost of supplying assistance to agriculture from the policy makers'

perspective. It is the loss of political support they could gather from other sectors that

will be harmed by the increase in assistance to the agricultural sector, or the cost of

additional budget outlays if the govemment tries to maintain the welfare of other

sectors while increasing the assistance to agriculture. The supply curve is upward

sloping because the marginal cost rises with additional assistance. On the demand side,

the 'price' reflects the marginal benefit of such assistance to the policy makers in terms

of the achievement of certain goals and increase in political support from the benefited

farmers. The demand curve is downward sloping as the marginal benefit decreases with

additional assistance. It should be noted that the price of an additional unit of assistance

to agriculture is affected not only by the benefits and costs created for the various

interest groups, but also by the extent to which these welfare changes are converted

into political support or opposition to the government, that is, how sensitive or

the experiment in Anhui Province with the ¡ural taxation reform in 2000 in an attempt to reduce the

excessive burden on ru¡al households,
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responsive each interest group is to changes in its collective welfare (Rausser and

Foster, 1990,p.6a5).

All except one of the determinants discussed earlier would have led to an

increase in the demand and supply of agricultural support in China prior to its accession

to'WTO. The shares in GDP, employment, and household expenditure of agriculture in

general, and grain production in particular, have fallen substantially over time (see

Tables 1.1 and 2.5). These changes would have led to a lower resistance to the increase

in agricultural support. The income distribution consideration would have increased

both the demand and supply of assistance to the farm sector. As already mentioned in

Chapter 2, the widening gap between rural and urban incomes has become a great

concern to the Chinese political leaders since the 1990s. The dispersion in income

growth would have altered policy makers' preferences in favour of agriculture.

The only exception that does not contribute to an increase in demand and

supply of agricultural assistance is the relative labour intensity of farming. China's

farming sector is still very labour-intensive for several reasons. First, China is endowed

with an abundant supply of labour and the hukou system has obstructed the outflow of

surplus labour from the farming sector. Second, the scarcity of land and the small scale

of farm production restrict the application of capital-intensive method. Third, the heavy

industry-oriented development strategy in the central planning period extracted a huge

amount of economic surplus from agriculture and deprived it of investible capital.

Lastly, the fiscal reforms since the 1980s have induced a 'public expenditure policy

bias' against agricultural investment.

Nevertheless, taking all these factors into consideration, we have reasons to

believe that both the demand and supply curves of agricultural support have shifted to

the right. The looser lie between the central government and the industrial sector as
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well as the greater politicat stake of China's leaders in farmers' welfare would have

enhanced such a change. The result, as illustrated by the shift from Dr-Sr to Dz-Sz in

Figure 3.1, is an increase in the effective protection coefficient (EPC) from a level far

below I in the central planing era to a level close to or above I around the time of

China's accession to WTO. A rise in EPC corresponds to an increase in the weight of

producer surplus of grain farmers relative to that of 'consumer surplus' of grain users in

China's food and agricultural policy objective function. What we observe in reality is

consistent with this result. There has been an upward trend in assistance to grain

production in China, from negative to close to zero. Some studies even suggest that the

assistance to individual crops such as corn and wheat has become positive in recent

years (Huang,200I; Huang and Rozelle,2002). [r fact, since the fixed procurement

prices surpassed market prices in !997, the procurement quota appears to have turned

into an instrument for protecting the welfare of grain farmers instead of taxing them.

However, it should be noted that the actual amount grain farmers receive for their quota

delivery may be much less than the stipulated procurement price due to the illegal

collection of rural levies by grain stands on behalf of local governments. This is an

issue separate from the central government's income distribution policy and will be

discussed further in the next two chapters'

Given all the above changes within the Chinese economy, will the upward trend

in agricultural support persist in the future? There are two factors that provide checks

and balances against such an upward trend in China. They are the external constraint

imposed by China's trading partners under the govemance of V/TO and the budget

constraint on fiscal resources available for agricultural support.
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FIcun¡ 5.1 T¡.XTNC OR SUBSIDZINGAGRICULTURE?

The external forces of foreign interest groups, governments, and international

institutions

The globalization of economic activities increases the interdependence among

nations. The formation of domestic as well as trade policies of a country is increasingly

influenced by foreign governments and intemational organizations (Baldwin, 1996).

China's accession to WTO has brought not only the privileges of the most favoured

nation (MFl.Ð treatment, but also placed the nation under some stringent constraints

regarding the formulation of domestic marketing and trade policies. In particular,

China's commitments to the expansion of market access and the restrictions on

domestic support will certainly impede the future increase in the supply of assistance to

its farming sector despite the increase in demand arising from domestic economic

restructuring subsequent to the WTO accession. As noted by Baldwin (ibid, p.165), if

the country is highly dependent on export markets, its authoritarian leader will be quite

responsive to pressures from foreign countries. Apparently the Chinese govemment has
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to take the external factor seriously because to renege on its commitments would

involve its trading partners reducing their openness to Chinese exported goods. It is

therefore unlikely for China to follow in the footsteps of the East Asian countries such

as Japan and South Korea to adopt protectionist policy stance to maintain grain

farmers'income.

The impacts of China's accession to WTO on the demand and supply of

agricultural support can be illustrated with the shift from Dz-Sz to D¡-S¡ in Figure 5'1.

While the effective protection coefficient (EPC) may rise above 1 due to the substantial

increase in demand for agricultural assistance as the Chinese economy develops

further, the EPC cannot deviate too much from 1 due to the higher economic and

political costs of agricultural support. In other words, further increase in the weight of

grain farmers' welfare in policy makers' objective function will be restrained by the

external factor in relation to China's commitments under V/TO disciplines.

Budgetary considerations

To protect its agricultural sector, China faces a much greater fiscal problem

than other European and East Asian countries. Currently agriculture still accounts for

half of China's labour force (see Table 1.1). Its vast agricultural population makes it

quite infeasible to support farmers the same way as in EU and Japan. According to

some USDA estimates, the 8.5Yo cap on the Aggregate Measurement of Support

(AMS) would amount to US$14'billion (Fang et a1., 2002, p.33). China's Ministry of

Agriculture produces another set of figures with reference to the 8.5% provision of

AMS (China's Agricultural Development Report 2002, p.80). They estimate that the

product-specific support that applies to wheat, rice, corn, and cotton can increase by

US$6.5 billion whereas the non-product-specific support can increase by US$17.4

billion. Given that the total government expenditure on agriculture was on¡y US$14.9
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billion in 2000 (Tabte 2.3), these estimates reveal that the amount of producer subsidies

permitted under the WTO agreements is likely to exceed the fiscal capacity of the

Chinese government for the foreseeable future. Therefore the fiscal capacity of the

Chinese government is more likely to be the binding constraint on the supply of

agricultural assistance. The impact of the fiscal constraint can be explained with

reference to Figure 5.2.Iî the absence of such a constraint, or when it is not binding,

the equilibrium level of EPC will be at x as determined by D¡ and S¡. Bound by the

fiscal constraint, EPC will drop from x to y.

Price of
agricultural

support

Fiscal
constraint

s2 D3

D2

ly x Relative effective protection
(EPc)

Frcunp 5.2 FIsc,cr coNSTRAINT oN AGRICULTURAL suPPoRT

All in all, based on the analysis of the changes in the demand and supply of

agricultural protection in China, it is a justified conjecture that there is a gradual

increase in the weight of producer surplus of grain farmers in the food and agricultural

policy objective function. Let us find out how this change in policy makers'

preferences affects the grain procurement policy.

s3

o
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5.2 Policy response to the evolution in preferences in favour of producers

In this section I analyse how a change in policy makers' preferences in favour

of grain farmers affects the optimal choice of the F, Q combination. There are two

cases to examine: (i) policy makers' utility increases with the size of the procurement

quota, i.e. Us > 0; and (ii) policy makers are indifferent to an increase in procurement

quota, i.e. Ug : 0. Consider the case where U¡ > 0. From Lemma 1 in Chapter 3 we

know that the optimal P, Q combination will lie on segment NE of the MPP curve

depicted Figure 3.2. It has also been shown in Chapter 4 that when U3 > 0, all the

government outlay witl go to grain users and farmers will be paid only the minimum

procurement price. Incorporating all these previous results and the assumption that

policy makers' utility function is additively separable, we have the following objective

function.

u: v"[w* - (Q) + D] + aVoff (Q)] + vc(Q)

a is a parameter to capture the changes in policy makers' preferences regarding sectoral

income distribution. An increase in cy reflects a change in their preferences in favour of

grain farmers' welfare.

Proposition 5.1: Suppose Us> 0. A change in policy makers' preferences infavour of

grain producers will increase the procurement price and quota'

Proof:

The first order condition for utility maximízation is given as follows.

V"'(-f ') + aVo'(f ') + Vo' : I (5.1)

Differentiating equation (5.1) with respect to oq we have

dQ = -.f'vo'
da f'(aVo'-V"') + (f')'(aVo"+V"" ) +Vi'
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The second order condition for maximization ensures that the denominator is negative.

Since the numerator is also negative, an increase in a will lead to an increase in Q.

Given the upward-sloping MPP curve, alarger Q means a higher procurement price. r

Given the one-for-one trade-off between the consumer surplus and producer

surplus, an increase in the producer surplus always leads to an equal reduction in the

consumer surplus. The marginal benefit to policy makers of an increase in the producer

surplus is always matched by the marginal cost of an equal decrease in the consumer

surplus, V/hen policy makers' preferences change in favour of grain producers, the

marginal benefit of an increase in the producer surplus increases relative to the

marginal cost at the original Þ, Q combination. To ma<imize policy makers' utility,

the procurement policy will be adjusted to increase the producer surplus at the expense

of the consumer surplus. At the same time, given the positive marginal benefit of an

increase in the procurement quota (U¡>0), the quota will be set at the highest possible

level. Therefore the new optimal Þ, Q combination will move to a higher level of

procurement price and quota along the MPP curve.

Now consider the case where U¡: 0. Policy makers' utility function becomes

u:V,[w*-(8)-.,Q] +avotf(Q)+roQl (5.2)

where Q =@.

Proposition 5.2: Suppose [Js = 0 and both s" and srhave internal solutions. A change

in policy makers' preferences in favour of grain producers will increase the

procurement price as well as the sales price.

Proof:

To have internal solutions for both s" and S, as derived in Section 4.2, utility

maxímization requires the following first order condition.
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V"' : dVP'

Differentiating the first order condition with respect to a, we have

ds" dt, -Vo'
da da QçaVr"+V"'¡'

Under the assumption of diminishing marginal utility, V." and Vo" are negative. An

increase in o will lead to an increase in so and s.. Given that the procurement quota

remains unchanged, so does the minimum procurement price. Increases in so and s.

lead to higher procurement price and sales price. o

When fJ3 : 0, the marginal benefit and the marginal cost of an increase in the

producer surplus must equal each other at the optimal F, Q combination. If the

marginal benefit increases relative to the marginal cost due to the change in policy

makers' preference, their utility can be increased by raising the producer surplus and

allowing the consumer surplus to decrease by the same amowrt. To accomplish this

with a fixed fiscal outlay, both procurement price and sales price will be adjusted

upward until the marginal benefit and the marginal cost of an increase in the producer

surplus are equal again. The heavier is the weight of farmers' welfare in policy makers'

utility function, or the larger is Uz, the higher will be the procurement price for any

given quota. And as explained in the previous section, we have reasons to believe that

the weight of grain farmers' welfare in the objective function of China's grain policy

has increased over time, at least in recent years. The gradual change in policy makers'

preferences in favour of grain farmers helps explain why the procurement prices of

grain have exceeded domestic market prices.
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Cueprnn6
Cumn's cRAIN PoLICY AFTER V/TO
ACCESSIoN AT ENp-2001

There is a general consensus that while the Chinese economy as a whole will benefit

from its accession to WTO, certain sectors may be 'injured' by surges in imports. The

grain sector is one of those identified to be adversely affected by China's commitment

to concessions on market access. Ir particular, it is believed that grain producers are

among those who will suffer the most injury in the accession as they face greater

import competition and a likely fall in grain prices. In this chapter, I set out to show

that this may not be the case. The fallacy of the argument about the adverse impact on

grain farmers is that it is based on a free market economy. However, China's grain

distribution is still governed largely by a state procurement system, which is quite

different from a free market system. Accurate assessment of the impact of increased

grain imports on China can only be conducted with reference to the procurement

system while it remains in place. Conclusions based on a free market may be wide off

the mark as far as the prediction of the welfare impact of China's accession to WTO is

concerned. As will be shown later, the many undesirable outcomes that Chinese policy

makers worry about are simply the result of inappropriate analysis of the case of China

in the inappropriate context of a free market system.

Three important findings emerge from this chapter. The current thinking is that

China's commitment to an increase in market access to foreign grain suppliers under

the V/TO Protocol of Accession will jeopardize the already poor grain farmers in

China. It is believed that grain imports will depress domestic prices and hence reduce

grain farmers' income, which may lead to social turmoil. The first finding of this



chapter is that such conjecture is unfounded and China's joining WTO can benefit

grain farmers. The more these farmers are exploited under the quota procurement

system, the more likely they will benefit from China's accession to WTO. Many v/orry

that the Chinese government has to incur a huge fi.scal outlay in its attempt to safeguard

grain farmers' income. The second finding is that safeguarding grain producers'

welfare need not drain fiscal resources. Thirdly, this chapter shows that V/TO

membership provides China with a golden opportunity to liberalise the grain

distribution system completely and abolish the quota procurement system, ridding the

state of the heavy fiscal burden. Complete liberalisation of the grain sector and V/TO

accession should go hand in hand as the two together can benefit grain producers and

grain users at the same time.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 shows how an increase in

grain imports will jeopardize farmers' welfare under a free market system. Section 6.2

explains why there need not be such an outcome under the quota procurement system

in China. In particular, by choosing an appropriate level of grain imports and adjusting

the procurement price accordingly, the Chinese govemment can safeguard grain

farmers' welfare without tapping fiscal resources. Section 6.3 examines the constraints

on the choice of import level and discusses how these constraints determine whether

the Chinese govemment can successfully liberalize the grain dishibution system after

its accession to WTO without hurting grain producers, grain users or straining the state

budget. Lastly, Section 6.4 explores a possible altemative to the TRQ system that can

increase the resources available to the Chinese government when it is necessary to

provide trade adjustment assistance to grain producers.

'a
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6.1 lmpacts of TRQs under a free market system

The model specified in the previous few chapters can be easily revised to

accommodate for trade in grain. Despite the engagement in international trade, grain

distribution in China could well be described by a model of closed economy. The tight

control on the grain trade volumes has insulated the domestic market from any price

movements in other markets in the world. The amount of grain allowed to cross the

Chinese border has largely been policy determined and can be treated as an exogenous

variable. An increase (decrease) in the quantity of net grain imports can be represented

in the revised model by a shift in the supply curve to the right (left) by the amount of

the net change. Political and ideological considerations are the overriding factors that

have been guiding China's grain trade policy, where the concern for food security has

prevailed throughout Chinese history,

However, China's accession to 'WTO has begun to change the environment of

policy making. The most important immediate implication for the volume of grain

trade hinges on the stipulation of tariff rate quotas on wheat, rice and corn. To capture

the impact of this change, I replace the autarky assumption in the basic model of grain

policy formulation with the following assumptions.

1. Imported grain and domestically produced grain are homogeneous.

2. As the actual in-quota tariff rate is only 1 percent for wheat, rice, and corn, to

simplify the analysis, I assume that grain imports are tariff-free as long as the

quantity does not exceed the TRQ.

3. 'When the actual amount of grain imports is still within the TRQ, I assume the small

country case in which the increase in China's import volume will not affect the

world price. If the amount of grain imports exceeds the quota, I assume the large

country case where the world price rises with the increase in China's import
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volume. It should be noted that assuming the large country case for all import

volume does not change the basic result of the welfare impact of the TRQ.

4. There is no mark-up on imported grain.

To begin with, consider the impacts of grain imports if China is under a free

market system. D and S in Figure 6.1 represent the domestic demand and supply of

grain in China. Under autarky, the free market equilibrium price and quantity are P6*

md Qo* respectively. Consumer surplus (CS), producer surplus (PS) and social surplus

(SS) are given by the following areas.

CSO: AME

PSO: BME

SSo: CS6 + PSs: AR"

Pw(1+Ð

Dtl¡0

P,*

P*

D

Q,' Qo* a D
I

a

Under the TRQ arangement, the impact of net grain imports on the Chinese

market can be represented by a rightward shift in the total supply of grain depicted by

P

S

B

Frcun¡ 6.1 Gnnn IMPoRTS UNDER TRQ
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S', which is the sum of domestic and imported grain. S' has kinks at the price levels P*

and p*(l+t), where P* is the prevailing world price and t is the out-of-quota tariff rate.

The kinks at P* are due to the fact that no imports will be available below the world

price leaving quantity supplied of grain the same as under autarky for prices lower than

p*. Between P* and P*(l+t), total supply of grain is increased by the amount of the

quota, reflected by the segment of S' that is parallel to the domestic supply curve S'

Any additional amount of grain imports exceeding the TRQ will be subject to the out-

of-quota tariff and hence will be available only at prices above Pw(l+t). The segment of

S' that corresponds to these higher prices is not perfectly elastic because this is alatge-

country case.

There are three possible cases depending on the actual amount of grain imports

compared with the TRQ: (i) the import volume exceeds the quota; (ii) the quota is filled

and bindingi and (iii) the quota is not filled. Based on the observation that the out-of-

quota tariff rate is likely to be prohibitive at least for the foreseeable future, we can rule

out the first case. Now let us consider the second case in which the TRQ is frlled and

binding on the actual quantities of grain imports. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the

equilibrium market price drops to Pr*. Quantity of domestic grain supply decreases to

Q1s while gtain consumption increases to Q,o. Consumer surplus, producer surplus,

and social surplus derived from grain production and consumption in Chinabecome:

CST : ANF

PS1 :3¡ç

SSr:CS1+PS1+CFGH

SSr - SSo: EFGH

CFGH is the sum of tariff revenue (which is zero under the assumption of zero in-quota

tariff rate) and quota rent (if it is all reaped by the Chinese trading enterprises). I leave
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the quota rent and tariff revenue aside until Section 6.4 and focus only on producer

surplus and consumer surplus in the following analysis. Apparently gtain users gain at

the expense of grain producers because the former can now buy a larger quantity of

grain at a lower price whereas the latter can only sell a smaller quantity at a lower

price. As long as the world price is below the domestic price in China, there will be

some net gain in social surplus. The larger is the quota, the larger is the welfare gain

that China can derive from grain imports and the larger the injury inflicted on grain

producers, ceteris paribus. It can be easily verified that the direction of the welfare

impacts on grain users and grain producers is the same whereas the magnitude is

smaller in the third case in which the quota is not filled. The major difference in the

third case is that, as domestic price in China drops to the world price, there is neither

tariff revenue for the Chinese government nor quota rent for the trading enterprises.

6.2 lmpacts of TRQs under the quota procurement system

In the previous section, I have shown that imports hurt grain producers and

benefit grain users under a free market system. The larger is the amount of imports, the

larger will be the reduction in producer surplus. In this section, I examine the impacts

of TRQs on China's grain sector using the model of the quota procurement system

developed in Chapter 3. I evaluate the desirability of an outcome on the basis of the

Pareto principle. In particulaÍ, an outcome is desirable if it benefits both grain

producers and users.

As explained in Chapter 3, under the procurement system that redistributes

economic surplus from grain farmers to grain users in the absence of trade, there is a

trade-off between producer surplus (PS) and consumer surplus (CS) as depicted by the

surface O'M'N'E' in Figure 3.3. It can be easily seen from this horizontal ruled surface

that except on the boundary O'M'N'E', any given income distribution can be achieved
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by different combinations of procurement price and quota. To simplify the analysis, I

first assume the absence of price subsidy. For a given procurement quota, the three-

dimensional trade-off between PS and CS illustrated in Figure 3.3 can be reduced to the

two-dimensional trade-off depicted by AW in Figure 6.2. Note that along AW, social

welfare is maximized, Point A corresponds to a point on N'E' in Figure 3.3, at which

the consumer surplus reaches the highest possible level for the given procurement

quota. In other words, farmers are paid only the minimum procurement price (MPP)

required to induce quota fulfilment. There is no way to increase the consumer surplus

further by lowering the procurement price. As explained in Chapter 3, to do so would

only reduce the quantity of marketed grain supplied by farmers and jeopardize social

welfare. When a higher procurement price is offered to farmers for a given quota,

producer surplus increases at the expense of consumer surplus resulting in a

redistribution of income downward along AW. The most favourable income

distribution possible for farmers is represented by point W, which coresponds to the

free market equilibrium. V/ithout a producer price subsidy financed by fiscal outlay, the

government cannot pay anything higher than the equilibrium market price to farmers.

In this analysis, I assume that the policy makers' utility does not increase with

the size of the procurement quota, which is compatible with the actual situation around

the time of China's accession to WTO when domestic supply has surpassed the demand

for grain. Guided by their preferences regarding income distribution, policy makers set

the procurement price at a level that maximizes their utility for a given quota. The more

favourable their preferences are towards grain users, the closer is the procurement price

to the MPP. The more the policy makers are in favour of farmers' welfare, the closer

will be the procurement price to the market equilibrium level.
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FlcunB 6.2 Is PRIcE sUBSIDY NECESSARY?

'When imported grain enters the Chinese market, the efficient welfare trade-off

between PS and CS shifts upwards. Each import level gives rise to a different welfare

trade-off. The higher the level of grain imports, the higher will the trade-off lie. BY in

Figure 6.2 represents such a trade-off for a particular import level. Again, point B gives

the highest possible level of CS when farmers are only paid the MPP and point Y

corresponds to the free market income distribution. Note that point Y is associated with

alarger consumer surplus (CSr*) but a smaller producer surplus (PSr*) compared with

point W. Joining all such points as W and Y of the welfare trade-offs that cortesponds

to different import volumes resulting from different levels of TRQ, ceteris paribus, we

have a locus depicted by WYZ. This locus gives the combinations of PS and CS for

different TRQs while domestic grain marketing is free of any govemment intervention'

The slope of WYZ is steeper than 45o because there is gain from trade.sa The negative

T

5n Ho*ever, the net gain will decrease with further expansion of the TRQ beyond a certain

extent as the excessive increase in grain imports would drive up the world price so much that it would

result in an adverse terms-of-trade effect. In this case the locus WYZ will bend downward to the left
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slope reflects the fact that while trade increases the size of the pie to be divided

between grain producers and grain users, grain users gain from an increase in imports

at the expense of grain producers.

Under the quota procurement system, however, income distribution can be

manipulated by the government's choice of procurement price and quota. Since

intemational trade has increased the size of the pie, it is possible to divide the gain from

trade between grain producers and grain users by means of the procurement system

such that both groups benefit. To safeguard China's farmers from any detrimental

effect of grain imports, the procurement price must be revised upward. Without such an

adjustment, domestic producers will definitely suffer as the increase in imports reduces

the market price and the quantity of surplus grain they sell on the market. The

government must make some upward adjustment in the procurement price if it is to

compensate grain farmers for their loss. If the adjusted procurement price rises above

the new market equilibrium price, the govemment will need to provide a producer price

subsidy. The possibility of having to incur a huge fiscal outlay is the concern of

China's policy makers.

As will be shown in the following analysis, the fear may be unnecessary. In

particular, I will show that although the government has to raise the procurement price

following its accession to 'WTO, it may not have to incur any fiscal outlay. I will

analyse the issue of fiscal outlay in two different scenarios. In the first scenario, I

assume that the amount of grain imports is exogenously given. This simplifying

assumption makes the analysis more straightforward and helps to bring out the essence

of the fiscal issue. In the second scenario, I assume that China can choose the import

level. This is a more realistic assumption as China still maintains significant control

reflecting a reduction in social surplus. I do not consider this case because it is highly unlikely for China

to allow such a large amount of grain imports.
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over the volurne of grain imports. I will show that in the second scenario, the Chinese

govemment need not incur any fiscal outlay.

Exogenously determined grain import level and fiscal outlay

Suppose the amount of grain imports is exogenously given and it shifts the

effrcient welfare trade-off from AW to BY in Figure 6.2. To safeguard farmers'

income, the government must increase the procurement price to compensate farmers for

their loss due to the depressed market price and the contracted sales resulting from the

grain imports. But there is more to my findings. Suppose point R represents the income

distribution under autarky. To ensure that no one is harmed by the imports of grain, the

income distribution after trade must lie on ST. There are two possible cases. First, if the

income distribution after trade is given by a point on SY, the procurement price is still

below the market price. In this case, the state grain enterprises can sell what they

procure from domestic farmers to grain users at the procurement price. On the one

hand, grain users are happy to buy from the state grain stores at below-market price. On

the other hand, the government does not have to incur any fiscal outlay. In the second

case where the after-trade income distribution is given by a point along YT, the

procurement price must exceed the market price. Note that such an income distribution

requires that grain users are willing to pay the higher-than-market procurement price. If

grain users will not pay anything more than the market price, then the government will

have to provide a subsidy to fill the price wedge and incur a fiscal outlay. (I will

discuss a tittle later how the presence of the price subsidy affects income distribution.)

This case illustrates the kind of problem China may run into after its accession to

WTO. V/hich of these two cases will occur after trade hinges on where the procurement

price lies relative to the market price under autarky.
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Proposition 6.1: For a given amount of imports, to ensure that post-trade income

distribution is Pareto superior to that under autarlqt, the Chinese government must

incur a fiscal outlay if the procurement price exceeds the market price under autarþ.

However, fiscal outlay may or may not be required íf the procurement price is less than

the market price under autarly.

Proof:

Consider the case where the procurement price under autarky is lower than the market

price. There are three different situations with reference to Figure 6.2. First, if the

autarkic income distribution lies on the segment GV, which is the case explained earlier

with reference to point R, the government may or may not incur fiscal outlay in its

attempt to prevent anyone from being injured. Second, if the pre-hade income

distribution is given by a point along VW, the new procurement price must be higher

than the market price. It requires government subsidy to safeguard grain farmers'

income. Third, if the income distribution under autarky is given by a point along AG,

the post-trade procurement price must be lower than the market price to have Pareto

superior income distribution. There is no need to tap govemment resources.

Now consider the situation in which the procurement price under autarþ already

exceeds the market price. Theoretically there are two possible cases. First, if the grain

users are willing to pay the higher-than-market procurement price, the autarkic income

distribution is given by a point on WN in Figure 6.2.Inpractice, however, it is unlikely

to occur. Therefore I only consider the second case where the grain users are not

willing to pay anything higher than the market price for the grain they buy from the

state grain stores. The government has to provide subsidy to fill the wedge between the

procurement price and the market price under autarky. In this case, the pre-trade

income distribution is given by a point above WN. Point C' depicts one such case
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where the consumer surplus is CSo* and producer surplus is PSo while the govemment

has to incur an outlay of CC', which is equal to PSo - PSo*. To safeguard farmers'

income after trade, the government must raise the procurement price and provide a

larger amount of subsidy. I

Proposition 6.1 highlights the possibility that after its accession to WTO, China

may have to incur a fiscal outlay to safeguard the welfare of grain producers. Note that

the amount of fiscal outlay varies with the initial income distribution under autarky. It

can be easily verified that the fiscal burden is less likely to emerge if grain farmers are

exploited severely under autarky.

Proposition 6.2: With a given amount of grain imports, no fiscal outlay will be

required to achieve a Pareto-superior income distribution after trade iffarmers receive

a very low price from government under autarþ.

Proof:

For any autarkic income distribution along AG in Figure 6.2, it is always possible to

have a Pareto-superior post-trade income distribution with the new procurement price

below the market price. No fiscal outlay is necessary in such a case. a

Proposition 6.2 may appe¿Ìr counter-intuitive. It does not make sense under the

market system, where a surge in imports injures producers of the import-competing

industry. If these producers are already very poor, the imports will jeopardise their

situation further. Under the procurement system, however, the story is different.

Suppose grain farmers in China have been very poor under autarky due to the heavy

exploitation of the procurement system and the procurement price is very much below

the market price. When China offers market access to imported grain, the government

must raise the procurement price to safeguard farmers' income. The larger the gap
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between the procurement price and domestic market price, the less likely for the

upward-adjusted procurement price to exceed the market price and hence the less likely

any government subsidy is required.

Variable import level and fiscal outlay

Proposition 6.1 suggests that China may have to mobilise its fiscal reserves to

safeguard the welfare of grain producers and grain users following its accession to

WTO. Apparently it could be a cause of concern if it would qeate a substantial fiscal

burden. In the following analysis, I will show that such concern is unwaranted, as what

is feared does not necessarily occur. The reason for such a surprising result is that,

rather than being restricted by a given volume of grain imports as assumed in

Proposition 6.1, China has room to manoeuvre the import level to avoid the fiscal

burden. The idea is summarizedinthe following proposition.

Proposition 6.3:

(a) Suppose the procurement price is below the market price under autarþ. If the level

of imports is less than a specific maximum level, there exist some procurement prices

that make the post-trade income distribution Pareto superior to that under autarlry

without høving to incur anyfiscal outlay.

þ) fhe lower the procurement price grain producers receive under autarþ, the larger

is the maximum import level mentioned in (a).

Proof:

Refer to Figure 6,3, which is a reproduction of Figure 6.2. Given that the procurement

price is below the market price under autarky, income distribution must be given by a

point along A'W in Figure 6.3. Take any arbitrary point on A'W, say point U, as the

income distribution under autarky. Draw a vertical line up from U to cut the free-
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market locus WYZ at point X. Let Mu be the amount of grain imports that corresponds

to a welfare trade-off that goes through point X. For any import volume less than Mu,

the new efficient trade-off between consumer surplus and producer surplus will cut the

locus WYZ somewhere along the segment rJ/X. Suppose JDEL is one of such trade-

offs. If the govemment sets the procurement price such that the post-trade income

distribution is given by a point on DE, the resulting income distribution is Pareto

superior to that under autarky and the nerw procurement price is below the market price

sueh that no fiscal outlay is required. The same argument holds for other import levels

as long as they are less than Mu. To summarize, given an autarkic income distribution

at point U, for any import level less than Mu, there are some procurement prices that

make the post-trade income distribution Pareto superior to that under autarky without

the support offiscal resources.
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Repeat the same analysis for other points on AW. Note that the maximum import level

derived above varies along AV/. In particular, as the autarkic income distribution
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moves towards point A, the corresponding maximum import level increases. Similarly,

it can be shown that as long as the import volume is below this level, there exist some

procurement prices that make post-trade income distribution Pareto superior to that

under autarky without creating any fiscal burden. t

The intuitive reason for Proposition 6.3 is as follows. Imports of grain will

increase social welfare and enlarge the pie that can be shared between grain producers

and users. For small amount of imports, both groups can be made better off without

having any trade adjustment assistance from the government. But this result does not

hold for large amount of imports. For larger influx of imports, it requires a larger

upward adjustment in the procurement price to safeguard grain producers' income.

When the import volume exceeds a certain level, the market price will be so low and

the required upward adjustment in the procurement price will be so large that the

procurement price will be above the market price making fiscal outlay necessary. This

explains why there is a maximum level that the grain import volume must not exceed to

avoid any fiscal burden on the Chinese government.

An implication of Proposition 6.3 is that if the procurement price was close to

or exceeded the market price prior to V/TO accession, it will be unlikely for China to

attaín a Pareto superior post-accession income distribution without having to tap fiscal

resources. Empirical findings quoted earlier appear to imply such an outcome.

However, to have an accurate assessment of the pre-accession situation of China's

grain sector, one must examine the income redistribution effect of the quota

procurement system thoroughly. Recent estimates indicate that local agricultural taxes

and fees amount to 20 to 30 percent of farmers' net income in China (Liang, 1999,

p.50; Fang et al., 2002, p.31) regardless of the 5%o upper bound stipulated by the State

Council in l99l and reinstated in 1999. Therefore, despite the implementation of
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sgpport price since 1gg7,I believe at present grain farmers in China are still heavily

exploited and receive a net procurement price well below the market level. A study

conducted by Lin et al. (2002a & b) on China's household taxation appears to lend

support to this conjecture.

Based on a panel data set compiled by the Ministry of Agriculture, Lin et al.

establish a positive relationship between the share of government procured grain in

total grain output and the burden of agricultural taxes and levies on rural households'

Their interpretation of the result is that higher degree of government procurement of

grain leads to higher total local government expenditure in terms of administrative fees

and cadre payrolls as well as higher comrption. In other words, the tær burden on farm

households increases with the size of their grain procurement quota. Taking into

account the tax burden associated with grain procurement, we have reason to believe

that the net procurement prices are actually below the market prices. In such a case,

Proposition 6.3 shows that if China can maintain its import level within a certain range,

grain imports will lead to Pareto improvement in income distribution without creating

any fiscal burden. In other words, no trade adjustment assistance is necessary if the

import volume and procurement price are chosen appropriately. This result contradicts

the view that China will run into fiscal problem if it attempts to protect grain farmers

from the injury inflicted by the accession to V/TO.

WTO accession and liberalisation of the grain distribution system

There has been increasing evidence of the Chinese leaders' diminishing

resistance against free markets. 'We have witnessed the state-owned enterprises going

private and the stock markets flourishing in China. The liberalization move has

extended to grain procurement and marketing since 2001 in selected regions, as already

mentioned in Chapter 2. One cannot help but wonder if it is the right time to
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completely liberalise China's grain distribution and abolish the current procwement

system. The answer hinges on many factors. A major concern is whether a full

liberalisation can benefit both grain producers and users. It is less likely to succeed if

one of the parties gets hurt in the process. I set out to show in this section that China's

accession to WTO offers a golden opportunity of embracing a free market and

abolishing the quota procurement system, and thereby freeing the govemment from the

burden of financing the deficits of the inefficient state grain enterprises.

Proposition 6.4: Suppose the procurement price is below the market price under

autarþ. There exist an upper bound and a lower bound on the import levels within

which importation and complete liberalisation of the grain distribution system together

can benefit grain producers and grain users at the same time'

Proof:

Given that the procurement price is below the market price under autarky, income

distribution must be at a point along AW in Figure 6.3. Take any arbitrary point on

AW, say point U, as the autarkic income distribution. Let Mu and M¡ denote the

amount of grain imports that correspond to the welfare trade-offs that go through point

X and point K respectively on the free-market locus VWZ. For any import volume

between Mu and Mr, the new efficient trade-off between producer surplus and

'consumer surplus' will cut the locus somewhere along the segment KX. Suppose the

government admits an import volume between Mu and Mr and liberalises domestic

grain marketing completely. The post-trade income distribution will be given by the

point at which the new welfare trade-off cuts the segment KX. Either producer surplus

or consumer surplus will increase without reducing the other following the

liberalisation of grain distribution. i
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The idea behind Proposition 6.4 is simple. To have a successful liberalisation of

the grain distribution system, the government may have to avoid making anybody

worse off. With importation alone, China can have a larger pie to be shared between

grain producers and users. However, it has been shown in Proposition 6.3 that there is

an upper bound on the import level above which it requires government subsidies to

prevent hurting grain producers. The upper bound on import level also applies in the

case where importation is combined with the complete liberalisation of the grain

distribution system as the latter rules out government intervention. h addition, the

liberalisation imposes a lower bound on the import level, As opposed to the situation

analysed in Proposition 6.3, where the government can safeguard both grain producers

and users by manipulating the procurement price, now the grain prices are determined

in the market. It is up to the importation to safeguard grain users' welfare. The amount

of imports must exceed a certain threshold to allow grain users to derive sufficient

surplus from the larger suppty of grain at lower market price to compensate for the

dissipation of economic surplus that the procurement system used to bestow to them.

Proposition 6.5: The lower the procurement price grain farmers receive under autarþ,

the higher will be the upper and lower bounds on the import levels within which

importation and complete liberalisation of the grain distribution system together can

benefit grain producers and grain users at the same time.

Proof:

It can easily be verified in Figure 6.3 that as the initial income distribution under

autarky moves up along AW towards point A representing lower income of grain

farmers, both the upper bound and lower bound on the import level rise. O

The analyses in this section have revealed the fallacy of the prevailing bleak

outlook of China's domestic grain sector subsequent to rù/TO accession. In particular, it
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has been shown that China's grain sector will benefit from the WTO accession as long

as the import volume stays below an upper bound under the procurement system or

within an upper bound (Mu) and a lower bound (Mr) in a completely liberalised grain

market. From now on I refer to these bounds as the 'successful bounds'. In the next

section, we will look at another set of bounds relating to China's grain imports.

6.3 Determination of China's grain import level

The validity of the results derived in the previous section hinges on the

assumption that the Chinese government has control over the level of net grain imports.

An evitable question is: "Are there any constraints on China's choice of import

volume?" ¡r particular, it is illuminating to find out if there are any upper bound and

lower bound on the permissible import level and if yes, what determines these bounds.

Based on the result of this analysis, this section assesses how China's grain sector is

going to fare following WTO accession.

upper and lower bounds on the permissible level of grain imports

Among all the constraints on the permissible level of grain imports, the first and

foremost is the self-sufficiency target rate the Chinese policy makers adopt for grain

production. It imposes an upper bound on China's grain imports. The 95% self-

suff,rciency target specified explicitly in 1996 (IOSC, 1996) implies a 5o/o upper bound

on the amount of imported grain relative to total consumption. The scheduled

expansion of TRQs for wheat, rice, and corn up to 2004 will keep China's grain

imports well within the 5Yo threshold. However, it appears inevitable that China has to

expand the TRQs further after 2004. How much more market access China will offer to

overseas grain producers in the next round of V/TO negotiations depends largely on

policy makers' interpretation of food security and what they perceive to be the
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acceptable means to that end. While it is stated in a white paper prepared for the 2002

World Food Summit that China will appropriately increase grain imports to alleviate

the pressure from domestic resource constraints (People's Daily Online, 11 June 2002),

Huang (200I, p.14) alleges that "any changes (including the trade liberalization) that

might lower the grain self-sufficiency level below 95 percent in the long term would

get little support from curent leadership." A likely policy option is to maintain high

self-sufficiency rate for food grain only and relax the restrictions on the imports of feed

grain if the latter is regarded as less crucial for food security purpose. If the Chinese

leaders redefine the concept of food security to cover food grain only, the overall grain

self-sufficiency rate could be lowered and thereby raising the upper bound on gtain

imports in the future.

All in all, the government-adopted target rate of grain selÊsufficiency puts an

overriding upper bourd on the permissible level of grain imports in the relevant period.

Let M denote the upper bound Chinese policy makers set for the amount of grain

imports on the basis of the self-sufficiency goal. On the other end, China's commitment

to an annual expansion of TRQs under its 'WTO Protocol of Accession may become a

lower bound on the level of grain imports. There are two possible scenarios: (i) the

TRQs are filled and impose a lower bound on the level of grain imports, and (ii) the

TRQs are not filled. IVhich of these two scenarios actually occurs depends on the

demand and supply of grain in China and the rest of the world. Notwithstanding the

disciplines laid down in China's accession schedule to reallocate unused TRQs of state

trading enterprises to non-state trading enterprises, it was estimated that these TRQs

would not be filled in 2002, the first year after China's accession to WTO (Gale, 2002;

Huang and Rozelle,2002b).s5 Although the unexpected drop in world grain supply in

tt Gale (2002) explains that the Chinese government has been using the differentiating
application of the value-added tax (VAT) on domestic and imported grain and other measutes to elevate

the cost of imported grain to prevent a significant surge in grain imports after WTO entry'
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2002 helped fulfil this prediction, the situation is likely to change over time. In the

following analysis, I first consider scenario (i) assuming that TRQs become the lower

bound on China's grain imports. Then I will look at scenario (ii) where the TRQs need

not be filled.

Let M denote the lower bound on import volume that China must observe

under its commitment to increasing market access to foreign grain supplies. The next

section examines different scenarios based on the sizes of M and M relative to Mu

and Mr defined in Section 6.2 and draws some implications. For easier reference, I

refer to M and M as the 'permissible bounds'. It should be noted that the size of the

'successful bounds' Mu and M¡ depends on the income distribution under autarky.

The choice of grain import level and its implication

As explained in Proposition 6.3, for any import volume smaller than Mu, there

exist some procurement prices that make the post-trade income distribution Pareto

superior to that under autarky without having to incur any fiscal outlay. If the import

volume falls between My and M¡, Proposition 6.4 shows that importation and complete

liberalisation of the grain distribution system together can benefit farmers and grain

users at the same time. The relative sizes of the permissible bounds, M and M, and the

successful bounds, Mu and M¡, determine whether China can successfully liberalize

the grain distribution system and safeguard grain producers and users' welfare without

having to incur any fiscal outlay after WTO accession.

Proposition 6.6:

(a) Suppose M < M < ML < Mr. China's accession to WO can benefi.t both grain

producers and users without creating any fiscal burden. But the attempt to completely

liberalise grain marketing will not succeed.
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þ) Suppose M¡ 1 Mu < M < M. China will incur a fiscal outlay þllowing its

accession to WTO if it attempts to safeguard both grøin producers and users' welfare'

The attempt to completely liberalise grain marketing will not succeed.

(c) For all other possible relationships between M, M , M¡, and Mu, there are import

levels that make both grain producers and users better off after China's accession to

WO without creating any fiscal burden for the government. And complete

liberalisation of grain marketing can be successful.

Proof:

Consider case (a) where M < M < Ml < Mu. If the Chinese government maintains the

import level within the permissible bounds, the amount of imports will be less than Mu.

According to Proposition 6.3, joining WTO will not create any fiscal burden but can

increase the welfare of both grain producers and users. However, the import level will

lie below M1. Proposition 6.4 implies that the attempt to liberalise the grain distribution

system completely will not succeed.

In case (b) where Mr < Mu < M < M, both the permissible bounds are above the

successful bounds. China will encounter fiscal problem following its accession to WTO

if it attempts to safeguard both grain producers and users' welfare. The attempt to

liberalise the grain distribution system completely will not succeed either, as it will

make either grain producers or grain users worse off.

Case (c) encompasses the following four sub-cases:

1. Mr < M < M < Mu: The permissible bounds lie within the successful bounds.

Based on Proposition 6.3, as long as China can maintain its import level within the

permissible bounds, joining V/TO can increase the welfare of both grain producers
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and users without creating any fiscal burden. According to proposition 6.4,

complete liberalisation of grain distribution can be successful.

2. M < Mr- < Mu < M: The successful bounds lie within the permissible bounds.

In this case, if the Chinese govenìment can maintain the import level within the

successful bounds, Proportion 6.3 implies that it need not incur any fiscal outlay

following its WTO accession, which can make both grain producers and users

better off. Again, Proposition 6.4 suggests that complete liberalisation of the grain

system can be successful.

3. M < Mr- < M < Mu: The outcome is the same as in Case 2'

4. Mr < M < Mu < M: The outcome is the same as in Case 2' o

Proposition 6.6 gives a list of all possible outcomes based on the relative sizes

of the four bounds on import level of grain, China will encounter some problems in

case (a) and case (b) but not in case (c). In case (a), joining V/TO will not create any

fiscal burden for the Chinese government but the attempt to completely liberalise grain

distribution will not succeed. Case (b) is worse. Not only will the liberalisation attempt

fail, but the Chinese govornment will also have to incur a fiscal outlay if it tries to

safeguard both grain producers and users' welfare after trade. To evaluate the likely

impacts of China's accession to WTO on its domestic economy, we have to gauge the

likelihood of the occrurence of these two cases'

Forcase(b)tooccur'weneedMr<Mg<M<M,whichismorelikelyifML

and Mu are small. But Proposition 6.5 implies that if China's grain farmers receive a

low procurement price under autarky, the values of Mr and Mu will be relatively latge.

While it is an empirical question where exactly did the income distribution lie prior to

China's accession to WTO, we have cited evidence in Section 6.2 that grain farmers in
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China were still heavily exploited around that time. It is therefore reasonable to expect

that the values of the successful bounds Ml and Mu are relatively high. On the other

hand, we expect the value of M to be small because of the high self-sufficiency target

rate. These two considerations make it a justified conjecture that the condition Mr <

Mu < M < M is not likely to prevail in China today. We can therefore safely rule out

the possibility of case (b), which implies that China's accession to WTO can benefit

both grain producers and users without creating any fiscal burden for the government.

But the attempt to completely liberalise gtain marketing may still fail.

To ensure a successful liberalisation of the grain distribution system, we have to

rule out case (a) as well. The condition for case (a) to occur is that M < M < Mr (

Mu. As explained before, we expect that Mr and Mu to be relatively large. If China's

policy makers set a low value for M due to food security reason, then case (a) will

occur. In this case, although both grain producers and users in China can benefit from

the WTO accession without any adjustment assistance from the government, China will

not succeed in its attempt to liberalise the grain distribution. The reason behind it is

very simple. There must be a sufficiently large amount of imports to enable grain users

to derive economic surplus to compensate for the loss due to the abolition of the

procurement system. If the import volume is too small, there will not be sufficient gain

from hade that can make both grain producers and users better off. And the market

liberalisation will fail. If the Chinese leaders become less concerned about the selÊ

sufficiency issue and admit more imports of grain such that M ) Ml, China's

accession to V/TO will not only benefit both grain producers and users without creating

any fiscal burden, but also provide a golden opportunity for the govemment to

liberalise the grain distribution system completely.
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Now let us consider scenario (ii) where TRQs do not impose a lower bound on

China's grain imports. In this case, the lower permissible bound M disappears from the

previous analysis. It can be easily seen that this scenario does not alter the findings

derived so far. W'ithout M, case (b) listed in Proposition 6.6 is no longer different from

case (c). Therefore, when it is not imperative to fill the TRQs, it will be easier for

China to liberalize the state grain system while grain producers and consumers alike

benefit from the accession to WTO without requiring the government to incur any

fiscal outlay.

The analyses in this section have shown that the Chinese govemment is not

likely to encountor any fiscal problem after joining WTO. But how unlikely it is

depends on where exactly is the pre-accession income distribution on the welfare trade-

off which remains an empirical question. Furthermore, the relative sizes of the

permissible bounds and the successful bounds are not going to stay the same all the

time. Therefore one cannot rule out the possibility, however slight it is, that the Chinese

govemment may have to provide a certain amount of trade adjustment assistance to

safeguard grain producers' welfare, as in case (b) in Proposition 6.6 where Mu < M.

This is the case where the committed TRQ is filled and exceeds the maximum level of

grain imports that does not require government subsidies to compensate farmers' loss

of income after WTO accession. Can China afford such a fiscal outlay? As noted in

Chapter 5, some economists believe that the fiscal capacity of the Chinese government

is likely to be a binding constraint on the amount of producer subsidies that it can offer

to farmers (Fang et al., 2002). Nevertheless, the financial resources available for trade

adjustment assistance will increase if the Chinese government can mobilise additional

resources from the tariff revenues. The next section will investigate how tariffying

TRQs can increase this alternative source of finance.
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6.4 Tariffication of TRQs

Tariffyication of TRQs is to replace the in-quota and out-of-quota tariff rates

with a single tariff rate that has equivalent trade restriction effect. It is a possible way to

increase fiscal resources for the Chinese government. Let us find out what difference it

makes to the current system of TRQs.

The purpose of establishing TRQs under URAA is to ensure the provision of a

certain level of import opportunity at low tariffs in the transition process of

tariffication, which converts non-tariff trade barriers such as quotas into tariffs with

supposedly equivalent effect of trade restrictions. In the case of China's imports of

wheat, rice, and com, the combination of close-to-zero in-quota tariffs and prohibitive

above-quota tariffs has virtually the same trade restriction effect as an import quota.

'While the mechanism of TRQs complies with the V/TO agreements, it cannot bring

much tariff revenue to the Chinese govemment. Although there are quota rents, they

will be shared by all domestic and foreign entities that have trading rights and hence

there will be less proceeds at the govemment's disposal.tu By tariffying the TRQs, the

Chinese government can capture the part of quota rent that would otherwise be reaped

by non-state trading enterprises. The resulting increase in tariff revenue will add to the

resources available for managing the situation described in case (b) in Proposition 6.6

in which it is necessary to provide trade adjustment assistance to grain producers

following a surge in imports.

Compared to an equal amount of subsidies financed by fiscal reserves, the

advantage of this alternative source of funds is that domestic non-gtain sectors do not

have to bear any opportunity costs. The significantly lower collection costs of tariff

tu It can be seen in Table 21 that under the current TRQ commitrnents, non-state trading
enterprises will capture an increasing amount of quota rents as the shares of grain trade allocated to these

domestic and foreign entities increase over time and reach 50 percent for short and medium grain rice
and 40 percent for corn ul-2004.
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revenues further enhance the attractiveness of this source of finance. Given the small

amount of grain imports relative to the total consumption of China and its policy goal

of maintaining a specific self-sufficiency rate, the partial equilibrium analysis

conducted by Nettle et al. (1987) on a small-country case can also shed light on China's

choice of trade policy. Nettle et al. conclude that the optimal policy to achieve a

specific self-sufficiency ratio is to combine a tariff with a production subsidy financed

exactly by the government's tariff revenue. Tariffying TRQs and financing any

necessary trade adjustment assistance with the increased proceeds can be the most

efficient way of achieving Pareto improvement in China's grain sector following the

WTO accession.

It should be noted that while the adoption of a single tariff rate is more efficient

than the current TRQ mechanism, the former has less control over the quantities of

grain imports. In particular, as noted by Deardorff (1987), depending on how the world

price changes, "a tariff may tum out to be too small to prevent harm to the import-

competing Broup, or so large that it causes harm to the rest of the population" whereas

a quota "may be able to prevent harm to both groups" (p.30). In terms of the findings in

Section 6.3, atariff may result in an import volume outside the successful bounds, that

is, exceeding Mu or falling short of Ml. Other than the Pareto principle, there are more

important considerations to the Chinese goverTrment, such as the selÊsuffrciency goal,

in the formulation of trade policy. In this regard, quantity restrictions appear to be a

more reliable means to prevent any significant deviation from the target rate. Therefore,

despite the apparent advantage of a single tariff rate system, the Chinese govemment

may not wish to tariffy the TRQs until the time when it is enforced by WTO across the

board. Nevertheless, the availability of this option may still take some pressure off the

Chinese policy makers as far as the issue of fiscal outlay is concerned.
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Based on the revised model that accommodates grain trade, this chapter has

shown that China's accession to 'WTO can benefit all parties concemed and may

provide the golden opportunity to liberalize ttre grain distribution system. The

conclusion about the win-win situation hinges on the assumption of zero handling cost

of the state grain system, as specified in the basic model constructed in Chapter 3. In

reality, however, the grain transactions conducted by the Grain Bureau incur substantial

costs and the majority of these costs are the benefits to those who are either on the

payroll or have special interests involved. And they are the ones who are most likely to

be harmed by the liberalization of the grain distribution system that is hastened by

China's accession to WTO. The next chapter that examines the implementation

problems of the grain procurement system will give this group of agents their due

attention.
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CHAP,TEnT
PnosLEMS wITH Crmta's GnAnl PoLICY IN

PnaCTICE

In the theoretical analyses in the previous four chapters, I have shown how the policy

makers in China adjust the grain procurement policy to changing economic conditions

that affect their objective function as well as the constraints on their choice of

instruments. The results of the optimization model are based on the assumption of no

information or implementation cost. The abstraction from such costs helps us to focus

on the most important elements that determine the policy formulation. To understand

the policy outcomes, however, one must incorporate these practical aspects in the

analysis. In this chapter, we look at the problems China has encountered in the

formulation and implementation of its grain procurement policy and why some policies

have failed to achieve the intended results.

Problems emerge in two situations. The first one is when policy makers have no

access to the necessary information to set the optimal procurement price level and

quota volume. The second one is when there is no effective supervisory mechanism

within the government to ensure strict adherence to the stipulated policy. It has

occurred ngmerous times in the Chinese history that the actual policy outcomes diverge

from the intended ones. Due to the difficulties encountered in the collection of

information necessary for policy formulation and in the supervision of policy

implementation, the Chinese govemment has to struggle from time to time to meet the

procurement targets, which were at times infeasible prior to the mid-1990s, and to

contain the fiscal outlay within acceptable limits.



It should be noted that policy failure tends to be caused jointly by problems

stemming from the formulation and implementation process. Strictly speaking, a policy

that fails to envisage and tackle the associated implementation problems is not well-

formulated in the first place, However, for. the sake of simplicity, I adopt a

dichotomized approach in this chapter, In the discussion of formulation problems,

implementation cost is assumed to be zero. In the discussion of implementation

problems, no account is taken of the appropriateness of the stipulated policy. The two

types of problems will be illushated with individual events drawn from the history of

China's grain policy.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.1 discusses the problem of

formulating appropriate policies in the absence of perfect information. Section 7.2

looks at the various reasons that lead to the non-compliance of implementers in the

lower-level govemments. The problems arising from the lack of well-coordinated

policies in the areas of domestic marketing and international trade are examined in

Section 7.3. Section 7.4 concludes the chapter with a discussion of the difficulties to

liberalise the grain distribution system, which may be the last resort to tackling the

implementation problems inherent in the quota procurement system.

7.1 Problems in setting procurement quota and price

The theoretical analyses in Chapter 3 have arrived at a conclusion that the

government can achieve its income distribution target while maintaining efficiency

under the quota procurement system. Such a result is based on the assumption that

policy makers command perfect information. Given that perfect information is never

available, they are bound to make less-than-ideal policy choices.
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Information problem

úrstead of possessing perfect information that enables them to accurately assess

the potential responses of other economic agents to any grain policy changes and

thereby select the optimal policy mix accordingly, the best that policy makers can do is

to estimate demand and supply using available data. Reliable estimation needs accurate

data. But accurate data are not easy to come by for at least two reasons. First, the anti-

market policy stance adopted in the central planning era obstructed the acquisition of

necessary information to gauge the economic situation and formulate appropriate

policy. Second, the emphasis on target fulfilment induced govemment officials at lower

levels to disguise the actual data to please the higher-level authorities. After passing

through several levels up the bureaucratic hierarchy, the information that eventually

reaches the top-level policy makers may present a very different picture from the actual

situation.sT

One particular consequence of the information problem, as noted by Sicular

(Igg3, p.81), was that policy makers' insufficient understanding of the strength and

timing of farm supply response had led to non-delivery of the intended outcome.

Generally speaking, Chinese policy makers very often fail to keep pace with the rapidly

changing economy and hence misjudge the responses of other economic agents to the

policy change. In terms of the model of grain policy formulation in Chapter 3, while

they know very well what their preferences are regarding different policy objectives,

they do not have an accurate picture of the trade-off they face. The resulting policy

choice will inevitably be far from effective.

tt After over two decades of reforms, the collection of accurate information is still difficult.
Huang et al. (1999, p.7a\ point out the problems of estimating the behavioural parameters, which makes

the evaluation of policy effects difficult. There is no doubt that the Chinese policy makers face more or

less the same problem. In addition, they may not have sufficiently expert staffs to process the

information available.
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Aggregation problem

While it is assumed in the theoretical model that grain is a homogeneous

commodity, in reality there are different grain types for which there are separate

markets. Together with the differences in regional resource endowment, the

heterogeneity of the commodity gives rise to different demand and supply curves for

individual grain tlpes and varieties in different regions. Once we accommodate all

these variations, the condition for economic efficiency becomes much more stringent'

Aggregation problem arises from the production as well as the consumption of

grain. On the production side, first consider the case where there are many regions but

only one type of grain. Given the differences in comparative advantage, each region

has a different marginal cost schedule. To achieve efficiency in resource allocation,

procrrement quota should be assigned to individual regions according to their

respective comparative advantages in grain production. And it requires information on

all regions. However, as explained earlier, the information cost could be prohibitive

under the central planning system. As a result, the state resorted to the policy stance of

local grain self-sufficiency. While the increased emphasis on local self-sufficiency was

triggered by political consideration in 1958, the persistence of this policy throughout

the central planning period was due to the administrative convenience in the absence of

markets. But it further exacerbated the misallocation of procurement quotas to

individual regions.

In particular, regions poorly endowed with arable land were forced to reclaim

land from ponds and forests and use unsuitable lands including those on steep slope to

grow grain. Quota fulfilment in these regions had incurred very high costs in terms of

loss of alternative outputs and environmental damage. Production cost also increased

unduly as a result of the centrally directed application of production technology such as
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cropping pattern that was incompatible with the local conditions. In the reform period,

while the problem of production inefficiency has been alleviated due to the improved

incentives and reduced direct interventions, allocative inefficiency still persists due to

the misallocation of procurement quotas which prevents the equalisation of marginal

cost of grain production across regions. I will discuss the issue of quota allocation

againin the next section on inter-regional grain transfers.

Another aggregation problem on the production side stems from the differences

in grain type and variety. Suppose there are no regional differences in demand and

supply. To achieve allocative efficiency, procurement policy has to be formulated

separately for wheat, rice, corn, etc. Chinese policy makers have accommodated the

differences of individual grain types in the setting of procurement quota volume and

price level although how well it is done depends on the accuracy of the information.

But they have not given due attention to the quality differences within the same grain

type. In particular, the procurement prices have failed to reflect the differences in

production cost and consumers' demand of individual grain varieties. Ever since the

adoption of the unified procurement system, price regulations had substantially reduced

the price premiums paid for high-quality varieties. Coupled with the emphasis on

quantity targets, the lack of incentives to produce the more costly high'quality grain has

created an increasing bias toward high-yield low-quality varieties. In the mean time,

there has been an increase in demand for feed grain and premium-grade food grain

since the late 1980s due to the substantial rise in urban incomes. The unaccounted

quality difference in the setting of procurement prices has led to an excess supply of

low-quality grain but an excess demand for high-quality grain even when demand and

supply of grain in China are balanced overall. In terms of the model constructed in

Chapter 3, the combination of procurement price (Þ) and quota (Q) set for high-

quality varieties lies below the minimum procurement price (MPP) curve resulting in
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underproduction whereas the Þ,Q combination set for low-quality varieties lies well

above the MPP curve. For the Latter, Þ may even be higher than the equilibrium market

price inducing overproduction. These imbalances have become more serious since the

1990s. In particular, under the price support program implemented between 1997 and

early 2000, the government ended up with a stocþile of low-quality grain that it has

yet to sell.ss

On the consumption side, aggregation problem arose from the rationed grain

sales system that was installed between 1955 and 1992.It is assumed in the model of

grain policy formulation that rationed gtain was only allocated to those urban users

whose marginal value of grain was at least as high as the market price. In reality,

however, the assumption would be hard to satisfli due to the undifferentiated allocation

of grain coupons to all eligible urban consumers who had a residence permit. Despite

the black markets that enabled such consumers to sell their surplus grain coupons to

those illegibte consumers who did not have a residence permit, the lower-than-market

rationed sales price resulted in over-consumption and wastage of grain in urban areas.

As oppose to a free market where the pricing mechanism would guarantee that the

available quantity of a commodity would only go to those users with the highest

marginal value, the absence of such an ideal mechanism in the grain ration system

ended up with higher market price and larger total supply of marketed grain than the

efficient level. Unused coupons increased in the second half of the 1980s and early

1990s as urban incomes increased and the better-off households switched from grain to

other superior food items such as meat(Zhang,I996,p.292).

5t For example, until 1999, the support price for rice did not discriminate between indica and

japonica varieties (Hsu and Liu, 2001, p.26) and the grain enterprises ended up procuring mainly lower-

quality indica rice.
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The above analysis gives a general picture of the difficulties Chinese policy

makers encounter in the setting of procurement quotas and prices as well as in the

allocation of rationed grain to consumers. To further illustrate the nature of their

problems, let us examine three historical incidences in which China's grain policy

failed to bring about the intended results due to policy makers' inaccurate assessment

of the economic situation.

Excess grain supply in 1984

Since the economic reform that began in late 1979, Chinese policy makers had

adjusted the procurement prices, especially the above-quota prices, upward to improve

grain farmers' production incentives. Due to the excessive adjustment, however, the

above-quota prices ended up inducing an over supply of grain in 1984 causing storage

and budget problems.se The demand and supply imbalance was due mainly to two

reasons. The first one was the unanticipated good harvest in the early 1980s, which no

government could accurately predict. The second one was the underestimation of

farmers' price elasticity of supply, As reported in various findings, the incentive effect

of the Household Responsibility System had boosted grain production substantially

(McMillan et al., 1989; Lin, 1992). It is plausible that improved efficiency in

production and allocation in the first few years of the economic reforms had increased

the supply elasticity beyond policy makers' expectation. As a result, the state's

commitrnent to procuring surplus grain at the above-quota prices not only induced

over-supply, but also led to procurement beyond storage capacity and budget problems.

In terms of the model in Chapter 3, the unanticipated rightward shift in the supply

curve of marketed grain resulted in the above-quota procurement price lying above the

equilibrium market price.

5e Lardy (1983, p.199) alleges that both the quota and above-quota prices were set too high
relative to what would be necessary to induce quota fulfilment in that period.
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Stagnant grain supply in the second half of the 1980s

In the second half of the 1980s, prices of agricultural inputs and other non-grain

produce were liberalised.6O At the same time, rural industries developed quickly and

offered much more attractive returns than grain production. These developments

outside the grain sector diverted resources away from grain production and exerted an

adverse effect on its ouþut. Despite some upward adjustments, the procurement prices

in 1988 were at best comparable to the pre-1984 above-quota price levels. It was

inadequate compared with the inflation and rising market prices in this period (Oi,

7996, p.182). The result was a stagnant ouþut that remained below its 1984 record

level until 1989. In terms of the model in Chapter 3, policy makers underestimated the

extent of the increase in costs and the resultant upward shift in the MPP curve.

Although they adjusted the Þ , Q combination upward, the adjustment fell short of the

constantly shifting MPP curve in that period.

Market shortages in late 1993 due to expectation offuture price surge

In the absence of a functional stabilization mechanism for grain prices in China,

the pricing policy has sometimes triggered speculative behaviour on the part of grain

farmers, grain users as well as policy implementers, resulting in disruptive outcomes

and policy failure. For example, the announcement in October 1993 of the

govemment's decision to raise procurement price ín 1994 led to the expectation of

further price increases in the near future. In response to this announcement, grain

farmers held on to their stocks to take advantage of better prices later on whereas grain

users and state grain enterprises were compelled to stock up. The immediate increase in

demand and decrease in supply gave rise to a price hike in late 1993. Panic buying

60 As noted by Rozelle (1996, pp.205-207), due to the absence of necessary marketing

infrastructu¡e, liberalisation of China's fertilizer markets in 1986-87 ended up in chaos. The resulted

surge in prices of chemical fertilizer in that period was a major reason for the rising costs of grain

production. This is another example of policy makers' lack of understanding of the economic situation.
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originated from the grain deficit regions in the south and spread quickly to the surplus

regions in the north. The ma¡ket turmoil was surprising to the government because the

output in 1993 actually increased by 3 percent relative to the previous year due to a

good harvest (Watson and Findlay, Iggg, p.2g).6r This incidence was a result of the

policy makers' failure to correctly anticipate the responses of other agents to the policy

change, which translated into the unexpected shifts in demand and supply. It also

exposed the deficiency of the grain price stabilization mechanism and prompted the

establishment of local grain reserves in conjunction with the grain risk fund inl994.

As the market reform proceeds in China, the central government has grown

increasingly a'ware of its limitation in formulating policies that suit local conditions.

However, it is not yet ready to allow the market to take over grain distribution

completely. One way to get around the information problem in policy formulation is to

delegate some of the responsibility to local governments, who have far better

knowledge of their own situations. Starting from 1994, additional upward adjustments

in procurement prices by local governments at their own expense were becoming very

common ¿Ìmong the coastal regions where the opportunity costs of grain production had

risen faster due to their more rapid economic development. Seeing the beneficial

outcomes of such locally initiated modifications of the stipulated policies, the central

govemment has in many instances sanctioned these autonomous 'reforms' and

gradually introduced more flexibility in the grain policy since the mid-1990s.

6r According to the Green Paper on Rural Econony (CASS-RDI,1997, p.40), the price surge

was further aggravatedby the 40-50% devaluation of yuan against the US dollar in 1994. Coupled with a

tighter world grain market in 1994-95 resulting n a 25-30%o increase in world prices, the adjustment in
exchange rate led to an export drive especially of rice. And China happened to import alarge tonnage of
grain in 1995 (see Table2.2a). The much higher import prices in turn drove up domestic prices further.
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7.2 Problems in implementing China's grain policy

Even if the policy makers had access to the necessary information for setting

the optimal procurement prices and quotas, success for the procurement policy would

still hinge on its implementation. In the theoretical model I assume costless policy

implementation. Borrowing Watson and Findlay's (1999, p.8) words, I have assumed

that "the state was a monolithic entity'', but in fact there were "divisions and conflicts

among the different levels and administrative units of the state". After the central

government has formulated a policy, it has to rely on administrative units at lower

levels to implement it. However, as noted by Rodrik (1996, p'25), "principal-agent

problem prevents the leadership from intemalizing in full the interests of the rank-and-

file." This problem has been a major source of inefficiency in the formulation and

implementation of grain policy in China.

Since the fiscal reforms in the 1980s and 1994, dispersion of interests between

the central and local governments has become more acute. In particular, the central

government has cast onto local governments an increasing financial burden through the

fiscal responsibility system adopted since 1987. At the same time, in relinquishing

control and devolving decision-making to lower levels of governments in the reform

process, the central govemment has less control and less knowledge of what happens at

the local level. Lr other words, policy makers in the central government have no longer

been able to closely monitor the behaviour of the policy implementers. After being

filtered down through China's administrative bureaucracy, policies are often severely

distorted by local goverrment officials who are promoting their own objectives

(Rozelle and Boisvert, 1993, p.339).

The decision making of the government agents involved in the implementation

of China's grain policy can be analysed using an optimization model similar to the one
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constructed for the policy makers. They derive benefits from competing objectives. The

most important ones are (i) promotion prospect in the political hierarchy, which

improves with their ability to successfully meet the procurement targets assigned by

higher-level authorities; and (ii) pecuniary rewards that can be reaped by deviating

from the stipulated policy, for example, through the misappropriation of earmarked

procurement funds for unauthorized uses. Since the emergence of rural industries in the

1980s, local leaders have been playing the dual role as managers of agriculture and

industry in their jurisdiction (Oi, 1939). Their adherence to stipulated policies incurs

high opportunity costs in terms of pecuniary benefits they could otherwise derive from

non-compliance. The regional branches of the Grain Bureau, which work in

collaboration with local govemments, face a similar dilemma. Balancing the benefits

and costs, these policy implementers decide on the degree of adherence to or deviation

from central policies.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to model the behaviour of these policy

implementers.6' I will only describe, using some actual cases, how their behaviour

leads to implementation problems of China's grain policies. Many of the policy failures

can be explained by the conflicts of interests between these agents and the central

govemment and among themselves, especially under the two-hack system in the post-

reform period. To put it simply, a policy may fail to deliver the intended outcome

because the implementers refuse to comply. The reasons for their non-compliance can

be grouped under two headings. First, the implementation costs that they have to incur

discourage them from adhering strictly to the stipulated policies. Second, the rent-

seeking opportunities lure them to deviate from the central directives. The more

difficult it is for the higher-level authorities to monitor their behaviour, the more likely

62 Rozelle and Boisvert (1993) give an insightful analysis of the trade-off among competing

objectives of village leaders, who are the implementers of China's grain policy at the lowest level of the

bureaucratic hierarchy,
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the implementers will pursue their own interests at the expense of the national

welfare.63

Implementation costs

The first reason for implementers to deviate from the stipulated policy is that

their adherence will add to their financial burden or jeopardizetheir pecuniary rewards'

Section 4.1 has examined the case of policy disequilibrium where incompatible policy

objectives create fiscal problem for the central government. If it cannot come up with

sufficient financial resources, it may pass some of the burden onto implementers. Since

the fiscal reforms that began in the 1980s, the central govemment has limited its

commitment to financing the 'grain bureau policy losses' only to a fixed amount. Local

govemments have since borne increasing current expenditure obligations. In particular,

local budgets have to incur over 70 percent of urban food subsidies for grain, oil and

meat, which become the largest single burden.6a As noted by Wong (1991), the partial

and uncoordinated fiscal reforms passed the fiscal crisis to the local level and worsened

the relations between the central and local govelnments, and among local governments.

Both the central govemment's attempts to contain the budget outlay incurred in grain

marketing and the local governments' devotion to industrial expansion reduced the

availability of procurement funds. The tightening resource constraint inevitably

impeded the implementation of the grain procurement policy.

6' Oi ltgeeb) notes that the leeway that allows local officials to deviate from central policies

varies with time and with level of adminishation. Full compliance would be the best sfrategy druing a

campaign in the central planning era when "all levels were under increased Pressure to ensure the correct

impÈmintation of policy (p.140)". At lower levels that are further removed from the centre, monitoring

would be more difficult ânã local officials would be less inclined to adhere shictly to the central policy'

uo These expenditures are recorded partly under the budgetary item of'price subsidies' and

partly under enterprise losses that are subtacted from revenue income (Wong, 1991)' Some of the

iubsidies involve fhe purchase of grain at negotiated prices but sold at rationed prices. In addition to

price subsidies, local governments also have to bear the costs of handling, transporting, storing and

processing ruban food grain, which "have long been (since 1971) counted as losses by commercial and

grain enterprises and are covered by local budgets (p.705)."
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The shortage of financial resources also affected the operations of the state

grain enterprises. Delay in disbursement of procurement funds from the governments

created difFrculties for these agents. Under the fiscal responsibility system, although the

central and local govemments reimbursed the 'grain bureau policy losses' arising from

the price reversal, the subsidies often arrived with time lags, creating liquidity problems

for these enterprises.ut It *as reported that 80 percent of their operating deficits in 1990

was the outstanding subsidies due from local governments (Zhang,1996,p.287). Local

govemments' failure to fulfrl their obligation was blamed for the mounting unpaid

subsidies to the Grain Bweau branches and their near bankruptcy in the late 1980s

(Cheng, 1999, p.109). The following cases illustrate how the central govemment's

attempts to reduce its budget commitments have created difficulties for the policy

implementers.

Tied sales of agricultural inputs (san gua gou) in 1987

Following the price liberalisation of cash crops and agricultural inputs,

especially chemical fertilisers, the opportunity costs of grain production surged in the

second half of the 1980s. Instead of relying solely on raising procurement prices to

induce quota fulfilment, poticy makers put forward in 1987 a complementary policy of

tied sales of chemical fertiliser and diesel fuel at subsidised prices, and the provision of

20o/o cash advances to farmers for their grain delivery. Theoretically speaking, given

unchanged sales prices, it would require the same amount of subsidies to induce quota

fulfilment by either increasing procurement prices or providing input subsidies to

farmers according to the quantity of grain they delivered to the state. In practice,

however, these two policies had different implications for the financial burden on the

central government.

ut Case studies that contain detailed description ofthe problems faced by state grain enterprises

in delayed reimbursement of policy deficits, accumulating outstanding loans from ABC and ADBC, and
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As already explained in Chapter 2, while the central government would have to

bear all the costs of upward adjustments in the state procurement prices, the costs of

tied sales would be shared equally between central and local governments. Adopting

this policy of input subsidies might release some of the pressure of raising grain

procurement prices further. But to do so would only shift the burden of the

implementation costs to the local governments and the state grain enterprises. The

'unclaimed policy losses', for which neither the central govemment nor the local

government was committed to take responsibility, resulted in insufficient provision of

inputs to meet the tied sales obligations and the drastic cut back in credit allocation in

1988 and 1989 (Sicular,l993i Cheng, 1999). The issue of IOUs to grain farmers in lieu

of cash was virtually a reduction in procurement prices, which discouraged farmers to

produce and deliver grain to the state.

Illegal suppression of grain prices

As noted earlier, the central government has been financing only part of the

grain subsidies since the fiscal reforms in the 1980s. The grain enterprises, together

with the local govemments, have to make up for the shortfall and bear the market risk.

Already weighed down by heavy losses due to inefficiency and policy obligations,

these enterprises cannot afford to adhere to the price support policy. A common

practice of the officials in the grain stations is to downgrade the grain delivered by

farmers and offer the price of lower-quality grain for their higher-quality varieties þta ji

ya jia), or to refuse to procure all the grain they deliver (Sicular, 1992, p'42; Yuan,

Igg4, p.4l). Such deviation from the pricing policy would undoubtedly hampered

farmers' incentives. The problem of insufficient financial resources has become even

more acute since 1997 when the central government launched a price support program

the 'triangular debts' among grain enterprises are available in Wang (1993).
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to safeguard grain farmers' income. I will discuss the problem again with reference to

that progfam in the next section on inter-regional conflicts of interests.

Collection of ad hoc levies from grain farmers

After the tax reform in 1994 where the central government attempted to

recapture a larger share of the fiscal revenuos, local governments, especially those at

lower levels in the rural areas, suffered from a shortfall of expendable resources and

had to explore alternative sources of revenues. The result was a proliferation of ad hoc

levies and fees imposed on farmers. In addition to the state tax, which is an agricultural

tax assessed on the basis of 'normal yield' and the land size, farmers also have to pay

township pooling funds (wu tongchou), village levies (san tiliu), as well as

miscellaneous levies, fees and fines to various government institutions at different

hierarchical levels (OECD, 2000,pp.122-23; Lin, et a1.,2002a)'

These levies are usually collected by the state-owned grain stations on behalf of

local governments from the payments due to farmers for their grain deliveries.

Although the state has made such practice illegal in recent years, the collection of ad

hoc levies still carry on under the coercions of local government officials. It is reported

that one threat used by the cadres of local governments is to replace the grain bureau

officials with someone else (China's Agricultural Development Report '98). The

excessive rural levies have been widely reported as one of the major factors leading to

rural out-migration and abandoned farmland (China Daily, 18 January 2000; MoA

Information Centre, 2I Apnl2000; Foodec.com, 17 September 2001). Although the

levies also apply to farmers growing other crops, the study by Lin et al. (2002a & b)

has revealed that the rural tax burden on farm households increases with their

obligation to deliver grain to the state. It is reasonable to expect these levies to have the

same adverse effect on grain farmers' incentives as suppressed procurement prices.
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Having to bear the costs of implementing the grain procurement policy but

constrained by a shortage of financial resources, the local governments and state grain

enterprises have no alternative but to deviate from the central directives. The above

three cases illustrate how the central government's attempts to reduce its fiscal burden

have created conflicts between itself and the local governments, between the local

governments and the state grain enterprises, and between these policy implementers

and farmers.

Uneven distribution of benefits and costs among regions

The second reason for implementers' non-compliance is the incompatibility

between central policies and local interests due to the uneven distribution of benefits

and costs among regions. Even if policy makers in the central government managed to

formulate appropriate procurement policies in line with regional differences in

comparative advantage, their objective regarding income redistribution might not be

compatible with the interests of local govemments. Strict adherence to the stipulated

policy might harm the general welfare of certain localities while benefiting others. Such

discrepancy between the national and local interests arises mostly in three areas,

namely, inter-regional grain transfers, the price support program adopted in 1997, and

the management of local grain stocks. The excessive burdens on grain surplus regions

discourage their governments from adhering to the stipulated policies.

Int er -r e gi on al gr ain tr an sfer s

Grain surplus regions, including provinces, prefectures, and counties, that have

comparative advantages in grain production have been producing more grain than they

need for own consumption whereas grain deficit regions that have comparative

disadvantages have to rely on additional supply from outside. If inter-regional grain

trade had been guided by market forces, it would have benefited all parties concerned.
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Unfortunately, most of the time the Chinese government has been regulating the

quantities and prices of such grain transfers. Under the unified procurement system,

inter-regional grain transfers between surplus and deficit regions were carried out at

transfer price set on the basis of the quota procurement price and hence was lower than

the market price. It created a disincentive effect on the surplus regions to follow the

central policy, which can be illustrated with Figure 7.1. To analyse the welfare impacts

of inter-regional grain transfer on different localities, I disaggregate the economy

analysed in Chapter 3 into one surplus region and one deficit region. Panels (a) and (b)

of Figure 7.1 depict the individual demand and supply curves of the surplus region and

the deficit region denoted by subscripts s and d respectively. Their horizontal

summations give the demand and supply curves of the whole economy as depicted in

Panel (c). When the regions adopt self-sufficiency policy, their respective market

equilibrium is at E, and 86. If free inter-regionaltrade exists with zero transaction cost,

then the equilibrium price will be at P*. At this price, the surplus region will export T

amount of grain to the deficit region. Both regions can enjoy a larger social surplus

compared with the case under regional self-suffrciency. In terms of Figure 7.I, the

social surplus of the surplus region and the deficit region will increase by the areas of

ABE' and IfVE¿ respectively.

Now consider the setting of procurement price and quota by the central

govemment. Suppose the procurement price is set at P nationwide, and any inter-

regional grain transfer is caried out at the price of F. Let Q, and Qa denote the

corresponding quotas on the respective MPP curves of the surplus region and deficit

region. It can be shown that if the central government instructs the surplus region to

transfer T units of grain to the deficit regions, the market equilibrium price in each

region will also be P*, at which the national social surplus will be maximized just as in
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the free market situation, But will the surplus region have any incentive to follow the

stipulated policy?

It can be easily verified that an amount of social surplus equal to (P*-P)xT

will be redistributed from the surplus region to the deficit region through the grain

transfer at price F. ttre net change in social surplus for the surplus region compared to

the case of regional self-sufficiency depends on the relative magnitude of area ABE'

and (P*- P )xT. The lower the procurement price relative to the equilibrium price, other

things being equal, the more likely will the surplus region incur a net loss from the

outward transfer of grain. On the other hand, the deficit region will always benefit from

the inward grain transfer.

Given the unequal distribution of benefit from inter-regional grain transfer, it

is reasonable to expect the two regions to react differently to the policy. While the

deficit region will be more than happy to comply, the surplus region will be less eager

to adhere skictly to the stipulated policy. In most cases the local govemments of

surplus regions would negotiate with the central government for a smaller quota or ask

for compensation in terms of other economic and political benefits (Guo and 'Wang,

1998, p.22). In the face of these conflicts of interests, the central policy makers

gradually decentralised the inter-regional grain transfer in the reform period and

allowed local governments of surplus and deficit regions to negotiate with one another.

With the more flexible arrangements under the two-track system, deficit regions might

procure directly from farmers in surplus regions at negotiated prices. But then their

procurement would compete directly with that of local grain bureau within the surplus

region. As long as the procurement price or the transfer price is below the market price,

exporting grain to deficit regions incurs a cost to surplus regions compared with

interregional trade at market price. The loss is especially substantial amidst serious
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grain shortages when surplus regions themselves have difficulty meeting their

procurement targets. Such inter-regionai conflicts of interests explain why 'grain'wars'

erupted in 1986 and 1988, where surplus regions erected barriers to prevent the outflow

of grain.

Price support program adopted in 1997

Another instance of incompatibility between central directives and local

interests was the price support program stipulated in November 1996 and implemented

since 1997 to safeguard grain farmers' income against falling market prices. Under this

program, local governments were instructed to buy surplus grain at protective prices

from farmers whenever market prices fell below the fixed procwement prices. The

protective price levels were set at a level more than20 percent above the market prices

(Huang, 1998; Lu, 1999). As described in Chapter 2, the policy losses arising from the

difference between the protective prices and the sales prices (market prices) would be

financed by the grain risk fund established using the central and local fiscal resources.

The implementation problem arises from the fact that such protective

procurement would be necessary only in grain surplus regions. On the one hand, due to

the lack of development of other more profitable production activities such as cash

crops and rural non-farm industries, surplus regions in China that specialise in grain

production are usually subject to a tighter fiscal constraint. On the other hand, some of

these local govemments could not see why they had to bear the responsibility of

stabilising grain prices for the whole nation. Therefore they were hesitant to implement

this price support policy (Price Yearbook of China 1997,p.21).

The following case sheds light on the dilemma faced by local govemments

concerning the price support policy. h 1999, when market prices of grain were below

the fixed procurement prices, many counties in Jiangxi Province did not carry out the
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policy of protective procurement. Instead, they reduced the procurement prices below

the protective prices. As Nanfeng County adhered to the price support policy, it

attracted inflow of grain from neighbouring regions. It ended up procuring more grain

than expected. However, under the 1998 directive of selling grain at higher than

procurement prices (shunjia xiaoshou),Nanfeng County found itself having difficulties

selling its grain because its prices were higher than in other regions that procured grain

at lower prices (Zhang and Liu, 2000).

Defiance from the price support progr¿rm became more significant and

widespread towards the end of the 1990s. It is reported in the Almanac of China's

Agriculture 2001 G,.II1) that the national ave:a1e procurement price in 1999 was 4 to

6 yuan below the protective price per 50kg of grain and the gap widened to around 10

yuan in 2000 compared with the stipulated protective prices of 57-59 yuan for winter

wheat in the northern region in 2000 and 54-60 yuan for mid- and late indica rice and

japonica rice in 1999 and 2000. The suppression of procurement prices would be more

severe in surplus regions.

Management of local grain stocks

Non-compliance due to the divergence between local and national interests also

occgrs in the administration of grain stocks, which in some cases complements the

price support program. Since the establishment of grain risk fund in 1994 to finance the

building of local grain stocks, local governments have been instructed to stabilize grain

prices by buying grain from the market when there is a surplus and selling from their

stocks to the market when there is a shortage. To guard their own interests, however,

local governments allow the regional branches of the Grain Bureau to take actions

contrary to the central directives. They hoard grain in shortages and sell from their

stocks at falling market prices (Guo and W*g, 1998, p.25).
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Such local-interest-oriented behaviour was most obvious in the two years

between the end of 1993 and 1995 when there was a severe grain shortage in China.

While the state sold from the central grain stock several times in an attempt to halt the

surge in grain prices, various local governments accumulated more stocks instead. In

1994 and lgg5, the local grain stocks increased from 10 to 15m.m.t. in Guangdong

Province, and from 3.3 to 8m.m.t. in Hebei Province. When there is a market glut, as

the one prevailing since 1996, local governments rely on the central government to

absorb surplus grain from the market but refuse to reach the target level of local grain

stocks stipulated by the state (ibid.). Their deviation from the central directives has

aggravated the volatility of grain prices rather than stabilising them.

Rent-seeking behaviour of local authorities

While the first two reasons for non-compliance on the part of policy

implementers are related to the implementation costs they have to bear, the third reason

stems from the rent-seeking behaviour. The distortions of the regulated grain prices

have created rent-seeking opportunities for the local authorities involved in grain

distribution. Their attempts to increase their own benefits, sometimes even at the

expense of their localities, have resulted in their non-compliance. Self-serving

behaviour falls into mainly three areas, namely, deviations in procurement policies,

deviations in sales policies, and misappropriations of procurement funds, where the

first two quite often coincide with the last one.

Deviations in procurement policies

A common self-serving behaviour of local governments in the shortage period

was to impose additional quotas for grain delivery and sell the extra amount of grain on

the market to reap profits. In some cases they could add on 5 to l0 percent of the

original quota (Ke, 1995, p.46). Another coÍrmon practice for the state grain
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enterprises to seek rent in collaboration with the local government is to suppress

procurement prices. To take advantage of the central govemment's commitment to

offering subsidy to fill the wedge between the higher procurement price and the lower

rationed sales price, some of these policy implementers suppressed the procurement

price and pocketed a portion of the subsidy they claimed from the central government

for fixed-quota procurement. Such behaviour ended up extracting excessive producer

surplus from farmers aggravating the problem of income inequality, and also

undermining farmers' production incentives. One disclosed incidence was the grain

bureau in Laohekou City in Hubei Province, which illegally reduced the procurement

prices of wheat and rice ín 1997. By falsifying these procurements as at protective

prices, the officials pocketed the price differentials of over 1.6 million ytan (People's

Daily,19 July 1998),

Some grain authorities suppressed the procurement price in a more roundabout

way. It was reported ín People's Daily (8 June 1998) that a grain bureau allowed its

subsidiaries (private traders) to procure directly from farmers at low prices and then

reap a profit from reselling to grain stands at protective prices. Some grain stands

provided layoff employees with 5,000 to 10,000 yran of capital so that they could

operate as private grain traders procuring from farmers. Then the grain stands and these

former employees shared the proceeds from the price differentials. A1l these rent-

seeking behaviour invariably redistributes income from grain farmers to the

government agents involved in grain distribution.

Deviations in sales policies

V/hile deviations in procurement policies harm grain farmers, deviations in

sales policies harm the state budget mostly and they usually coincide with

misappropriation of procurement funds. The latter often takes the form of unreported

sales by grain surplus regions to deficit regions. One disclosed case was the grain
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bureau in Xuhua City in Heilongjiang Province. It transferred I20 million ¡ruan's worth

of grain to Dalian in September 1996 without properly recording this outward transfer.

It then sold the grain at low price and deposited the proceeds of 96 million yuan into a

newly created bank account. An amount of over 91 million yuan was misappropriated

for the construction of guesthouses, offices, staff quarters, purchases of vehicles, and

loans to subsidiaries (People's Daily,l9 July 1998)'

Despite the reform of China's grain distribution system since 1998 that

commands grain bureaus to sell grain at higher-than-procurement price, some of them

ignored the instruction but sold the procured grain at low prices to private traders

getting kickbacks in return. Sometimes the grain authorities in surplus regions

disguised these illegal sales as relocation of excess grain stock to be stored in

neighbouring grain deficit regions. All the expenses on transportation, rent, etc. were

reported as operating deficits to be financed by policy loans from ADBC (People's

Daily, S June 1998).

Mis appropríations of procurement funds

There were two reasons for the failure of the local governments in the late

1980s to pay farmers in full for their grain delivery and to deliver subsidised inputs

under the tied sales program. The first one was the insufficient resources provided by

the central government, which has been discussed earlier in this chapter. The second

reason was the implementers' misappropriation of the designated resources. In

particular, it was quite common for local governments to divert the procurement funds

and concession loans earmarked for grain procurement to investments in rural

industries.

The dual role of state grain enterprises under the two-track system has also

induced misappropriation of procurement funds. They were motivated to reallocate
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resources to the profit-making negotiated transactions at the expense of the loss-bearing

policy hansactions. In the second half of the 1980s, branches of the Grain Bureau in

some regions diverted the concession loans from ABC designated for fixed-quota

procurement to negotiated procurement instead (Cheng, 1999). The problem

deteriorated further in the 1990s. It was reported that the total amount of

misappropriated bank loans rwas up to 80 billion yuans at the end of 1997 (Jingii

Cankno Bao (Economic Reference News), 15 June 1998). Together with the operating

deficits of 48 billion yuan in1997 (Peopte's Daily,8 June 1998), this undue burden on

the financial system prompted the state to launch the grain distribution reform in 1998.

The following cases reported in the Chinese media would shed more light on the nature

and magnitude of the problem.

The grain bureau in Zhengyang County in Henan Province over-reported the

amount of procurement and grain stocks in 1997. It claimed over 3 million yuan of

fiscal subsidies for falsified excessive grain stock and over 40 million yuan of

procurement loans from the ADBC (People's Daily,19 July 1998). In another case, the

grain enterprise Shanghai Pudong Cereal and Oil Corporation diverted more than 80

percent out of a total of almost one billion yuan of procurement loans to the

construction of a hotel, apartments and other real property developments, as well as

non-gtain transaction s (P eople's D aily, 21 JuIy 1 9 9 8)'

The decentralisation of administration in the reform process has deprived the

central govemment of a significant amount of control at the local level. The

asymmetric information has made it very difficult for the central government to prevent

rent-seeking behaviour that usually involves collusion between state grain enterprises

and local governments. Under the pressure of local governments, officials of ADBC

that are charged with the duty to monitor the use of procurement funds have often

failed to do their job. For example, regarding the falsified claim of procurement loans
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by the grain bureau in Zhengyang County, the local branch of ADBC was blamed for

the lack of supervision over this grain enterprise (People's Daily,19 July 1998).

CS

CSo c'
CS'

PS
o PS',PSo* PSo

Ftcunn T.2EwrotrATIoN oF FARMER's wEIFARE

The rent-seeking behaviour of government agents has seriously harmed

farmers' welfare and reduced their incentives to produce grain. It has also created a

mounting burden on the fiscal and financial system of China. In particular, the policy

implementers somehow managed to exploit the protective price policy to their own

advantage. 'Watson and Findlay (1999, p.28) point out that the state grain enterprises

were "able to use the interaction of (protective) prices, market prices, input subsidies

and quality variations to maximize (their) profits and to capture transfers intended for

the producers".66 Regardless of the grain distribution reform implemented in 1998,

exploitation of farmers still prevails today through similar manipulation of procurement

policies and illegal collection of ad hoc levies at local level. In terms of the model of

grain policy formulation, the actual welfare distribution between grain producers and

66 Although Watson and Findlay's remark referred to the 'guaranteed' prices set in 1993, it
applies equally to the protective prices implemented later in 1997.
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users is not on the welfare frontier but below it. The sifuation can be illustrated with

Figure7.2.

Figure 7 .2 is a reproduction of Figure 6.2 in which the welfare trade-off AWN

shows the combinations of producer surplus of grain farmers and the consumer surplus

of grain users when the grain distribution system is functioning efficientþ with

government agents involved deriving a return compatible with their services provided.

Suppose the state has stipulated a price support program to maintain grain farmers'

welfare at the level of PSo. The analysis in Chapter 6 concludes that the welfare

distribution will be at point C', where a government subsidy of CC' will be required if

grain users are not willing to pay anything higher than the market price. Incorporating

all the problems analysed in this chapter into the model, we will see a very different

picture. With all sorts of rent-seeking activities conducted by the local governments in

collaboration with the state grain enterprises, the subsidies end up in the pockets of

these officials instead of going to grain farmers. Worse still, the excessive agricultural

levies imposed by local governments erode their welfare further. The actual welfare

distribution of grain producers and grain users will be given by a point such as F in

Figure 7.2, atwhich producer surplus is only at PS'. The level of consumer surplus is

lower than the free market level of CSo* because of the ineffîciency of the state grain

distribution system. The inefficiency and rent-seeking activities of the system have

deprived the grain producers and users of a combined welfare of (CSo* - CS') + (PSo -

PS').ut

By examining various problems China has encountered in the implementation

of its grain policy, Sections 7.1 anó 7 .2 explaínwhy the state grain distribution system

has not been working smoothly. The next section looks at another type of problem, that

67 It should be noted that the income distribution at point C' in Figure 7.2 is supported by a
government subsidy of PSo - PSs*, which is equal to CC'.
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is, the unsatisfactory coordination between domestic grain marketing and grain trade

policies.

7.3 Coordination problems between domestic and trade policies

Despite the adherence to the grain self-sufÍiciency policy stance, international

trade is an indispensable element of grain policy formulation in China. While imports

of grain have been the last resort to fill domestic shortages, grain exports was once an

important source of foreign exchange earnings to the Chinese government in the central

planning era. Since the central planning era, policy decisions regarding grain trade have

been made in conjunction with those of domestic production and distribution at the

highest level within the central government. The quantities of grain imports and exports

are determined by the State Council in collaboration with the State Planning and

Development Commission on the basis of the projected imbalance between domestic

production and use as well as the planned accumulation or release of grain stocks. Then

the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC) allocates the

specified amounts of trade quotas by issuing import and export licences to China's

foreign trade corporations, most of the time COFCO only, and supervises their

operations. The operations of these foreign trade corporations are supposed to

complement those of the local grain authorities to balance domestic demand and

supply. Unfortunately, the complexity and the lack of coordination in the policy

formulation have sometimes led to incompatible domestic and external grain policies.

As noted by OECD (2000, p.727), "the sheer number of agencies involved in

grain trade and their complicated matrix of responsibilities make the system far too

slow to deal efficiently with swift changes in international markets." For example,

when world prices for corn increased and the domestic price declined in May and June

1996, the north-eastern provinces in China could have reaped large windfall profits by
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exporting to world markets. But the rigid planning procedure took all the ministries and

agencies a long time to arrive at a consensus to change the annual export plan. By that

time world prices had dropped back below domestic prices and the opportunity was

missed.

Coordination problems between domestic and trade policies also arise from the

distortions created by price regulations. A more detailed description of the price

determination mechanism helps to clarify the nature of the problems. While the import

and export prices are negotiated between COFCO and the foreign exporters or

importers, the transfer prices between COFCO and the Grain Bweau are fixed by the

state independent of what COFCO has paid or received for these traded grains.

Imported grains are transferred from COFCO to the provincial grain bureaus at the

'government fixed imported grain transfer prices'.68 Grains to be exported are

transferred from provincial grain bureaus that procure the grain to COFCO at the

'government fixed exported grain transfer prices'.6' As u result, the transfer price that

COFCO pays for domestically procured grain may not reflect its opportunity cost, that

is, the domestic market price. For example, in 1994 COFCO exported corn at a price of

around US$85 per ton whereas this corn \ilas procured at quota price of US$65 and

could have been sold on domestic market at US$120 (Tuan and Cheng,1999, p.15).

Although COFCO made a good profit for the state from the sales of corn on the world

market, the exported corn should have been retained for domestic consumption to

maximise social surplus in China. Coupled with price distortions, the lack of

ut The 'government fixed imported grain transfer prices' are generally based on the average

procurement prices for the same type of grain procured in nine cities: Dalian, Qinghuangdao, Tianjin,

Qingdao, Lianyungang, Shanghai, Xiamen, Zhanjiang, and Guangzhou (Crook, 1999b).

un The 'govemment fixed exported grain transfer prices' are the sum of the fixed procurement

price paid for the export grain in the relevant province, and a price differential that reflects quality

variations and additional grain processing costs required to meet export standards and conhact

requirements (Crook, 1 999b).
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coordination between COFCO and the grain authorities is yet another reason for

misallocation of resources.

7.4 Hurdles to reform of China's grain distribution system

Despite policy makers' attempts to rectify China's grain distribution system,

prevailing problems stemming from the formulation and implementation of grain

policies have hindered welfare maximization. The inefficient operations of state grain

enterprises have made grain distribution unnecessarily costly.i0 The persistent rent-

seeking activities conducted by the local governments and the state grain enteqprises

reveal the absence of an effective supervisory mechanism to monitor the behaviour of

these policy implementers, which has turned these government agents into the major

beneficiaries of various policy changes. Due to the distorted incentives inherent in the

quota procurement system and the prohibitive monitoring costs of its operations, it is

not a cost-effective tool for the government to safeguard farmers' welfare and maintain

their incentives to c¿üïy on producing grain. While the installation of such a system in

the central planning era was understandable under the Chinese goveÍrment's pursuit of

its heavy industry-oriented development strategy, its continuous existence is harder to

justify given the drastic changes in economic circumstances and national goals. The

abolition of the system may be the last resort to tackling the implementation problems.

The analyses in Chapter 6 have shown that China's accession to WTO may

have created a golden opportunity for the Chinese government to liberalise the grain

distribution system and allow the market a full play. Under certain conditions as

specified in Section 6.3, the abolition of the quota procurement system will benefit both

70 Despite the attempt to reform the distribution system, it was estimated that the operating

deficits of the itate grain enterprises would amount to 34.8 billion yuan in 1998. Together with an

estimated fiscal subsidy of 30 billion yuan for inter-regional grain transfers and an interest subsidy of
1.35 billion for procurement loans, the financial burden would add up to a total of over 66 billion yuan

(Huang, 1998).
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farmers and grain users. However, it is apparent that such a change will badly hurt the

government agents whose welfare hinges on the existence of this distribution

mechanism. Although the Chinese government will not strictly abide by the Pareto

criteria when it comes to making policy adjustments, it cannot afford to push for some

exceedingly abrupt changes that will displease a large group of people for fear of

arousing social and political disruptions. The difficulties China's policy makers face in

their attempts to reform the state grain system is no different from those associated with

the reforms of the state-owned enterprises. And it is a widely held view that China's

accession to WTO will help to overcome the persistent obstacles to rectifying these

inefficient and loss-ridden enterprises.

In reforming the grain distribution system, the Chinese leaders have to balance

the benefits of various interest groups represented by different departments within the

government including the Grain Bureau, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of

Finance, etc. The strongest resistance to the dismantling of the state grain system comes

from the Grain Bureau for obvious reasons. Local governments that still have a heavy

stake in the agricultural sector are not ready to relinquish their control over grain

distribution either.Tl It is believed that the external political forces exerted by other

WTO members on China's domestic and trade policies have helped to overcome this

barrier. That may be why grain distribution reform has taken on increased momentum

since August 2001. However, as already pointed out in Chapter 2, the absence of a

well-integrated marketing network, coupled with the backward development in the

necessary transportation infrastructure and financial system to facilitate regional

specialization, hinders the realizatíon of the potential gain from the reform. It is

extremely difficult to predict accurately whether China will forge ahead with the

7t Personal interview in July 2000 with Han Jun, CASS-RDI.
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curïent líberalization move or if there will be policy retrenchment as has occurred

numerous times in the past when serious problems emerged.

One crucial determinant of the future development of China's grain policy is the

position of the new leaders regarding the grain self-sufftciency policy stance. The

adherence to a high selÊsufficiency rate will necessitate either an increased provision

of assistance to grain farmers or the rectification of the rural levy system that has been

illegally exploiting them. Both of these options require complementary adjustments in

the current fiscal system.72 While the quota procurement system can be a channel for

the government to give out assistance to grain farmers, its abolition and the consequent

removal of the channel for collecting ad hoc levies from farmers may ease the

implementation of the rural tax reform. On the other hand, if the Chinese leaders relax

the grain self-sufficiency policy by, for example, confining it to food grain only, then

the subsequent reallocation of rural resources may help improve farmers' income by

allowing them to switch to other higher-return crops or non-agricultural production.

The smaller need to assist grain farmers implies less pressure on the govemment

budget. It should be noted that efficient resource reallocation requires complementary

institutional changes. Reforms in the hukou system and the land tenure system are

required to facilitate the necessary relocation of labour between regions and sectors.

However, the removal of these long-standing barriers to factor movements, especially

the hukou system, may not be deemed desirable by the governments of largely urban

and more industrialised j urisdictions.

In this chapter, we have seen that the prohibitive costs of collecting necessary

information for the formulation of optimal procurement policy and the lack of an

i2 Regarding the safeguard of rural incomes, it has been specified n the 2002 Finance Minister

Reports that the experimental reform of taxes and administrative charges will be extended to all rural

areãs in 2003. Accoiding to the 2003 Budget, a total of 30.5 billion yuan will be designated in the central

budget for funding this reform.
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effective monitoring mechanism within the Chinese govemment to ensure policy

compliance have rendered the quota procurement system far from effective. However,

reforming the grain distribution system in China is an extremely complex issue with

far-reaching implications for various sectors of the economy. Despite the benefits it can

bring to the economy as a whole, strong resistance is bound to emerge in those sectors

and regions that will be hurt by the related adjustments. 'Whether the policy makers will

forge ahead with the reform depends on the size of the net benefit of such an endeavour

and their ability to compensate those losers sufficiently. Even if the liberalization of the

grain distribution system is deemed necessary, policy makers' perception of the current

economic circumstances and the prevailing political configurations, and the subsequent

adjustment in their priority of competing national goals will determine the pace of the

reform.
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CH¿.-P.TER8
CoxcLUsIoN

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a coherent theoretical framework to analyse the

formulation of grain procurement policy for the entire history of the PRC. An

optimization model is constructed to capture the preferences of China's policy makers

regarding the competing objectives of sectoral income distribution and food security, as

well as the factors governing the trade-off between these two objectives and the choice

of policy instruments. While the model is built upon a two-track system that has

prevailed only since 1985, this analytical tool can still be applied to the pre-reform

period when market transactions were prohibited most of the time. In this concluding

chapter I first summarize the major findings of this thesis. Section 8.2 then discusses

some policy instruments that are going to be increasingly important in China's pursuit

of its national goals of grain self-sufficiency and sectoral income distribution. Section

8.3 identifies areas for further research.

8.1 Major findings of the thesis

The optimizationmodel developed in this thesis to analyse China's grain policy

formulation in the context of a closed economy has generated a number of interesting

results. First of all, similar to the conclusion of Sicular (1988) and Lau et al. (2000) that

the two-track system can achieve efficient resource allocation, this thesis shows that the

quota procurement system that allows farmers to sell surplus grain on the market after

delivering their quota can redistribute income from grain producers to grain users

without any distorting effect on the total output of grain. V/ith the procurement price set

at a level sufficient to induce quota fulfilment, the system can achieve the same social
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welfare as that under a free grain market. Under the central planning system where

market transactions rwere forbidden from time to time, however, there was a lack of

incentive for farmers to sell more grain than the assigned quota. Coupled with the lack

of necessary information for the policy makers to set appropriate procurement price and

quota, the deficient incentive system would render efficient resource allocation

impossible.

The rest of the results derived from the optimization model shed light on the

impacts of the various factors governing the trade-off between policy objectives and the

choice of instruments on the formulation of the procurement policy. The study of the

policy makers' preferences regarding the size of the procurement quota gives rise to the

second interesting result. When their utility increases with the procurement quota,

which would be the case where food security is perceived as a pressing problem, it is

found that the grain procurement price will always be set at its minimum level that is

required to induce quota fulfilment, whether government subsidies are available or not.

This finding solves the puzzling observation of suppressed procurement prices

prevailing prior to 1997 despite the pronounced intention of the central government to

safeguard grain farmers' welfare since the early 1990s. On the other hand, when policy

makers are indifferent to an increase in the procurement quota, as in the case where

grain shortage has ceased to be a threat towards the end of the 1990s, grain farmers

may be paid more than the minimum price. Depending on policy makers' preferences

regarding sectoral income distribution, farmers can be paid more than the market price

in the presence of govemment subsidies.

The third major finding of this thesis, regarding the impact of the fiscal

constraint on grain policy formulation, is rather straightforward. If policy makers prefer

a larger procurement quota, then a tighter constraint will result in a smaller

procurement quota and a lower procurement price. If policy makers are indifferent to
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an increase in procurement quota, then a reduction in fiscal outlay will lead to

downward adjustment in the procurement price and upward adjustment in the sales

price while leaving the quota unchanged.

Fourthly, depending on whether the farmers are paid the minimum procurement

price or something better, an increase in costs may or may not affect the procurement

price. In the case where policy makers prefer a larger procurement quota, higher

production costs will cause a downward adjustment in the quota size whereas the

procurement price may remain unchanged for small increases in costs but rise with

larger increases in costs.

Lastly, based on the political-economy literature on agricultural and trade

policies, I make a conjecture that Chinese policy makers' preferences have become

increasingly in favoru of grain farmers at least in recent years. The policy implication

of such a change in preferences is that both the procurement price and sales price will

rise, other things being equal. Procurement quota wilt be unaffected if policy makers

are indifferent to a change in the quota size. If they prefer a latger quota, then the

procurement quota wilt be adjusted upward together with the prices.

With some modifications to accommodate international trade, the model also

sheds light on the impacts of China's accession to WTO on its grain sector. Contrary to

the widely held view that the grain sector will be among those badly injured by China's

commitments to market access expansion, this thesis shows that China's IVTO

accession may produce Pareto superior results that benefit grain users and grain

producers alike. Depending on the pre-trade welfare distribution and the amount of

grain imports, WTO accession may not hurt grain farmers at all if it is accompanied by

a complete líberalization of the domestic grain distribution system. In particular, the

poorer the grain farmers ate, oÍ the more income has been redistributed from them to
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grain users, the more likely China's accession to WTO can also benefit grain farmers.

An important policy implication is that the V/TO accession provides China with a

golden opportunity to abolish the state grain procurement system and rid the state of the

heavy fiscal burden.

Another conclusion of the analysis of China's accession to WTO is that the

Chinese government's attempt to safeguard grain producers' welfare from the influx of

imports need not drain fiscal resources, which is contrary to the assertion that the

supply of agricultural assistance will be constrained by the fiscal capacity of the

Chinese govemment (see, for example, Fang et al., 2002, p.33). The reason for the

difference between the above results and the common wisdom is that the analyses in

this thesis are based on China's current quota procurement system whereas the other

studies may not have given this special feature its due attention. Conclusions derived in

a free market context may be wide off the mark as China's grain distribution is still

tightly regulated.

Despite the fact that the above results are derived from the optimization model

abstract from information and implementation costs, they appear to be consistent with

the observed evolution of China's grain policy. To explain the numerous policy

failures, this thesis also conduct a systematic analysis of the problems arising in the

process of formulating and implementing grain policies in China. The first type of

problems stems from the lack of information that is required to set the 'right'

procurement quotas or prices to achieve the policy objectives without jeopardizing

allocative efficiency. The second type of problems arises from the deficient monitoring

mechanism within the government that fails to ensure strict adherence to the stipulated

policy. It should be noted that the discrepancies between the actual outcomes and the

policy implications derived in the optimization model due to the lack of perfect

information and the implementation problems do not nullify the theoretical findings in
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this thesis. The model remains to be a valid framework to analyse how policy makers in

China formulates grain policy on the basis of the perceived behaviour of other agents

involved.

By highlighting the conflicts between the policy targets of sectoral income

distribution and grain self-sufficiency, which emerged in the central planning era when

the Chinese government adopted heavy industrialization as the over-riding national

goal, this thesis provides a systematic analysis of the dilemma faced by the policy

makers in the setting of grain procurement prices. The ideological belief of the Chinese

leadership has not only dominated the setting of national goals but also always

govemed the choice of policy instruments. It explains why the quota procurement

system was installed in the central planning era. It was because the political leaders'

ideological considerations had ruled out altemative policies that rely more on the

market mechanism and international trade, which were perceived to create much higher

political costs. As noted by Perkins and Yusuf (1984, p.76), "political objectives (have

enjoyed) primacy over economic ones." To China's leaders, the high economic costs of

the quantity-based planning system could be justified by its political benefits. Ir

particular, the sacrifice that the agricultural sector had to make under the quota

procurement system for the national goal of heavy industrialization was worthwhile.

However, the economic circumstances and the political configurations in China

have changed drastically in recent years. The plight of grain farmers in terms of their

lagging incomes amid rapid growth in other sectors has increased policy makers'

concern for their welfare. In their discussion of the former Soviet Union, Sah and

Stiglitz (1992, p.88) assert that a higher concern for farmers would correspond to a

lower tax. The same applies to China in the reform period. Since the implementation of

protective procurement in 1997, the pricing policy has even switched from taxing to

supporting grain production, eliminating the conflict between the two national goals.
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While the 95%o grain self-sufficiency target may still persist, the goal of sectoral

income distribution has been reversed.T3 Now both of them call for higher grain prices.

This thesis shows that the extent to which the Chinese government can offer

price support to grain farmers depends on its fiscal capacity and the external political

constraint imposed by WTO. This international intergovernmental organization has

exerted increasing influences not only on China's trade policies but also on its domestic

marketing policies. These changing circumstances may catalyse a fundamental

reinvention of China's grain distribution system. To maintain grain farmers' production

incentives subject to the constraints of the WTO agreements, it is now imperative for

the Chinese govemment to rectify the rudimentary problems of the state-regulated grain

distribution system, that is, the distorting incentives and the ineffrcient operations of the

grain bureaus. The ultimate solution may be the complete dismantling of the quota

procurement system, which has been exploited by the govemment agents as a means to

capture transfers intended for grain farmers'

While the analysis in this thesis has identified the conditions under which V/TO

accession accompanied by a complete liberalization of the grain distribution system

will be beneficial to both grain farmers and users without having to tap fiscal resources,

the success of this ultimate grain distribution reform would hinge on the

implementation costs. The 'economic losers', namely the government agents involved

in the state grain distribution, would pose the greatest obstacles. China's policy makers

may find it extremely costly to compensate these agents for their losses, or the

govemment has to bear the risk of political turmoil. The perceived problems may be so

overwhelming that they weaken the political leaders' determination to reform and result

in policy retrenchment, as has happened numerous times in the past. As this thesis

t' Huaog et al. (1999, p.756) allege that the self-sufficiency policy is likely to remain as

"(n)ational defense, pride, and ideology will necessarily put a premium on maintaining a rough balance
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adopts a positive approach to the analyses of the formulation and implementation of

China's grain policy, it is beyond its scope to make suggestions as to how the current

grain distribution system should be rectified or how to overcome the impediments to

the abolition of the system. A voluminous literature has been devoted to these

important issues (see, for example, CASS-RDI,2000a & 2000b; Huang et al, 1999;

Huang and Rozelle,2}}2a;Nyberg and Rozelle,1999; Wang, 2002;Zhu et aI, 1999).

8.2 Alternatives after the quota procurement system

Based on the analyses in this thesis, we have reasons to believe that the

formulation of China's grain policy from now on will be largely guided by the national

goal of grain self-sufficiency. The attempts to safeguard farmers' incomes in recent

years are not mainly for income distribution consideration but to offer farm households

incentives to remain in grain production. To boost farmers' income for the sake of

income equity or social and political stability, it will be far more effective to allow

them to switch to other higher-return activities than to keep them in the grain sector. If

China's adherence to a high self-sufficiency rate necessitates agricultural assistance to

grain farmers, then one must also consider other alternative measures that may be more

cost-effective in boosting farmers' income than implementing protective procurement.

To achieve self-sufficiency in grain production at affordable costs, it takes more

than pricing, income or trade policies that protect grain farmers' welfare. The analysis

of China's grain policy will not be complete without any discussion of the alternative

economic measures that are likely to replace protective procurement to raise grain

farmers' incomes and thereby maintain their production incentives although such

measures are not the focus of this thesis. Given the distortionary effects of price

subsidies and the financial and extemal political constraints on domestic supports and

between domestic demand and supply".
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trade protections under the TVTO agreements, lowering the cost of grain production

may be a more feasible measure. Putting political costs aside, the most economical way

to reduce production costs is to remove the distorting institutions. China needs

complementary institutional changes to improve the overall efficiency of its resource

allocation. Another effective way to reduce the production costs is to adopt long-term

productivity-enhancing policies such as the investments in agricultural infrastructure,

R&D, and human capital of rural residents. Yet these non-distorting 'green-box

policies' also require substantial fiscal outlays from the central government budget to

win political support from local officials. And the amount incurred in their

implementation is not exempted from the 8.5% de minimis constraint on the Aggregate

Measurement of Support (AMS). Nevertheless, their growth-enhancing nature would

give a much higher economic payoff than an equal amount spent on price or income

support to grain farmers.

Institutional and structural changes to improve efficiency

After more than two decades of reforms, some distortions bequeathed from the

former centrally planned economy still persist in China. The most notable example is

the hukou system. Despite the fact that more than 100 million rural workers found

employment in the urban sector in the late 1990s (de Brauw et a1., 2002), the prevailing

discriminations against these migrant workers under the hukou system, which exclude

them from the urban social welfare benefits such as housing, education and health care,

still to a certain extent obstruct geographical and inter-sectoral labour movements.

Some institutions established since the economic reform have also impeded efficient

resource reallocation. In particular, the equalitarian distribution of fragmented land

under the Household Responsibility System has inhibited the realization of scale

economies. Together with the hukou system, this land tenure system has hindered the
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developments of factor markets, which in turns obstructs the equalization of marginal

products of factors among sectors'

Apart from the above institutional constraints on resource reallocation, distorted

incentives have been created in the reform process. As already discussed in the

previous chapter, fiscal decentralisation has resulted in regional protectionism and

under-investment in agriculture. All these distortions are impediments to efficiency

improvements in China unduly raising the cost of grain production. Interestingly,

China's WTO accession is becoming an external force that helps to overcome the

resistance from policy makers and implementers to remove these distortions as these

government agents come to realize the disadvantages of the existing economic structure

under the increasing threat of imports.

Institutional changes require complementary developments in the economic

structure. However, the absence of a well-integrated marketing network for grain will

obstruct the realization of the potential gain from a full-fledged grain distribution

reform. Regarding the extent of market integration in China, different researchers have

conflicting views. Some of them identify the lack of integration in grain markets and

attribute such a backward development to regional protectionism and poor

infrastructure resulting from the decentralízed fiscal system (Young, 2000; Zhou et al.,

2000). Other researchers allege that grain prices have moved together across regions

within China since the 1990s (Yu and Huang, 1998; Huang and Rozelle,2002b). The

discrepancies in their findings may be due to differences in data and estimation

methods. Adopting a ne\M approach to measure the multiple aspects of market

outcomes, Park et al. (2002) explain the apparent lack of growth in grain market

integration between 1988 and 1995 with infrastructure bottlenecks, lagging managerial

incentive reforms for the grain officials and backward market reforms in interior

regions in China. Although they disagree with Young's (2000) allegation that trade
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barriers have obstructed price co-movements in different regions,Ta they share the same

view with those researchers who identify a lack of market integration that

infrastructural developments are crucial to improving grain market performance.

Despite the lack of consensus regarding the degree of market integration, it is

likely that grain markets in China have grown more integrated over time since the

economic reforms.Ts However, it remains a question whether the impediments to inter-

regional trade have now been eradicated sufficiently to foster efnicient resource

allocation. To have regional specialization in line with comparative advantage, it is

necessary to develop an integrated nation-wide marketing network and improve the

transport system and communication system to facilitate the formation and

dissemination of market information and the distribution of grain. To what extent and

how quickly these desirable changes can be realized hinges on the effectiveness of the

fiscal system in mobilizing budgetary resources to the production of these public goods

that generate high economic payoffs for the whole nation but not necessarily for

individual localities. Undoubtedly China needs a comprehensive and well-coordinated

reform of the fiscal system to foster sustainable growth in agriculture in general and

grain production in particular.T6

The development of factor markets is also crucial to agricultural growth. In

particular, while private ownership of land is still infeasible due to ideological and

to The data of Park et al. (2002) end in 1995 and hence cannot reflect the changes since the

adoption of the Provincial Governor Responsibility System, which is believed to have created more

regional tade barriers (see Chapter 2).

75 Another study conducted by Carter and Lohmar (2002) on the extent of regional

specialization in China for 1981-1999 produces results that are contrary to the allegation ofincrease in
market integration. Based on eighteen agricultural commodities including meats, grains, cotton, etc',

Carter and Lohmar compile the index of regional specialization and furd that it fell over the period under

study with a notable downward shift occurring around 1994.

tu Some of the difficulties involved in the hscal reform have surfaced in the recent experience of
Anhui province in its experiment of 'converting levies to taxes'. While rural households' burden has

reduced and thei¡ grievances subsided, the fall in local revenues has aggravated local governments' fiscal
deficits and constrained thei¡ ability to finance public goods such as education, health services and basic

infrastructure maintenance (Huang and Rozelle, 2002a, p.l6).
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other considerations (Kung, 2002a), the land tenure reform that legalises land rental

transactions will help break several constraints on rural productivity (Zhao, 1999).

konically, it is noted that grain delivery quotas attached to land use rights have a

dampening effect on land rental transactions (Kung, 2002b). Thus the abolition of the

quota procurement system may complement rural land tenure reform to help improve

allocative efficiency and reduce the cost of maintaining high grain self-sufficiency in

China. In addition to encouraging private investments in agriculture and realizing scale

economies, some researchers believe that the land tenure reform may also increase

labour mobility by freeing rural surplus labourers from the tie to their land allotment

(Rawski and Mead, 1998; Lohmar, 2001).

Various findings show that rural labour markets have emerged in China

providing off-farm job opportunities to rural workers (Parish, et al., 1995; de Brauw et

a|,2002; Zhang et a1., 2002b).It is believed that such a development that shifts labour

from rural to urban areas and from agriculture to industry is not only important in

raising rural incomes, but also crucial to the modernisation of China (de Brauw et al,

2002). However, it is also noted that rural labour markets remain imperfect due to the

persistent institutional and administrative barriers (Parish, et al., 1995). To facilitate

efficient labour reallocation, the hukou system is undoubtedly an obstacle that needs to

be removed. The study of Anderson et al. (2002) of the impact of China's WTO

accession on the income inequality between the farm and non-farm sectors sheds light

on this issue. Applying the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) model, they estimate

that the abolition of the hukou system will increase farm out-migration by threefold and

that farmers' overall post-accession earnings from agriculture will significantly

improve over the altemative scenarios in which the hukou system is still in place. Their

results suggest that V/TO accession accompanied by labour market reform will not only
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increase the aggregate welfare gain, but also reduce income inequality and poverty in

China.

Investments in agricultural infrastructure, R&D, and human capital

Investments in a country's agricultural sector have the potential to stabilize the

domestic food economy and enhance food security. Timmer (1998, p'20$ points out

that this potential is greater in large countries that affect world prices when they import

and in rice-based economies because the world rice market is very thin and unstable.

Along this line of argument, investments that help raise labour productivity in the grain

sector would be a cost-effective way for the Chinese government to safeguard fatmers'

incomes. Based on the contrasting experiences of South and Southeast Asia between

1960 and the 1980s, Timmer (1991, p.25) concludes that agricultural investments will

be a successful measure to boost farm incomes only in the context of well-functioning

factor markets, urban-rural links, and a competitive industrial sector. And rural poverty

will not be eradicated until agricultural labour productivity rises significantly, which

requires an effective development strategy in both agriculture and industry to raise real

wages for unskilled workers. Timmer's assertion reinforces the importance of first

rectifying the distorting institutions and deficient economic structures in the Chinese

economy.

Recent studies on the rural economy of China also draw similar policy

implications regarding the importance of investments in agricultural public goods

including infrastructure, R&D, education and health ca¡e in maintaining agricultural

growth (Jin et aI.,2002;Rozelle and Huang,2000,Zhanget al., 2002a).Investments in

rural education and health care that boost human capital are crucial to the rural

economy in two ways. First, enhanced human capital increases one's ability to make

efficient adjustments in resource allocation to the changing economic environment.
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Second, better education and health increase the productivity of those who choose to

remain in the farming sector (Schultz, 1975).Increasing investments in rural human

capital is an effective way to safeguard farmers from the shocks that come with

domestic reforms and tù[TO accession. While various studies on rural incomes in China

show that the rates of returns to years of schooling may be modest, especially prior to

the mid-1990s, education is found to increase significantly rural workers' chance of

getting non-farm jobs (Parish, et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2002b)' These empirical

findings verify the importance of the 'allocative effects' of education to the rural

economy.

However, while improved access to non-farm employment is found to be an

effective way to reduce poverty and inequality in China's rural areas (Zhang et al.

(2002a), it may not serve the purpose of maintaining grain self-sufficiency. Based on

the past development of China's rural sector, Rozelle and Huang (2000) predict that

carefully managed investments in agricultural research and other infrastructure will

give the sector its biggest boost if self-sufficiency in grain remains a priority. Various

researchers point out that raising grain prices further is not a practical way of

improving farmers' income as many land-intensive products including wheat and corn

are a¡eady sold at prices near or higher than the world market levels' They recommend

the use of AMS in agricultural infrastructure instead (CASS-RDI,2000b,p.2; Huang

and Rozelle, 2002a, p.l7).Fan (2000) estimates that the annual rates of returns to

agricultural research investments ranged from 36 to 90 percent in 1997 in China and

expects the high return to rise further if investment funds can be maintained and used

efficiently.

The above studies have made important impacts on China's policy making in

recent years to speed up agricultural development. It is reported that a total of 189.7

billion yuâtr, accounting for 28.7 per cent of the total treasury bonds issued between
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1998 and 2OOl,was invested in agricultural infrastructure (China Information News,23

April 2003). The central government has also committed to allocating a larger share of

its future public investment funds to agriculture related projects such as water recovery,

storage, and delivery infrastructure, as well as the research and extension of water-

saving irrigation technology, high-yielding, high-quality, and technologically advanced

seed varieties. Complementary credit policy has been stipulated to provide China's

farmers more access to credit (Lohmar, 2001,p.4).

Following an increased commitment of the 2002 central budget to

comprehensive agricultural development, agricultural science and technology and anti-

poverty programs to adapt to changes emerging after China's accession to WTO

(Xiang, 2002), China is set to develop its rural sector in the same direction in the

coming year. [rcreased budgetary funds and treasury bond funds have been committed

in the 2003 Budget for the following areas: (i) the extension of rural taxation reforms to

increase transfers to the local rural govemments; (ii) construction of infrastructural,

educational, medical and health facilities in the countryside; (iiÐ ecological

improvement; (iv) rural anti-poverty programs; (v) extension of improved strains of

crops; and (vi) establishment of a quality and safety standard system and an inspection

system for agricultural products (People's Daily Online,6 March 2003).

Again, whether these budget outlays will bring the intended results that can

justify the costs depends on the formulation as well as the implementation of the

policies. It is very plausible that inappropriately formulated measures fail to tackle the

problem but enable the implementers to divert transfers to themselves, repeating the

same old problems discussed in Chapter 7. One concem raised by Zhang et al. (2002a)

is that the continued fur¡relling of funds to activities without properly addressing the

fundamentals problems of the fiscal revenue shortages of poor areas may distort

resource allocation decisions :ather than promote growth. The ambitious south-north
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water diversion project launched in October 2002 may be another example of sub-

optimal use of fiscal resources in the presence of distorted incentives' Many argue that

increasing the prices of water and charging the use of water by volume rather than by

the area of irrigated land can resolve the existing bad resource management and are

more cost-effective ways to tackle the water shortage problem (Lohmar et al., 2003).

Due to the huge economic and social costs of the water diversion project, (while the

total cost of the project is estimated at US$60 billion, the environmental impact is

harder to assess,) some doubt whether it is the best policy to tackle the water shortage

problem in the northern region.

However, the more efficient solutions could be politically less viable than the

massive project as the former require improved public govemance especially at the

local level, which may involve closing down polluting factories and promoting new

tlpes of agricultgre. As noted by Binswanger and Deininger (1997) regarding the

resistance to institutional changes, policy makers usually find it less costly to

administer politically motivated transfers of resources within existing institutional

mechanism than by creating new ones. All in all, domestic institutional and political

structures will remain as the primary factors governing the formulation and

implementation of agricultural and grain policies in China and may continue to obstruct

the adoption of efficient measures.

Biotechnology in China

Biotechnology in China's food production deserves a separate discussion due to

its tremendous potential contribution to food security in China. The Chinese

govemment has enthusiastically backed biotechnology research since the mid-1980s

and has developed the largest public plant biotechnology capacity outside of North

America (Huang et al., 2002a). Technologies of genetically modified organisms
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(GMOs) have been applied to rice, wheat and com, as well as cotton and other food

crops. Some researchers indicate that the allocation of a large share of China's biotech

research frurds to increasing yield and pest resistance in rice and other food crops

reflects the government's concerns about food security (Gale et a1., 2002). Yet China

seems to be taking a cautious approach to the commercialization of the major

transgenic food crops. GM varieties of most of China's major crops have been

developed, but only a few have been approved for commercial use. Some researchers

attribute the more cautious approach taken by China since 1998 to the influence of the

global debate on GM crops (Huan g et al, 2002b). Apparently the responses of EU and

other East Asian countries to GM products will have an important impact on China's

policy making regarding GM commercialization'

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to include a detailed discussion of the

impacts of the commercializalíon of GM food products in China. I would only quote

some of the studies conducted by other researchers and briefly discuss the implications

of GMO technology for the grain policy in China, especially with reference to the

national goal of grain self-sufficiency. To assess how the advent of GMO technology

would alter the political economy of grain policy in China, one need to answer the

following questions under two different circumstances. First, when the importing

countries do not ban GM foods from China, will China specialise more and export GM

foods while at the same time viorry less about importing some other agricultural items

including certain grain crops? In particular, now that the commercialization of various

GM rice is technically ready (Huang et al., 2002b), will China export more GM rice

and import more wheat and corn with the increased foreign exchange earnings?

Second, if oíher countries ban the imports of GM foods, will GM technology enable

China to maintain self-sufficiency in grain production at an affordable cost?
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Some simulation studies using the GTAP model to estimate the productivity,

welfare and trade impacts of GM adoption on the Chinese economy can help shed light

on the above questions. Assuming a Hicks-neutral technological shift resulting from

GM application to rice, cotton, corn and soybean, Anderson and Yao (2001) conclude

that the welfare effects on China are tremendous but the actual gains depend on the

policy stance regarding GM foods of the importing countries, especially China's

Northeast Asian neighbours. Based on a land and labour-saving GM technology for rice

and cotton, Huang et al. (2002b) estimate that the macro economic gains will far

exceed the public expenditures on biotech research. Their findings show that the

majority of the gain from adopting GM rice is realized within China, which will be

unaffected by the potential ban on GM food products imposed by its trade partners such

as the enlarged EU, Japan, Korea and Southeast Asia. Huang et al. suggest that China

should continue to promote its biotechnology and commercialize its GM food crops.

While these simulation studies are important steps towards the formulation of

appropriate policy regarding GM adoption, one must interpret their findings with

caution especially with reference to the various assumptions implicit in the GTAP

model such as full employment and perfect mobility of labour and capital across

domestic sectors. The bias in the simulation results due to these assumptions cannot be

eliminated completely although the researchers are also aware of the potential pitfalls

and hence modify the model whenever possible with updated data from GTAP and

other sources to better reflect the behaviour of the subject under study. Even after

making allowance for inaccuracy in the simulation results of the GTAP models,

however, one cannot deny the signifrcant potential contribution of GM adoption to

China's productivity in grain. The commercialisation of GM foods is likely to alleviate

the political tensions within China resulting from the V/TO-induced structural

transformation.
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To reflect China's enactment in 2002 of three new regulations on biosafety

management, trade and labelling of GM farm products, Huang et al. (2002b) also study

the scenario in which China exercises tabelling requirement for imported GM soybeans

and domestically produced GM rice. The installation of the labelling system for both

imported and domestic crops is to comply with the GATT principle of 'national

treatment'. Despite the welfare cost of labelling, Huang et al. still observe a substantial

welfare gain from the adoption of GM crops. While they consider the impact of

labelling on the production side, they have not incorporated the impact of labelling on

the demand for GM foods. Based on an experimental auction to elicit consumers'

willingness to pay for GM-labelled and standardlabelled foods, Tegene et al. (2003)

show that consumers are willing to pay less for a food items produced with

biotechnology. Such negative consumer attitude will discount the gain from GM

commercializatíon. One option for China to reduce consumers' resistance is to focus on

the development of the traits such as drought, cold, and salinity tolerance with naturally

occurring substances like sugar in the re-engineering process. Such transgenic food

crops are likely to be more palatable to critics of GM foods. For the low-income

households in China, biosafety and labelling may be less of a concern. They may

embrace GM foods for their low prices. As accessibility and affordability are two

important elements of food security, GM technology can no doubt help improve

China's food security.

Although Huang et al. (2002b) suggest that the Chinese government should put

less weight on the intemational dimension in their decision making regarding

biotechnology development, earlier discussions in this thesis have already highlighted

the importance of external or international constraints on China's policy making. The

policy stance regarding GM food development is no exception. In response to

international consumer resistance to GM foods, the Chinese government arurounced in
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April 2001 the temporary fteeze on nerw GM commercial releases. Some observers

assert that commercial calculations may lead China to adopt a GM-free policy to

protect its grain exports to its Northeast Asian neighbours where anti-GM preferences

prevail (Paarlberg, 2002). China's concsm for its exports is likely to impede the

commercializatíon of GM food crops.

Regarding domestic consumption, GM technology can be a two-edged sword to

China. While its application to food crop production can be a potent solution to China's

food security problem, the obligation to offer national treatment to other WTO

members implies that China cannot use the technical balriers to trade to blockade GM

food imports from its hade parûrers, most notably the US. Although the welfare impact

of GM food development is definitely positive for all countries concerned þutting

aside the biosafety concerns), the implication for China's grain self-sufficiency rate is

uncertain. The commercializatíon of GM crops may undermine China's grain selÊ

sufficiency if it does not boost China's food exports sufficiently to compensate for the

possible surge in GM food imports from the US, which may continue to have a cost

advantage over China due to its more advanced stage of development in GM

technology. Again, political considerations that favour selÊsufficiency may enjoy

primacy over economic ones preventing the achievement of food security by the low-

cost option of GM application.

8.3 Future research priorities

The contribution of this thesis is the coherent framework it develops to analyse

how China's grain policy has evolved over time under the influences of the most

crucial factors governing the policy formulation. Such a framework facilitates the

correct understanding of the curent situation in China's grain economy, which is

necessary for guiding future policy making. Yet it takes empirical studies to conduct an
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accgrate assessment of the situation. In particular, it is important to ascertain if the

implementation of protective procurement since 1997 really represents a switch from

taxing to supporting grain farmers, or if it reflects only a reduction in the magnitude of

the negative support.

While different researchers have estimated the nominal rate as well as the

effective rate of protection using the state procurement prices and protective prices of

grain and conclude that the rates of protection for wheat and corn are positive (Huang,

2001; Huang and Rozelle,2002b), their estimates may not be an accurate indicator of

the redistribution effect of the current procurement policy in China because of the rent-

seeking behaviour of the grain officials and the illegal excessive levies that local cadres

collect from farmers who sell grain through the state charurel. It will be illuminating to

assess the actual rate of protection distinguishing the prices stipulated by the state from

what farmers actually receive. Such estimates are important to ascertain the income

distribution prior to V/TO accession and decide whether it requires substantial increases

in budget outlays to safeguard grain farmers' incomes, or simply abolishing the quota

procurement system and thereby btocking the channel that diverts govemment

subsidies to grain officials.

The study conducted by Lin et al. (2002a &b) on China's household taxation

suggests that while tax rates are in general higher for rural households than urban

households, the actual burden on the former would be even heavier if the implicit tax

associated with compulsory grain procurement at below-market prices could be

accounted for. However, their survey data contain no information on this additional

burden on rural households. Nevertheless, as already mentioned in Chapter 6, their

empirical findings on the explicit taxes substantiate my conjecture that grain farmers in

China are more heavily taxed than what is suggested by the state-set procurement

prices. To gauge the overall income redistribution effect of the quota procurement
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system, it will be illuminating to conduct household surveys on the implicit taxes and

thereby estimate the total burden on farm households that ate assigned grain

procurement quotas.

In this thesis the welfare impact of 'WTO accession on China's grain economy is

analysed on an aggregate basis. To draw implications for appropriate policy making, it

is necessary to conduct an empirical analysis separately for each grain t¡pe. The level

of domestic prices relative to world prices and the size of the committed tariff rate

quotas relative to domestic production and consumption vary significantly from one

grain type to another. In particular, various studies have estimated a negative rate of

protection for rice implying that China's accession to IWTO is not likely to harm rice

producers but rather may improve their incomes.TT On the other hand, Chinese

producers of corn, whose production was supported by export subsidies prior to V/TO

accession, may be hard hit. Such disaggtegate analyses are also important to the

assessment of fiscal implications for different regions that specialise in different grain

types.

Lastly, it will be a worthy endeavour to estimate the objective function of

China's grain policy regarding income distribution and food security in similar manner

as Branstetter and Feenstra's (2002) application of Grossman and Helpman's (1994)

political-economy model to analyse China's trade-off of the gain from hade and FDI

against the protection of state-owned enterprises. However, the lack of data that can

accurately reflect the benefits and costs of grain consumption and production,

especially in the central planning period, makes it an extremely difficult task to

estimate the changes in Chinese policy makers' preferences throughout the history of

the PRC. Nevertheless, it may be more feasible to restrict the study to the 1990s and the

77 The negative rate of protection to China's rice farmers should have been understated due to

the failure to take into account the adverse effect of the illegal collection of levies on thei¡ incomes.
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early 2000s for which less distorted and more accurate price data are available. In

particular, it will be interesting to test if there was a significant change in Chinese

policy makers' preference in favour of grain farmers' welfare and whether their utility

ceased to increase with the size of the procurement quota around 1997 when protective

price procurement was first implemented.

-a
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